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Getting on Board

Roots and Growth of School Boards

W

hat forces produced the social entities
we call School Boards? The answer lies
in our history, our continued thrust for representative government, and the forces generated
by a rapidly growing population living on a vast
continent.

the students repeat their letters, and to admonish both teacher and pupils to be faithful
to their tasks. At times, committee members
would bring the schoolmaster a new set of
quills, powdered ink, or a few sheets of paper.
When textbooks came into being, about 1750,
the school committee decided which texts to
buy and asked the town to provide the money.

The roots of local control of schools by laypeople reach back to the town meetings of
New England settlements and the resolve
of pioneers and householders to establish
schools. Schooling was among the settlers'
first concerns, after food, safety, and religion.
For young boys and girls, there was the Dame
School, the English writing school, or the school
of the three Rs. For older boys (and boys only)
who had mastered reading and writing, there
came the grammar school and later the Latin
school. For generations, from 1642 onward,
such schools were controlled by representatives of the people. Town officials (selectmen)
first took on the job of running the schools
themselves. Later, they named committees to
do the job for them.

Establishing rules of conduct for schoolmasters,
rewarding the competent ones, and removing
the inefficient ones took up much of the time
of the early school committees. So did seeking
out parents who failed to send their children
to school.
These early school committees, in other words,
exercised many of the same roles as today's
School Boards: policy, planning, supervision, assessment, textbook adoption, plant
maintenance, and community relations—all in
embryonic form, of course, and all without administrative help. But they achieved their goal
of keeping the schools close to the people and
the people close to the schools. That was the
way Americans wanted it.

School committees had no easy time. Some
colonists neither welcomed schools nor rushed
to their support despite laws enacted by the
colonies encouraging or compelling school attendance. Yet the committees carried on with
determination. First, they had to locate a place
to hold classes. Then, they had to find an adult
who could read and write and who was willing
to become a schoolmaster. Providing food and
lodging for the schoolmaster and keeping the
schoolhouse in repair and heated were also
tasks assigned to school committees.

So valued was the concept of lay control of
schools that it spread from New England across
the country, spawning an ever-growing number
of School Boards. One school and one School
Board were adequate for small settlements,
but as settlements grew into towns and cities, additional schools were needed, and with
each school, the people insisted, must come a
School Board.
The result was often chaotic. A town or township would often have several or even dozens of
School Boards, and cities commonly had Boards
of twenty members or more. In Philadelphia

Most important was the committee's role of
visitation. Several times a year, committee
members visited the schoolmaster and his
young scholars to examine copybooks, to hear
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alone, there were forty-three elected district
School Boards in 1905, with a total of 559
members.

personnel and a phenomenal growth in special
interest and pressure groups of all stripes, some
of them springing from national social movements. Moreover, in many states, the high rate
of immigration has challenged the resources of
school districts as well as social agencies. While
these larger issues have been changing the climate in which School Boards operate, another
factor has also been at work: the changing role
of state and federal government in education
policy and finance.

Consolidation and Change
This lack of coordination opened the way for
inefficiency, even corruption, and by the turn
of the twentieth century, it was clear reform
was needed.
Calling for centralization, professionalization,
and efficiency, reform-minded city councils,
county governments, and state departments of
education began to consolidate the scattered
Boards within a town or city and placed the
schools under one superintendent/director of
schools reporting to one Board, elected (for
the most part) at large. As centralization and
consolidation proceeded, the 89,000 school
districts existing in United States in 1948 reorganized into 55,000 by 1953, 31,000 by 1961,
and roughly 13,500 today. The outlines of the
present-day school governance structure were
at last visible.

Spurred by the reform movement that got
underway with the 1983 publication of the
national report A Nation at Risk, many states
put in place sweeping reforms to strengthen
academic standards, often bypassing the local
School Board in the process. Indeed, a flurry of
education reform reports in the 1980s tended
to overlook the School Board's crucial role as
the agent of local school improvement despite
the fact that many local Boards had increased
local curricular standards before state reform
laws were passed.

The larger districts offered more options for
education programs but also created more
conflicting viewpoints. Where the populations
of small, isolated communities had tended to
be largely homogenous, the new consolidated
districts included more diverse populations
with differing needs and differing values. Social
and political changes in the last half century
have added to the diversity of the population
and increased government recognition of the
rights of minority groups. The result has been a
tremendous growth in the schools' specialized
functions—from the education of students with
disabilities to English as a second language,
compensatory education, nutrition, health,
and career education. Functions previously
considered outside the school's—and hence the
Board's —purview are now very much a part of
the School Board's responsibility.

Some two decades later came the No Child
Left Behind Act (NCLB), which represented a
new, stronger federal role in education. NCLB
was signed into law on January 8, 2002, as
the reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), building on
ESEA's foundation while retaining its basic
framework of standards, assessments, and
accountability. Designed to close the achievement gap between high- and low-performing
students, NCLB made significant changes in the
way schools went about educating the nation's
young people.
In addition to requiring states to test students
in grades three through eight and then again in
high school, the law required that teachers and
paraprofessionals in Title I schools be "highly
qualified." NCLB also required states and local
school districts to collect student performance

The last half century has also seen a rise in the
unionization of teachers and noninstructional
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information at the individual student level and
disaggregate and report the information on the
basis of various demographic factors.

of significant bipartisan efforts to move beyond
temporary waivers created by NCLB. The new
law maintains many of the same basic components as past iterations, such as state plans
and report cards, but also responds to many of
the common complaints about NCLB by offering states greater flexibility and control over
education policy. For example, ESSA explicitly
authorizes states to use nationally recognized
assessments in high school, computer-adaptive
assessments at all grade levels, and high school
math assessments for advanced eighth graders.

Schools that failed to make "adequate yearly
progress" in meeting these requirements faced
increasingly stringent consequences, including
takeover by the state.
Tennessee has been extremely active in education reform over the past several years. Two of
its biggest changes have come through a new
system of teacher evaluations and the adoption and implementation of new standards.
Tennessee teachers and principals are evaluated
on an annual basis, which is a huge shift in state
policy—just a few years ago they were only
evaluated once every five years. These evaluations have changed over several years as the
state has recognized strengths and weaknesses.
The ultimate goal is to utilize an instrument that
provides timely feedback to educators to drive
academic achievement.

Getting on Board
You may have spent your entire adult life in and
around schools. You may have served as president of every parent-teacher organization in
your local community, headed a school finance
campaign, or chaired a strategic-planning task
force, but nothing will really prepare you for the
reality of serving on a School Board.
As a candidate for School Board, you allowed
yourself to dream about how School Board service would be. You probably pictured yourself
sitting at the Board table acting and leading as
a Board member. You saw yourself changing
the things you thought needed changing, and
things would only get better with time.

In 2013—2014, Tennessee fully implemented
the Common Core State Standards. These
standards were adopted by dozens of states
and the District of Columbia. After receiving
feedback from teachers, parents, and students
on the implementation of Common Core State
Standards, the General Assembly enacted legislation that created a standards review process
with the purpose of adopting Tennessee specific
standards. The process allows all Tennesseans
to participate in the state’s efforts to improve
outcomes for students by providing feedback
on the state’s academic standards. In Tennessee,
academic standards are typically reviewed
every six years. With the passage of the new
law, the State Board of Education began a new
review process for English language arts, math,
social studies, and science.

As a new Board member, your visions will
need to be tethered to reality. In the next few
months, your orientation will change from
Board candidate to Board member, from private
citizen to public school official, and from being
an individual to becoming a member of the
team. Gradually, you will reassess your thinking and begin to evaluate your successes and
failures as a Board member. You will need time
to learn the roles of Board member and team
player, as well as time to make any necessary
adjustments.

As the standards review process began at the
state level, the federal government passed the
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) as the latest
reauthorization of ESEA. ESSA was the result

Most of all, you will need to have a healthy eagerness to cultivate a "learner's attitude" and to
grow as a School Board member. To get started,
you can adopt a degree of curiosity about
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• Entering into voluntary agreement with
the states for the control and support of
education

School Board service as it exists in general and
as it exists in your own district, you can study
the qualities of effective Board members, and
you can assess your current attitudes, skills,
and knowledge and consider how they might
enhance your effectiveness as a Board member.

• Prohibiting the federal government from
spending funds for the principal purpose
of regulating state policy, (though it may
enforce control measures incidental in the
accomplishment of the purpose for which
federal funds were appropriated and spent)

Historically, Education Has Not Been a
Federal Function
Education is not mentioned in the US
Constitution; it was conceived as a private
or local affair. The Tenth Amendment to the
Constitution contains the statement that all
powers not delegated or enumerated “are reserved to the states respectively or to the people.” But the federal government has historically
played a role in the control of education through
laws such as the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), previously
reauthorized by the No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB) and now the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA), and in previous years with federal
grants such as Race to the Top (RTTT).

Education Is a State Function
Education is a state function, and the authority
for its operation in Tennessee is found in the
state's constitution. However, the constitution
does not outline the framework of organization
and administration of a public school system.
This responsibility is left to the legislature.
The legislature established the State Board
of Education, the Tennessee Department of
Education, and local Boards of education and
commissioned them to oversee public schools.
In Tennessee, there are two primary authorities
over education: (1) the Legislature, through
enactment of statutory law, and (2) governing
agencies, such as the State Board of Education
and the State Department of Education.

In addition, the Constitution and interpretations
of sections of the Constitution by the Supreme
Court have given the federal government some
control of education in the following areas:

State Board of Education

• Prohibiting state laws impairing the obligations of contracts

The State Board of Education is the governing and policy-making body for the Tennessee
system of public elementary and secondary
education. Its work touches all facets of education from accountability and evaluation to
curriculum and teacher education. The General
Assembly created the State Board of Education
in 1984 when it adopted the Public Education
Governance Reform Act. The legislation restructured the Board, gave it increased independence, and expanded its duties. Although
the Board works very closely with the State
Department of Education, it is a separate, fully
functioning state agency.

• Prohibiting laws respecting the establishment of religion and creating a wall of separation between the church and state
• Prohibiting states from legally enforcing
discrimination in favor of one class or race
of citizens against another
• Exercising, by the Supreme Court, final
determination of what constitutes proper
exercise of police power on the part of the
state
• Establishing the principle that the federal
government may tax and spend in the support of education

The State Board of Education has a professional staff consisting of an executive director, a
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The Tennessee Department of
Education

deputy executive director, research associates,
attorneys, and administrative assistants. They
provide ongoing policy research and analysis of
public education issues including instruction,
student assessment, and funding. Through its
annual report on student, teacher, and school
performance, the Board provides the legislature
and the general public with information about
the status of education in Tennessee.

The day-to-day administration of the state
public school system for kindergarten through
twelfth grade is carried out by the State
Department of Education. The chief state
school officer is the commissioner of education. Appointed by the governor, the commissioner serves as a member of the governor’s
cabinet and as executive officer of the State
Department of Education.

The Board develops and adopts policies and
standards and approves rules and regulations
for the governance of public schools. The
Board also has responsibility to study the use
of state funds for public education. The Board
reviews the Basic Education Program (BEP)
—Tennessee’s funding formula for elementary
and secondary education and approves school
system allocations.

The Department of Education supervises the
allocation of funds appropriated as state and
federal aid to public education. The 141 public
school systems in Tennessee serve nearly one
million students, and employ over seventy
thousands teachers, principals, supervisors, and
other professional employees.

Based on state law as specified in Tennessee
Code Annotated §49-1-601, the State Board
of Education has established performance
standards for schools and school systems. The
State Department of Education reports on how
well each district meets these performance
standards in its annual report cards.

The department is responsible for ensuring that
the children of Tennessee have the opportunities for intellectual development commensurate
with their abilities. The department coordinates
and supervises the educational programs provided by local school districts and carries out its
education responsibilities through a multitude
of program areas.

Being a Board Member: No Greater Honor
Broadly defined, the local Board of education in America today is a policy-making, legislative group of which the
individual member is an official of his or her state but is without authority except as a Board. Except during an official meeting, a Board member has no more power, authority, or jurisdiction over school matters than any other
citizen in the community. A Board’s primary duty is to provide the opportunity for the best and most appropriate
education for all children entrusted to its care.
In its rightful context, the local Board, elected or appointed, is the “voice of the people” in a given county, city, or
special school district in terms of what the Board wants to achieve with its educational program and in terms of
its personnel performance—whether satisfactory or unsatisfactory. It has been stated by many, but it ever bears
repeating, “Boards don’t run the schools; they see that they are well run.” There is a difference!
No greater honor can be bestowed upon a citizen than membership on his or her local School Board. The office
calls for the highest personal qualifications and a dedicated interest in the welfare of all children, youth and adults
in the community served by the Board. The best, most capable, and most farsighted citizens of each community
should be drafted to serve on the School Board. To be a School Board member is to serve the future of your
community, state, nation, and world.
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Local Education Governance

As a nation, we want our School Boards to educate children to the highest potential and send
them out to take their place in a free society.
This is the American ideal and tradition, and we
have developed the local Board, representing all
interests and serving all interests, to assure us
that the fulfillment and practice of these ideals
will “not perish from the earth.”

There are three types of local school systems
in Tennessee: county, city, and special districts.
The county executive, trustee, Board, and superintendent of schools all have powers and
duties in reference to the control and operation
of county systems. The county Board serves as
the policy-making agency with full control within
the limitations and provisions of state law.

In addition to representing a high degree of
local control, the School Board is usually substantially independent of its local government.
For example, the Board of Education is separate
and distinct from other departments of local
governments.

A city school system operates as a part of the
city government under a city tax rate in addition
to county and state funds. City Boards are organized under individual city charter provisions. A
special district is created by a special act of the
legislature to operate schools within a given
territory. City and special districts may cease to
operate schools and transfer the schools to the
county, which has the basic responsibility for
the operation of schools. Enabling legislation
also permits two or more districts to consolidate
their operation through a unification process.
Several districts have taken advantage of this
opportunity.

Selection, Term of Office
In Tennessee, the size of local Boards of education varies from three-member Boards in
Lebanon and Richard City to twelve-member
Boards in Benton and Williamson counties.
Sixty-seven percent of all local Boards have five,
six, or seven members. Although no single size
is a majority, 30 percent have seven-member
Boards. All county School Boards must be
popularly elected, by district, in nonpartisan
elections. Terms range from four to six years.

The Local Board of Education
Through the operation of the local Board of education, the control of education is kept close to
the people of the community. It exists because
our people have hopes, ideals, and aspirations
for their children, what they will become, and
the kind of community, state, nation, and world
in which they will live.

Boards of special school districts will be elected
according to the provisions of private acts establishing such systems, and city School Boards
may be elected by a district or at large.

Compensation
Compensation for School Board members is set
by the organizing authority (county commission,
city council, the legislature, etc.) but is subject
to the amount set by state law. No member of
any county Board of education shall receive less
than four dollars per day for his or her services
(TCA 49-2-202 (d)). Members may lawfully
receive compensation for services other than
those of attending the regular and special meetings of the Board.

Because education is such a determining factor
in the future of individuals, governments, businesses, and organizations of all kinds, its control
has never been a simple matter. In the history
of mankind, education has become a tool of the
state, of the church, of the various economic
classes, or of the teaching profession. In this
country, we have believed that public education
should not be allowed to become a tool of any
single group or person. Education exists to serve
all people equally. That is why the nation has
historically supported local, lay School Boards.

Salaries for members of Boards of Education
vary widely, with a maximum amount being an
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annual salary of around $26,012. Board chairmen are often paid an additional salary. Many
districts provide no compensation for Board
members.

These are just a few examples of how many
of the decisions previously left to the federal
government under NCLB have now been given
back to the states under ESSA.

Governance & Accountability

Within schools this determination must be
made not only on the basis of the school’s enrollment as a whole but also student subgroups,
some of which have historically been associated
with lower academic achievement. Failure to
meet AYP can result in severe sanctions and
eventually lead to state takeover of schools and
districts. Fortunately, since 2012, Tennessee
has received waivers from these unrealistic,
unobtainable goals.

Tennessee’s accountability system was modified
in 2002 with the adoption of the federal No Child
Left Behind Act. (NCLB) At the heart of NCLB
was the concept of adequate yearly progress
(AYP), a measure of year-over-year achievement
based on student testing. NCLB required a 100
percent proficiency rate in reading and math by
2014, with incremental percentage goals leading up to this date. Failure to meet AYP resulted
in severe sanctions and eventually led to state
takeover of schools and districts. For several
years Tennessee received waivers from these
unrealistic, unobtainable goals.

Tennessee will now look at overall student
achievement gains as well as a district’s
ability to close the “gaps” that exist between
various subgroups of students — i.e., minority,
nonminority; ELL students, non-ELL students;
low income, non-low income; and special
education, non-special education. These
changes will ensure that schools receive the
recognition deserved for advancing student
achievement.

The adoption of the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA) has addressed many of the concerns
surrounding NCLB. For example, ESSA requires
that states annually test at least 95 percent
of all public school students and at least 95
percent of all subgroups in math and ELA, and
student participation on these tests must be
incorporated as a factor in the state’s accountability system. ESSA gives states the ability to
determine how to do this, but each state is
required to provide a “clear and understandable
explanation” for its decision.
ESSA also requires state accountability plans to
include five indicators. These indicators are as
follows: (1). proficiency on assessments, which
may include growth in proficiency in high school;
(2). growth in proficiency in grades below high
school or another academic indicator; (3). high
school graduation rates; (4). progress of ELs toward proficiency; and (5). a fifth “other” indicator.
The new law requires this indicator to be a valid,
reliable, and comparable measure of school
quality or student success (SQSS) within each
state’s accountability system but leaves the
decision on the indicator to the states.
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Basics of Boardsmanship
W

1. The Board is a corporate body.
The authority of a Board member includes
expressing an opinion and casting a vote in
a Board meeting. Outside a Board meeting, a Board member has no authority over
school matters.

hat the citizens of the next generation
will be, the schools of today will largely
determine; and what the schools are, School
Boards largely determine. School Boards
have under their direction the most important, most technical, and most difficult public
business.

• Local School Boards keep the public
schools in the possession of the public
rather than central government, professional educators or private corporations.

2. The Board is a policy-making body.
The Board speaks through policy. The
Board is responsible or dealing with issues
through policy before the issues result in
specific problems with people involved.
Matters that the Board chooses not to
address through policy are left to the discretion of the superintendent/director of
schools.

• School Boards are a check on a propriety
interest of the professionals and thus,
carry out the American precept of checks
and
balances.

Mandatory Duties of the Board
Most statutory powers and responsibilities of the Board are mandatory. The Board,
and only the Board, must exercise these
responsibilities.

• School Boards afford a means for debating varying points of view in formulating
school policy.

As an all-encompassing duty, Tennessee
School Boards are specifically charged by the
legislature with the responsibility to manage
and control all schools in their school district.

Why Are School Boards Necessary?
School Boards are necessary or the following
reason:

• School Boards allow representatives of the
community to become well-informed and
govern the schools in the best interest of
the community.

The superintendent/director of schools has
the authority to employ, assign, transfer and
nonrenew employees. Only the Board has authority to grant tenure or to dismiss a teacher
who has acquired tenure.

It is understandable that the position of
School Boards member has gained recognition
as the community’s highest honor.

Discretionary Powers

The Nature of the School Board

Some powers of the local Board of Education
are discretionary. In other words, the Board
may exercise these powers, choose not to
exercise the power, or in some cases delegate
the power to someone else. An example of
such a discretionary power is the operation of
a day care center.

School Boards are made up of lay members.
Although it is not uncommon for professional educators to serve, no responsibility
of a School Board requires the expertise of a
professional educator. Two basic premises of
School Board operations are as follows:
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Eight Characteristics of
Effective School Boards

The Board may operate such a center, it may
delegate someone else to operate such a
center, or it may choose to have such a center
operating in the public schools.

What makes an effective School Board? One
that positively impacts student achievement?
From a research perspective, it’s a complex
question. It involves evaluating virtually all
functions of a Board, from internal governance
and policy formulation to communication
with teachers, building administrators, and the
public.

Vision
The work of the Board is about vision. Vision
is a mental picture of what the schools and
the school system would be if everything
were perfect. In other words, a mental image
of success.

But the research that exists is clear: Boards
in high-achieving districts exhibit habits and
characteristics that are markedly different
from Boards in low-achieving districts.

As a School Board member, you will have a
central role in defining your district’s vision,
but yours should not be the only viewpoint
considered. Teachers, administrators, community members, and students are more
likely to support the Board’s vision if they feel
they have played a part in developing it. The
process of creating a vision involves making
choices—not only about where the district is
headed but also about how it will get there.
For this reason, establishing a vision may be
the most difficult responsibility any School
Board faces. But it may also be the most
important.

So what do these Boards do? Here are eight
characteristics:
1. Effective School Boards commit to a vision
of high expectations for student achievement and quality instruction and define
clear goals toward that vision.
2. Effective School Boards have strong
shared beliefs and values about what is
possible for students and their ability to
learn, and of the system and its ability to
teach all children at high levels.

Reference NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd ed.

3. Effective School Boards are accountability
driven, spending less time on operational
issues and more time focused on policies
to improve student achievement.

Effective Boards have learned that their
responsibility is for governance, not management. This requires that they spend less time
in management and instead concentrate their
efforts on leadership. They must reduce the
amount of time they are spending on personnel purchasing and problem solving and
increase their efforts in policy, planning, and
promotion.

4. Effective School Boards have a collaborative relationship with staff and the community and establish a strong communications structure to inform and engage
both internal and external stakeholders in
setting and achieving district goals.
5. Effective School Boards are data savvy:
they embrace and monitor data, even
when the information is negative, and use
it to drive continuous improvement.
6. Effective School Boards align and sustain
resources, such as professional development, to meet district goals.
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7. Effective School Boards lead as a united
team with the superintendent/director of
schools, each from their respective roles,
with strong collaboration and mutual
trust.

Policy and management are two distinctly
separate areas of responsibility within the
educational structure. However, one cannot
operate effectively without the other. The
relationship between the two is similar to
that between pilot and navigator. In a school
system, the Board plays the role of navigator—it sets the course. The superintendent /
director of schools, as the pilot, operates the
controls.

8. Effective School Boards take part in team
development and training, sometimes
with their superintendent/director of
schools, to build shared knowledge, values, and commitments for their improvement efforts.

One governance responsibility of the Board is
to set policy. The corresponding administrative responsibility of the superintendent/director of schools is to manage the school system within the guidelines set forth in Board
policy. In the absence of policy, the superintendent must use his or her own judgement.

Though the research on School Board effectiveness is in the beginning stages, the studies included in the report make it clear that
School Boards in high-achieving districts have
attitudes, knowledge, and approaches that
separate them from their counterparts in lower-achieving districts. In this era of fiscal constraints and a national environment focused
on accountability, Boards in high-performing
districts can provide an important blueprint
for success. In the process, they can offer a
road map for school districts nationwide.

In effect, everything that is not specifically
reserved to the Board through policy is temporarily delegated to the superintendent/
director of schools.
Policy making is not a passive role. It should
be a very active role—one that delivers the
kind of impact Board candidates expected to
have when elected. The choice is not whether
a Board performs through policy but how it
performs through policy.

Reference: NSBA Center for Public Education.

Policy
Policy is the set of guidelines established by
the Board to ensure that its vision becomes
a reality. Only those topics that are related
to the implementation of the Board’s vision
should be included in Board policy. Other
rules or procedures needed for the smooth
operation of the school system should be
developed by the superintendent/director
of schools and included in administrative
procedures.

If you feel that your Board is not having this
kind of impact, you should evaluate your approach to policy making. Through policy the
Board tells the administration what it expects.
Board policy sets the standard. If no standards are set, none will be met. You have no
right to expect your superintendent/director
of schools to meet a set of “presumed” standards. Effective Boards give high priority to
policy making.

Many Boards have yet to realize the power
of policy. The Board exercises its power
through policy. Far too many Boards spend a
great majority of their time with management
responsibilities. Such Boards miss the opportunity to have a significant impact on the
schools they have a responsibility to govern.
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Planning

Promotion

The second essential element of governance
and sound, effective Board leadership is planning. If a friend is out driving on a Sunday
afternoon, the chances of his or her winding
up at your house are immeasurably better if
he or she determines that he or she wants to
visit you and sets out in that direction than if
he or she just begins aimlessly driving around.
Similarly, a Board that establishes a vision,
identifies its mission and goals, and develops a plan for accomplishing the mission and
achieving the goals has a significantly greater
chance of getting what it wants than a School
Board without a plan.

The third main School Board governance
function responsibility is the promotion of the
schools and the school district. Promotion is
interpreting the Board’s concerns and actions
to the public and the public’s concerns to the
Board.

The less time a Board spends on
management and the more
time it spends on planning,
promotion, and policy, the more
effective it will be.

Planning is the process of developing a blueprint for the implementation of the Board’s
vision for the school district. Planning is primarily done by the superintendent/director of
schools, staff, and other community members,
However, it is initiated by the Board translating its vision into goals.

The promotion function of the Board involves
building public support necessary to implement the Board’s vision. Promotion could be
defined as the policies of Boardsmanship. It is
an area where the individual Board members
can find great satisfaction and is the area of
Boardsmanship with the greatest potential
for fun. In essence, promotion is community
leadership.

Our schools will never be what be we believe
they should be unless School Boards identify
goals and develop plans for achieving them. A
plan can unify a Board like nothing else can.
It can improve relationships between a Board
and its superintendent/director of schools;
provide encouragement, hope, and greatly
improve the morale of the staff, generate
enthusiasm and support from a previously
lethargic community, and add an element of
satisfaction and excitement to service on the
Board of Education.

The promotion function of the
Board involves building public
support for the schools and
obtaining the resources
necessary to provide
quality schools.
Board members should always be better informed about school issues than the general
public. Thus, it’s irresponsible for a School
Board member to listen to public opinion and
vote accordingly. The best Board members
create public opinion, not react to it. A Board
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School Board Ethics

member creates public opinion by helping
the public understand the issues. The better
the public understands the mission of public
schools, the more it will support them.

There are no courses offered by colleges
or universities designed to prepare citizens
for service on local School Boards. Neither
are professional educators necessarily better equipped for Board service than other
members of the community. Board members
should avail themselves of every opportunity
to become better prepared for this responsibility. The Code of Ethics holds no threat for a
Board member committed to doing the right
thing.

Promotion of the school district requires
competent and enthusiastic support for the
school district. Such confidence can be generated by understanding and commitment
to the goals and plans of the School Boards,
which set long-term direction for the school
district, and an awareness of the policymaking functions and procedures used by the
Board of Education.

School Board members in Tennessee, working through the Tennessee School Boards
Association, have developed a Code of Ethics
to provide guidance to School Board members about what should and should not be
done as School Board members. School Board
members should study the Code of Ethics on
the next page carefully, strictly adhere to it,
and at least twice each year read the Code of
Ethics as a reminder of the standards of highquality ethical service.

The most effective Board does not leave
to chance the promotion of its schools and
school district. Rather, it has a plan for promotion that involves all School Board members, staff, and students. Such a plan would
likely include a requirement that each school
have a written annual plan for promotion.
If the School Board leadership team fails to
recognize the great importance of the promotion function of the Board of Education, the
Board will be greatly handicapped in accomplishing its purposes. This facet of the Board’s
responsibility deserves considerable time
and attention of the leadership team and the
Board as a whole.
Time spent in promotion will pay for itself in
results.
To be best qualified for this responsibility,
each School Board member should have
made some heavy personal investment in the
school district. A Board member whose own
children do not attend public schools in the
district should not serve on the Board, any
more than a person who does not entrust
personal finances to a bank should serve on
the Board of directors of that bank.
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Boardsmanship Code of Ethics
The Board adopts these standards as recommended by the Tennessee School Boards Association
as a guide to its members as they provide educational leadership for the youth of our state.
ARTICLE I.

MY RELATIONS TO THE CHILDREN

Section 1.

I will at all times think in terms of “children first,” always determining other
important things according to how they affect education and training of children.
I will seek to provide equal educational opportunities for all children
regardless of ability, race, color, sex, creed, or location of residence.

Section 2.

ARTICLE II.

MY RELATIONS TO MY COMMUNITY

Section 1.

I will endeavor to appraise fairly both the present and future educational needs of the 		
community and to support improvements as finances permit.
I will represent at all times the entire school community and refuse to 				
represent special interests or partisan politics.
I will endeavor to keep the community informed about the progress and 			
needs of the schools.

Section 2.
Section 3.

ARTICLE III.

MY RELATIONS TO TEACHERS AND PERSONNEL

Section 1.

I will support the employment of those persons best qualified to serve as
employees and insist on a regular and impartial evaluation of all staff.
I will support and protect personnel in performance of their duties.
I will not criticize employees publicly but will make such criticism to the
director of schools for investigation and action if necessary.

Section 2.
Section 3.

ARTICLE IV.

MY RELATIONS WITH OTHER Board MEMBERS

Section 1.

I will recognize that authority rests only with the Board in official
meetings and that the individual member has no legal status outside of such
meetings.
I will refuse to make promises as to how I will vote on a matter which 				
should properly come before the Board as a whole.
I will make decisions only after full discussion of matters at a Board meeting.
I will respect the opinion of other members and will accept the principle 			
of “majority rule.”

Section 2.
Section 3.
Section 4.

ARTICLE V.

MY RELATIONS WITH THE DIRECTOR OF SCHOOLS

Section 1.

Section 3.

I will support full administrative authority as well as responsibility for the
director of schools to properly discharge all professional duties.
I will support director of schools’ accountability for working and requiring 			
staff to work within the framework of policies set up by the Board.
I will refer all complaints and concerns to the director of schools.

ARTICLE VI.

MY RELATIONS TO MYSELF

Section 1.

I will inform myself about my duties and responsibilities and current
educational issues by individual study and through participation in
programs providing needed information, such as those sponsored by my 			
state and national School Boards associations.
I will avoid being placed in a position of conflict of interest and will refrain 			
from using my Board position for personal or partisan gain.

Section 2.

Section 2.
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Ethical or Unethical: That Is the Question
Consider the Code of Ethics on the previous page. Then, decide whether the behavior described
in each of the following situations is ethical or unethical. Cite the article and section of the Code
of Ethics to support your decision.

1
2
3

Kyle (BM) helped a parent whose child was having problems with a
teacher by calling the principal and recommending a class change.
____Ethical

Article____

Section____

On an issue that arose during a Board meeting Ellen (BM) told the
superintendent/director of schools she didn’t have enough information to vote intelligently and asked him to provide more information.
____Ethical

_____Unethical		

Article____

Section____

The superintendent/director of schools included in the Board packet
a recommendation that a new central office supervisory position
be established. Karen (BM) called the superintendent/director of
schools before the meeting to tell him that she felt that the system
already had too many administrative staff members and that unless
he proved to her otherwise she would not be able to support his
recommendation.
____Ethical

4

_____Unethical		

_____Unethical		

Article____

Section____

Before the May meeting of the Board, Tyler (BM) gave the superintendent/director of schools a list of nontenured teachers in “his
district” that he wanted the superintendent/director of schools not
to reemploy.
____Ethical

_____Unethical		

Article____
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5
6
7
8

Taylor (BM) told the PTA executive committee that the principal at
Model City Elementary School was obviously not providing the leadership that she should provide and needed to be replaced.
____Ethical

_____Unethical		

Article____

Section____

Vickie has been a principal, but now she is a School Board member.
She often takes her pad into a classroom and writes “helpful suggestions for teachers.”
____Ethical

_____Unethical		

Article____

Section____

Tanner (BM) knew the superintendent/director of schools had evidence to prove the charges against a tenured teacher. However, he
voted not to certify the charges because the teacher was a friend.
____Ethical

_____Unethical		

Article____

Section____

A group of citizens visited Bailey (BM) and presented him with reasons why the school system should have open enrollment. He was
impressed and pledged his vote.
____Ethical

_____Unethical		

Article____
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Maximize Your Effectiveness

Use individual conferences with the superintendent/director of schools and the official
forum of the Board meetings to iron out differences of opinion. A Board cannot fulfill its
responsibilities except through the superintendent/director of schools.

Every Board member should seek to be the
most effective Board member s/he can be.
It is impossible to be an effective member if
an ineffective Board. Therefore, every Board
member carries some responsibility to help
every other member to be a functional part
of the Board. Following is a list of suggestions
which will help you become an influential
member of your Board.

7. Make an effort to be informed. School business
is always important business, and big business,
with budgets into millions of dollars. To be informed requires time and effort. Ask for briefings
from the superintendent/director of schools as
you feel the need. Visit each school over which
the Board has authority.

1. Go slow in the beginning. Especially if you have
come on the Board to reform it. The chances are
that you will feel differently about a lot of things
after six months on the Board.

8. Welcome people who come to see you about
school problems. Listen carefully and then refer
them to the appropriate person according to
Board policy. Remember that you may be hearing only one side of the story. Do not commit
yourself to a course of action that you may
regret later.

2. Remember that the only authority you have lies
in the corporate action of the School Board. You
have no legal authority to act along unless the
Board as a whole specifically delegates a task
to you.
3. Do not let differences of opinion degenerate
into personality conflicts. Nothing is more devastating to good Board operations than to have
one member vote for a measure simply because
another member votes against it.

9. Hear and review all the facts before you act. A
vocal minority can pressure a School Board to
act before all the facts are known and evaluated.
If you are being pressed, tell them that you need
more time to make a fair decision. Often Boards
find that preliminary discussion, followed by
action to place the topic on the agenda for the
next meeting, clears thinking and simplifies the
complicated.

4. Don’t talk too much. You may acquire a reputation for wisdom simply by not saying the wrong
thing at the wrong moment. One thing is certain,
you are not learning when you are talking; you
are only hearing your own ideas.

10. Accept your job on the Board as one of responsible leadership in the community. You will be
expected to attend and participate intelligently
in many public meetings on school affairs. This is
more than an opportunity; it is an obligation to
interpret school affairs to an interested public.
You may clear away doubts, misconceptions,

5. Do not become involved in a personnel problem
that may reach the Board until it does. The Board
has hired a superintendent/director of schools
and staff to take care of personnel problems.
Give them a chance to solve the problems
without interference from the Board until the
problem is properly appealed to the Board.

and misunderstandings. You can do more
than merely inform the public; you can
help form public opinion and create active,
intelligent support for education in your
community.

6. Give the superintendent/director of schools
and staff your public support. Except in unusual and mitigating circumstances, the superintendent/director of schools has the right to
expect this.
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Board Organization and Meeting

Executive Committee

The local Board is only as efficient and effective as its organization.

The chairman of the Board of Education and
superintendent/director of schools constitute the executive committee of the Board
of Education. The duties of the executive
committee as listed in TCA 49-2-206 are as
follows:

Officers of the Board
The Board is required by law (TCA 49-2-202)
to elect annually one of its members chairman. The Board should also elect a vice chairman, although it is not required to do so by
law. Before electing officers of the Board,
members should consider seriously the abilities and availability of each member to perform the duties of the office. The offices are
not honorary and should not be filled on the
basis of seniority, prestige, or popularity. The
practice of taking turns or passing around the
chairmanship is not in keeping with sound
practice. The person selected as chairman
should be one who, by reputation, is known
to possess skill and good judgment in presiding over a meeting in an efficient and informal
manner. The chairman also should be expected to follow ordinary parliamentary rules
so that all persons entitled to an active part
in making the decisions of the Board have an
opportunity to express themselves. The chairman should possess personal qualities and
habits that allow all members to feel free to
contribute their best thinking to the proceedings of the Board.

1. To meet at the office of the director as
often as necessary to perform the duties
required
2. To advertise for bids and let contracts
authorized by the Board of Education
3. To serve as the purchasing agent for the
Board, provided that this shall not apply to
counties having a purchasing Board or to
counties having a purchasing agent created by a private or local act
4. To examine all accounts authorized by
the Board and to see that the budget
approved by the legislative body is not
exceeded
5. To submit at each regular meeting of the
Board, for approval, a full report of all business transacted since the last regular
meeting, which the report shall be recorded as part of the minutes of the Board of
Education
6. To transact any other business assigned to
the committee by the Board

According to TCA 49-2-205, the legal duties of the chairman of the local Board are as
follows:

Vice chairman. In the absence of the chairman, the vice chairman of the Board is called
upon to carry out the duties of the chairman.
The vice chairman should have the same
qualifications as the chairman and should be
able to carry out the legal functions of the
position.

1. To preside at all meetings of the Board
2. To appoint committees authorized by the
Board
3. To serve as chairman of the executive
committee
4. To countersign all checks authorized by
the Board of Education and issued by the
director of schools for all expenditures of
the school system

Secretary. The superintendent/director of
schools is the official secretary to the Board.
The secretary is responsible for keeping
accurate records of the Board’s proceedings. Most Boards use the secretary to the
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Public meetings. The public should be encouraged to attend Board meetings. Regularly
scheduled, well-publicized meetings, conducted in a friendly, businesslike manner at
an announced public site, foster the feeling
of public welcome. Every Board has the right
to expect and to demand good order on the
part of all visitors. Although the public has
the right to attend meetings, no individual or
group has the right to enter into the deliberations of a Board, except on the invitation of
the Board. Board meetings are public meetings but not meetings of the public.

superintendent/director of schools for taking
minutes and in performing other clerical duties as this enables the official secretary of the
Board to participate more freely in the Board’s
proceedings.

School Board Committees
At one time, Boards directly administered the
public schools of the nation. Standing committees, concerned with administration of such
special areas as school finance, building construction and the curriculum, generally were
used. Boards since have found that the superintendency is the best solution to administrative problems. Little need seems to exist for
standing committees in the modern school
system where the Board’s function in primarily governance rather than administration.

If a Board so desires, it may open discussion
to interested citizens. If this is done, an individual wishing to speak should receive recognition from the presiding officer before beginning and should always make himself known
by stating his name. The presiding officer
retains the privilege of placing a time limit on
speakers, and the Board retains the privilege
of closing the discussion at any time. When
the Board wishes to discuss a matter among
itself, each member should address remarks to
other Board members, not to the visitors. It is
not the purpose of a Board meeting to entertain the public.

Official Meetings
Tennessee law (TCA 49-2-202) requires at
least quarterly regular Board meetings and
provides for special meetings whenever the
chairman or majority of the Board deems it
advisable. Most Boards, however, meet on
a monthly basis, although some meet more
frequently.

Open Meetings

News media. Local news media representatives should receive a copy of the agenda and
be informed in advance of all scheduled Board
meetings. If they do not attend, they should
be given a prompt report of actions taken.

Actions taken by a School Board are official
when all members have been duly notified
of the time and place of the meeting by the
chairman, and a quorum, consisting of a majority of the members, is present. It is advisable for Board members to receive a copy of
the minutes of the previous meeting, a copy
of the proposed agenda for the forthcoming
meeting, and background information on each
recommendation by the superintendent/director of schools.

Planning for Meetings
The responsibility for planning an effective
School Board meeting is shared between the
superintendent/director of schools and the
Board, or the chairman acting for the Board.
The role of the superintendent/director of
schools is basic since as executive officer of
the Board and the Board’s professional adviser, the superintendent/director of schools has
overall responsibility for the conduct of the
educational program.

All meetings, both regular and special, of
county, city, and special district Boards of
education, are, by law, open to the public.
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The chairman and the superintendent/director of schools should decide on the procedures to be followed by the chairman in the
meeting. Any problem areas the superintendent/director of schools expects should be
discussed with the chairman in detail. This
understanding about the conduct of the
meeting should include such things as knowing when the chairman will discuss certain
matters that relate to the agenda, what kind
of reports and/or information the superintendent/director of schools will be giving the
Board, and how the superintendent/director
of schools plans on using staff members or
outside persons during the meeting.

In planning for the School Board meeting, the
superintendent/director of schools should
consider the following at a minimum:
• The meeting date, as it affects matters to
come before the Board
• The time for sending the agenda and
supporting the information to the Board
members
• The immediate situations that require
Board discussion, knowledge, or action
• Long-range planning—items that the
Board should be aware of and familiar
with before they require immediate action
In addition, the superintendent/director of
schools should estimate, as carefully as possible, matters that might be brought before
the Board by outside groups or individuals.
This unknown factor can never be absolutely
known or predicted, but the probability of
surprise items being brought to the Board’s
attention in an open meeting should be considered in premeeting planning.

This close working relationship between the
Board chairman and the superintendent/
director of schools should not be construed
as a means of controlling the decisions of the
Board, or of assuming certain prerogatives
that properly belong to the entire Board. It
should be completely understood by the rest
of the Board that cooperation between the
chairman and the superintendent/director of
schools is necessary for effective meetings.
If any member of the Board has questions
about this relationship, an attempt should be
made to arrive at an agreement by the full
Board on the roles of the superintendent/
director of schools and Board chairman in
planning meetings. This topic could well be
addressed in a Board policy.

The Board chairman has responsibility for
conducting an effective meeting. His or her
role must be carried out in close cooperation
with the superintendent/director of schools.
The nature of the chairman’s leadership position requires special communication and an
effective working relationship with the superintendent/director of schools. The chairman
must have a thorough understanding of the
issues that are to be discussed at the meeting. The reason for the inclusion of an item
on the agenda, the sequence of items on the
agenda, and the action required by the Board
for each agenda item must be clear to the
chairman prior to the actual meeting.
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Agenda: A Plan for Action

request for information or action in the middle of a Board meeting by a Board member.
Both the superintendent/director of schools
and the Board stand to damage their working
relationship, lower the effectiveness of Board
meetings, and increase the change of making quick, unreasoned decisions by bringing
up matters not on the official agenda. Only in
cases of emergency can such a practice usually be defended.

The agenda for School Board meetings determines the content and sequence of important
matters before the Board. The planning and
development of the agenda is the responsibility of the superintendent/director of schools
but should be accomplished in cooperation
with the Board. The Board and superintendent/director of schools together should
agree on a general format for all regular meetings of the Board and, once a general format
is established, Board meetings should follow this general ordering of items. Although
there is not one format that will best serve all
School Boards, many Boards use a sequence
similar to the following:

It generally is agreed that the agenda, with
related and supporting material, should be
in the hands of each Board member at least
three days prior to the Board meeting. This
allows each Board member time to study
carefully the items to be acted upon and then
be prepared to discuss intelligently all aspects
of each agenda item at the Board meeting.

• Call to order
• Roll call of members

Board members have the right to expect the
superintendent/director of schools to furnish
an agenda with clear, logical and systematic
support materials. Every agenda item requiring any explanation at all should have attached the following types of information:

• Adoption of agenda
• Approval of minutes from previous
meeting
• Approval of bills and financial report
• Communications to and from the Board
• Presentation from individuals and
delegations

• Background information

• Report from superintendent/director of
schools

• Superintendent/director of school’s
recommendations

• Administrative considerations

• Unfinished business

• Action required

• New business

Not only should the Board expect the superintendent/director of schools to prepare an
agenda and supporting materials, but he or
she should be held accountable for including
on the agenda items that deal with the real
reason for the existence of the Board—the
instructional program.

• Miscellaneous items
• Adjournment
The selection of items to be included on the
agenda is of great importance and should
involve the immediate needs of the school
district and long-range planning. Requests
from School Board members to have an item
placed on the agenda normally are made to
the superintendent/director of schools.

It is necessary to guard against consuming
Board meeting time with administrative details and failing to leave time and energy for
the important governance issues: policy making, planning, and promotion. An excellent
way for the Board to keep its priorities clear

Such requests are granted almost without exception and are much preferable to a surprise
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is through a carefully considered relevant
agenda that is designed to bring the Board’s
attention to governance issues.
Routine matters that require Board approval
should be handled expeditiously as part of the
consent agenda.

before the Board by visitors or delegations
but should assure the interested parties that
the matter will be taken under advisement
and a decision will be rendered at a later,
specified time. Of course, many such matters
probably will be covered under existing Board
policy or administrative rules and regulations.

Conducting the Meeting

The Chairman

When the chairman of the Board of Education
calls the meeting to order, the effectiveness of
that meeting already has been determined to
a substantial degree by the premeeting planning, preparation of an appropriate agenda,
and the attention and study given the agenda
items by the Board members. However, the
actual conduct of the meeting is the logical
conclusion of all premeeting activities and
determines, to a great degree, the manner in
which citizens and staff view the Board.

The role of the chairman in guiding the meeting is central. The chairman must be familiar
with and utilize the Board’s own rules of order
or meeting procedures. He or she must ensure
that all Board members understand exactly
what is being considered and what the specific results of a particular vote will be. He or
she must be able to diplomatically terminate a
long-winded speaker, to tactfully keep conversations between Board members in the
mainstream of the meeting, and to be sensitive to the times when the leader must be
firm or flexible.

The Board meeting room should be as comfortable and pleasant as possible, both for the
Board and for visitors. A well-lighted, wellventilated meeting room, in which Board discussion can be clearly heard, will help provide
a favorable image of the Board.

The Superintendent/Director of Schools
The superintendent/director of schools can
contribute greatly to a Board meeting being
effective by following these guidelines:

Visitors

1. Direct comments to all members of the
Board, rather than to individual Board
members

While visitors and delegations to Board meetings should be courteously received and
should have an opportunity to be heard, the
Board must remain firmly in control of its
meetings. Member of the Board should not
become involved in verbal duels with visitors
or delegations. Some Boards have attractive,
easy-to-read brochures printed that are given
to all visitors at School Board meetings. Such
brochures may contain relevant information
about the organization and main purposes
of the Board of Education and set forth the
policies the Board has established in regard to
hearing delegations or individuals.

2. Show no adverse attitude when in disagreement with the Board
3. Accept constructive suggestions for the
efficient operation of the schools
4. Take a stand on controversial issues
5. Submit recommendations on agenda
items, before the meeting

Boards should avoid making on-the-spot commitments or decisions about matters brought
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Robert’s Rules of Order
Board meetings will run more smoothly and
efficiently if they are conducted according to
prescribed rules of order. Many districts use
Robert’s Rules of Order as the set of standards
to be observed in Board meetings. Regardless
of whether the Board wishes to follow formal
parliamentary procedure or adopt more informal rules, some form of procedure should be
established. Procedural rules should be flexible enough to permit the Board to conduct
meetings in the manner best suited for that
district but formal enough to permit the Board
chairman to keep the meeting focused in the
proper direction.

Minutes
The minutes of the School Board constitute
the official record of all actions of the Board.
A Board of Education speaks officially only
through its minutes; and, as far as the Board’s
responsibility and authority, its minutes have
the force of law.
The official minutes of each meeting should
be kept in a fireproof vault along with other
records and official documents, and provisions should be made to keep an accurate,
up-to-date index of these minutes. This action
facilitate the Board’s awareness that all action
taken is implemental and enables efficient
access to information about earlier decisions
and actions.

Dealing with Controversy
It would be perfect if the administration
always did the right thing, if the Board always agreed, and if there were no problems
to cause controversy. Then, of course, there
would be no split Board. This is a utopia we
can dream of but one that will never exist as
long as the human element is involved.
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How to Handle Controversial Issues
Frustrations, as well as honest differences, often create splits in Boards, but this frustration can
usually be avoided if each member actually understands his or her role. The following guidelines
will help in a controversial situation:
1. Research the question at hand; make certain you know both sides of the issue and have
justified your vote on that basis.
2. Ask yourself if your vote is on behalf of those who will benefit or simply in disagreement
with the other Board members.
3. Determine whether it is in the best interest of the public or a “special interest” group or
groups.
4. Consider compromise, a possible means of agreement.
5. Make certain you have focused on the issue and not personalities. The issue is what is
to be decided.
6. Respect all Board members’ views.
7. Consider the opinion of your superintendent/director of schools. He or she is the person the Board employs to provide leadership in education.
8. Once a decision is made, though you may not agree with it, remember, the Board rules,
not the individual. Support the decision as a Board member. Let the controversy die
when the vote is complete.
9. If you know that the Board is divided, and if you are really sincere about wanting to
serve education, your district, and the voters, do something to bring the Board back
together.
10. Remember, your position is not one that will gain the love and respect of everyone. You
will have to make decisions that are not popular. If you attempt to please everyone, you
will not be effective.
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esponsible School Board members need to
be aware of the legal ramifications of their
actions. School law is extensive. The list of
legal issues about which School Board members should be informed continues to grow in
number and complexity. All Board members
should be thoroughly acquainted with state
statutory requirements regarding the School
Board’s duties and responsibilities. In addition,
Board members need to be aware of legal issues in personnel considerations and in student
considerations (when establishing student attendance, search or discipline policies). Equally
important is familiarity with other statutes, such
as the open meeting statute, and an awareness
of the role of the US Constitution in education
(for example, when situations involve freedom
of speech or separation of church and state).

directives, other rules and regulations of administrative agencies, and attorney general
opinions.
In addition, School Board policies take on the
nature of law in that school students, faculty,
administrators, other employees, and Board
members are bound by them.

State Statutes
Probably the most extensive sources of school
law are the Tennessee statutes that deal directly
with education. The Tennessee Education Code
is found in volume 9 of the Tennessee Code
Annotated (TCA). It describes the administrative structure of education and the duties of the
organizations in this structure, including those
of the local Board of Education. TCA. Section
49-2-203 (see appendix B) lists all of the powers and duties of the Board, which include the
management and control of all public schools
in the Board’s jurisdiction; the purchasing of
school supplies, furniture, and all materials; and
student discipline. The education code further
stipulates procedures for school finance, establishes standards for teacher certification and
tenure, allows for collective bargaining in the
schools, and sets up student attendance and
curricular requirements.

In order to understand these legal issues, a
Board member must have a basic knowledge
of the various sources of school law and the
nature of the legal system in the United States.
The purpose of this section is to provide a description of the sources of school law, including
the types of Tennessee and federal statutes
that deal with education, the US constitutional
provisions that impact education, and the court
decisions that deal with education. In addition,
a brief discussion of the American court system
is provided.

Other Tennessee statutes that must be considered when examining sources of school law
include the open meetings statute (selected
provisions of which are found in appendix C),
the public records law, and the child-abusereporting statutes.

Sources of Law
At the federal level, the Constitution and its
amendments, statutes, administrative rules
and regulations, case law, presidential executive orders, and attorney general’s opinions all
constitute sources of school law.

Federal Statutes
During the past several decades, the US
Congress has passed a series of laws that
have had a tremendous impact on education. Perhaps among the most well known are
those establishing protections for handicapped

At the state level, sources of law include the
Tennessee Constitution, Tennessee statutes,
case law, State Board of Education rules and
regulations, State Department of Education
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students and school employees (section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act)
and those protecting information concerning
students (the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974).

supreme Law of the Land.” This means that state
and federal court decisions, state and federal
legislation, rules and regulations of state and
federal administrations, and local school policies
that are inconsistent with the provisions of the
Constitution are invalid.

Other federal legislation provides sources of
funding to schools for specialized programs
such as the National Defense Act of 1958 and
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. In addition, federal statutes often establish protection of the students' and employees'
civil rights (for example, the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972).

When controversy exists over the constitutionality of a particular rule or policy, it becomes the
responsibility of the courts and, ultimately, of
the Supreme Court to say what the law is.The
Fourteenth Amendment is probably the most
important constitutional provision of relevance
to education. The Fourteenth Amendment contains two vital clauses that provide protections
for individuals—the due process clause and the
equal protection clause.

US Constitution

The due process clause, which says “nor shall
any State deprive any person life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law,” protects
against state actions that are fundamentally
unfair (substantive due process) or that are accomplished without fair procedures (procedural

The Constitution* nowhere mentions education, which is an enterprise left to state control under the reserved powers of the Tenth
Amendment. However, article VI, section 2
clearly states that the Constitution “shall be the

School Law

Statutes

Constitution

Cases

Tennessee
Federal

Tennessee
United States

Fed. Courts
State Courts

Administrative Regs.
State Board of
Education Rules Code of
Federal Reg.

Local Policies
* Taken from Fischer and Sorenson, School Law for Counselors, Psychologists and Social Workers, copyright 1991, Longman Publishing Group.
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due process). The distinction between substantive due process and procedural due process is
sometimes difficult to comprehend.

as well); the Fourth Amendment’s protection against “unreasonable searches and seizures”; and the due process clause of the Fifth
Amendment.

Educators are most familiar with procedural
due process, which essentially provides that
notice and a hearing must be given before an
important right, such as the right to an education, can be taken away—even temporarily. The
right to substantive due process, on the other
hand, does not relate to procedures such as
notice and a hearing but, rather, requires that
state officials not impose punishments that are
arbitrary, capricious, or unfair.

Case Law
Case law refers to legal principles that are established by the courts in the United States.
Courts usually base their decisions on legal
precedents, previous court decisions with similar fact patterns. A court may decide, however,
that the facts that are being presented with are
significantly different from previous cases or
that other legal arguments are more persuasive.

Other constitutional provisions of great relevance and importance for public education
are as follows: the First Amendment’s prohibition against an “establishment of religion” by
public authorities and the corollary guarantee
of “free exercise” of religion; the additional
First Amendment protections of speech, press,
assembly, and petition (which the Supreme
Court has said includes freedom of association

Decisions of courts are binding only on the areas
that they serve. The United States Supreme
Court decisions are binding everywhere in the
country; Tennessee Supreme Court decisions
are binding in all of Tennessee. A US Court of
Appeals decision is binding only on the states
that it serves.

US Supreme Court
Circuit Court of Appeals
District Court

District Court

District Court
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The Court System

In Tennessee, there are three levels of
courts: the trial court, which in education
cases is usually the circuit or the chancery court; the court of appeals; and the
Tennessee Supreme Court. Tennessee court
decisions have dealt with many different aspects of education law.

There are two systems of courts in the United
States: the federal court system and a system
of courts in each state. There are three levels
of courts at the federal level: the federal district
courts (the courts of original jurisdiction), thirteen US courts of appeal, and the US Supreme
Court. Federal courts have jurisdiction in cases
where a federal question is present, cases involving a United States constitutional concern
or a federal statutory concern.
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Appendix A
Selected Provisions of the US Constitution
We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do
ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

ARTICLE I
Section 1. All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the
United States, which consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.
Section 8. [1] The Congress shall have Power to lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts
and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defense and general Welfare
of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout
the United States;...

AMENDMENT I [1791]
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right
of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.

AMENDMENT IV [1791]
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing
the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

AMENDMENT XIV
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subjection to the
jurisdiction thereof are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside.
No state shall make or enforce any laws which shall abridge the privileges or immunities
of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws.
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Appendix B
TENNESSEE LAW
Board Power and Duties
49-2-203. Duties and powers.
(a) It is the duty of the local Board of Education to:
(1) Elect, upon the recommendation of the director of schools, teachers who have attained
or are eligible for tenure and fix the salaries of and make written contracts with the
teachers;
(A) No individual shall be elected to an interim contract unless the individual so elected is
to fill a vacancy created by a leave of absence as set forth in § 49-5-702;
(B) All contracts with educational assistants will be for nonteaching positions;
(C) Educational assistants shall be subject to direct supervision of certificated teachers
when directly involved in the instructional program;
(D) No member of any local Board of Education shall be eligible for election as a teacher
or any other position under the Board carrying with it any salary or compensation;
(2) Manage and control all public schools established or that may be established under its
jurisdiction;
(3) Purchase all supplies, furniture, fixtures and material of every kind through the
executive committee;
(A) All expenditures for such purposes may follow the prescribed procedures of the LEA's
respective local governing body, so long as that body, through its charter, private act
or ordinance has established a procurement procedure that provides for advertisement
and competitive bidding, except that, if a newspaper advertisement is required, it may
be waived in case of emergency. If the LEA chooses not to follow the local governing
body's purchasing procedures, all expenditures for such purposes estimated to exceed
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) or more shall be made on competitive bids, which shall
be solicited by advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation in the county,
except that the newspaper advertisement may be waived in the event of emergency.
School districts that have a purchasing division may use a comprehensive vendor list
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
for the purpose of soliciting competitive bids; provided, that the vendors on the list are
given notice to bid; and provided, further, that the purchasing division shall periodically
advertise in a newspaper of general circulation in the county for vendors and shall update
the list of vendors following the advertisement;
(B) If the LEA chooses not to follow the local governing body's purchasing procedures, all
purchases of less than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) may be made in the open market
without newspaper notice, but shall, whenever possible, be based upon at least three (3)
competitive bids;
(C) (i) For construction of school buildings or additions to existing buildings, the LEA
may follow prescribed procedures of its respective local governing body, so long as
that body, through its charter, private act or ordinance has established a procurement
procedure that provides for advertisement and competitive bidding. If the LEA chooses
not to follow the local governing body's procedure, the Board shall contract, following
open bids, for the construction of school buildings or additions to existing buildings, the
expenditure for which is in excess of ten thousand dollars ($10,000). Public notice shall
be given at least ten (10) days in advance of accepting bids for the construction, and the
Board shall award the contract to the lowest and best bidder. Whether following local
governing body procedures or those set forth in this subdivision (a)(3)(C)(i), in the event
no bid is within the budgetary limits set by the Board for the construction, the Board may
negotiate with the lowest and best bidder to bring the cost of the construction within the
funds available, with the approval of the commissioner of education;
(ii) Construction management services that are provided for a fee and that involve
preconstruction and construction administration and management services are deemed
to be professional services and may be performed by a qualified person licensed under
title 62, chapter 6. Construction management services are to be procured for each
project through a written request for proposals process through advertisement made
pursuant to subdivision (a)(3)(A). A Board may include, in a single written request for
proposal process, new school construction or renovation projects at up to three (3)
sites, if construction at all sites will occur at substantially the same time. The written
request for proposals process will invite prospective proposers to participate and will
indicate the service requirements and the factors used for evaluating the proposals.
The factors shall include the construction manager's qualifications and experience on
similar projects, qualifications of personnel to be assigned to the project, fees and costs
or any additional factors deemed relevant by the procuring entity for procurement of
the service. Cost is not to be the sole criterion for evaluation. The contract for such
services shall be awarded to the best qualified and responsive proposer. A construction
manager is prohibited from undertaking actual construction work on a project
over which the construction manager coordinates or oversees the planning, bid or
construction phases of the project, except in instances where bids have been solicited
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
twice and no bids have been submitted. If the construction manager can document that
a good faith effort was made in each bid solicitation to obtain bids and no bids were
received, then the construction manager may perform the construction work at a price
agreed upon by the construction manager, the architect and the owner of the project.
A school system, at its own discretion, may perform work on the project with its own
employees, and may include the coordination and oversight of this work as part of the
services of the construction manager. Sealed bids for actual construction work shall
be opened at the bid opening and the names of the contractors and their bid amounts
shall be announced;
(iii) Construction management agent or advisor services for the construction of school
buildings or additions to existing buildings in accordance with subdivision (a)(3)(C)(ii)
may be performed by:
(a) A general contractor licensed in Tennessee pursuant to title 62, chapter 6;
provided, that none of such services performed by a general contractor involve
any of the services exempt from the requirements of title 62, chapter 6 as "normal
architectural and engineering services" under § 62-6-102(4)(B) or (C), unless, with
regard to the performance of any services defined as normal architectural and
engineering services, the general contractor is also licensed as an architect or
engineer under title 62, chapter 2; or
(b) An architect or an engineer licensed pursuant to title 62, chapter 2; provided,
that none of such services performed by an architect or engineer involve any of the
services required to be performed by a contractor within the definition of "contractor"
under § 62-6-102, unless with regard to the performance of any services included
within the definition of contractor, the architect or engineer is also licensed as a
contractor under title 62, chapter 6.
(iv) Construction work that is under the coordination and oversight of a construction
manager shall be procured through competitive bids as provided in this subsection (a);
(D) No Board of Education shall be precluded from purchasing materials and employing
labor for the construction of school buildings or additions to school buildings;
(E) Subdivisions (a)(3)(A), (B) and (D) apply to local Boards of education of all counties,
municipalities and special school districts; provided, however, that subdivisions (a)(3)(A)
and (B) shall not apply to purchases by or for a county's or metropolitan government's
Board of Education in counties with a population of not less than two hundred thousand
(200,000), according to any federal census, so long as the county, through county or
metropolitan government charter, private act, or ordinance, establishes a procedure
regarding purchasing that provides for advertisement and competitive bidding and
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
sets a dollar amount for each purchase requiring advertisement and competitive
bidding; and provided, further, that purchases of less than the dollar amount requiring
advertisement and competitive bidding shall, wherever possible, be based upon at least
three (3) competitive bids. Subdivision (a)(3)(C) applies to county and municipal Boards of
education;
(F) (i) Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, contracts for energy-related services
that include both engineering services and equipment, and have as their purpose the
reduction of energy costs in public schools or school facilities shall be awarded on the
basis of recognized competence and integrity and shall not be competitively bid;
(ii) In the procurement of engineering services under this subdivision (a)(3)(F), the local
Board may seek qualifications and experience data from any firm or firms licensed in
Tennessee and interview such firm or firms. The local Board shall evaluate statements
of qualifications and experience data regarding the procurement of engineering
services, and shall conduct discussions with such firm or firms regarding the furnishing
of required services and equipment and then shall select the firm deemed to be
qualified to provide the services and equipment required;
(iii) The local Board shall negotiate a contract with the qualified firm for engineering
services and equipment at compensation which the local Board determines to be fair
and reasonable to the LEA. In making such determination, the local Board shall take
into account the estimated value of the services to be rendered, the scope of work,
complexity and professional nature thereof and the value of the equipment;
(iv) Should the local Board be unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with the firm
considered to be qualified, at a price determined to be fair and reasonable, negotiations
shall continue with other qualified firms until an agreement is reached;
(v) A local Board having a satisfactory existing working relationship for engineering
services and equipment under this subdivision (a)(3)(F) may expand the scope of the
services; provided, that they are within the technical competency of the existing firm,
without exercising this subdivision (a)(3)(F); and
(vi) This subdivision (a)(3)(F) shall not prohibit or prevent the energy efficient schools
council from establishing required design criteria in accordance with industry standards;
(4) Order warrants drawn on the county trustee on account of the elementary and the high
school funds, respectively;
(5) Visit the schools whenever, in the judgment of the Board, such visits are necessary;
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
(6) Except as otherwise provided in this title, dismiss teachers, principals, supervisors and
other employees upon sufficient proof of improper conduct, inefficient service or neglect
of duty; provided, that no one shall be dismissed without first having been given in writing
due notice of the charge or charges and an opportunity for defense;
(7) Suspend, dismiss or alternatively place pupils, when the progress, safety or efficiency of
the school makes it necessary or when disruptive, threatening or violent students endanger
the safety of other students or school system employees;
(8) Have enumerated the scholastic population of the local school district in May of every
odd-numbered year;
(9) Provide proper record books for the director of schools, and should the appropriate
local legislative body fail or refuse to provide a suitable office and sufficient equipment for
the director of schools, the local Board of Education may provide the office and equipment
out of the elementary and the high school funds in proportion to their gross annual
amounts;
(10) (A) (i) Require the director of schools and chair of the local Board to prepare a budget
on forms furnished by the commissioner, and when the budget has been approved by the
local Board, to submit it to the appropriate local legislative body;
(ii) No LEA shall submit a budget to the local legislative body that directly or indirectly
supplants or proposes to use state funds to supplant any local current operation funds,
excluding capital outlay and debt service;
(B) (i) Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, for any fiscal year, if state funding
to the county for education is less than state funding to the county for education during
the fiscal year 1990—1991 or less than the previous fiscal year's state funding to the
county for education, except that a reduction in funding based on fewer students in the
county rather than actual funding cuts shall not be considered a reduction in funding for
purposes of this subdivision (a)(10)(B)(i), local funds that were appropriated and allocated
to offset state funding reductions during any previous fiscal year are excluded from this
maintenance of local funding effort requirement;
(ii) It is the intent of subdivision (a)(10)(B)(i) to allow local governments the option to
appropriate and allocate funds to make up for state cuts without being subject to
a continuation of funding effort requirement as to those funds for any year during
which the state reinstates the funding or restores the previous cuts, and during any
subsequent year should the state fail to restore the funding cuts;
(C) Subdivision (a)(10)(A)(ii) shall not apply to a newly created LEA in any county where
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
the county and city schools are being combined for a period of three (3) years after the
creation of the LEA. The county Board of Education shall submit its budget to the county
legislative body no later than forty-five (45) days prior to the July term or forty-five (45)
days prior to the actual date the budget is to be adopted by the county legislative body if
the adoption is scheduled prior to July 1;
(11) Prepare, or have prepared, a copy of the minutes of each meeting of the Board of
Education, and mail a copy of the minutes no more than thirty (30) days after the Board
meeting or at the time they are mailed to or otherwise provided to members of the Board,
if such is earlier, to the president of each local education association. Any subsequent
corrections, modifications or changes shall be distributed in the same manner;
(12) Adopt and enforce, in accordance with guidelines prescribed by the state Board of
Education pursuant to § 49-6-3002, minimum standards and policies governing student
attendance, subject to availability of funds;
(13) Develop and implement an evaluation plan for all certificated employees in accordance
with the guidelines and criteria of the state Board of Education, and submit the plan to the
commissioner for approval;
(14) (A) Notwithstanding any other public or private act to the contrary, employ a director
of schools under a written contract of up to four (4) years' duration, which may be
renewed. No School Board, however, may either terminate, without cause, or enter into a
contract with any director of schools during a period extending from forty-five (45) days
prior to the general School Board election until thirty (30) days following the election.
Any vacancy in the office of the director that occurs within this period shall be filled on a
temporary basis, not extending beyond sixty (60) days following the general School Board
election. An option to renew a contract that exists on May 22, 2001, may be exercised
within the time period set out in this subdivision (a)(14)(A). Any such person transferred
during the term of the person's contract shall not have the person's salary diminished for
the remainder of the contract period. The Board may dismiss the director for cause as
specified in this section or in chapter 5, part 5 of this title, as appropriate. The director
of schools may be referred to as the superintendent and references to or duties of the
former county superintendents shall be deemed references to or duties of the director of
schools employed under this section. The School Board is the sole authority in appointing a
director of schools;
(B) Each School Board shall adopt a written policy regarding the method of accepting and
reviewing applications and interviewing candidates for the position of director of schools;
(C) No School Board shall extend the contract of a director of schools without giving
notice of the intent to do so at least fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the scheduled
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
meeting at which action shall be taken. Further, except in cases concerning allegations
of criminal or professional misconduct, no School Board shall terminate the contract
or remove a director of schools from office without giving notice at least fifteen (15)
calendar days prior to the scheduled meeting at which action shall be taken. Notice of
extension or termination of a contract of a director of schools shall include the date,
time and place of the meeting, and shall comport with all other requirements of §§ 8-44103 and 49-2-202(c)(1). The proposed action shall be published as a specific, clearly
stated item on the agenda for the meeting. Such item, for the convenience of the public
attending the meeting, shall be the first item on the agenda;
(15) Adopt policies on the employment of substitute teachers. The policies shall, at a
minimum, address qualifications and training and shall ensure substitute teachers are
subject to investigation pursuant to § 49-5-413. The policies shall also prohibit hiring any
substitute teacher whose records with the state department of education indicate a license
or certificate currently in revoked status; and
(16) Develop and implement an evaluation plan to be used annually for the director
of schools. The plan shall include, but shall not be limited to, sections regarding job
performance, student achievement, relationships with staff and personnel, relationships
with Board members, and relationships with the community.
(b) The local Board of Education has the power to:
(1) Consolidate two (2) or more schools whenever in its judgment the efficiency of the
schools would be improved by the consolidation;
(2) Require school children and any employees of the Board to submit to a physical
examination by a competent physician whenever there is reason to believe that the
children or employees have tuberculosis or any other communicable disease, and upon
certification from the examining physician that the children or employees have any
communicable disease, to exclude them from school or service until the child or children,
employer or employers, employee or employees furnish proper certificate or certificates
from the examining physician or physicians showing the communicable disease to have
been cured;
(3) Establish night schools and part-time schools whenever in the judgment of the Board
they may be necessary;
(4) Permit school buildings and school property to be used for public, community or
recreational purposes under rules, regulations and conditions as prescribed from time to
time by the Board of Education;
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
(A) No member of the Board or other school official shall be held liable in damages for
any injury to person or property resulting from the use of school buildings or property;
(B) The local Board of Education may lease buildings and property or the portions of
buildings and property it determines are not being used or are not needed at present by
the public school system to the owners or operators of private child care centers and
kindergartens for the purpose of providing educational and child care services to the
community. The leases may not be entered for a term exceeding five (5) years and must
be on reasonable terms that are worked out between the School Board and the owner
or operator. The leasing arrangement entered into in accordance with this subdivision (b)
(4)(B) shall not be intended or used to avoid any school integration requirement pursuant
to the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States. The local Board
of Education shall not execute any lease pursuant to this subdivision (b)(4) that would
replace or supplant existing kindergarten programs or kindergarten programs maintained
pursuant to the Minimum Kindergarten Program Law, codified in § 49-6-201. This
subdivision (b)(4) shall also apply to municipal Boards of education;
(5) Employ legal counsel to advise or represent the Board;
(6) Make rules providing for the organization of school safety patrols in the public schools
under its jurisdiction and for the appointment, with the permission of the parents, of pupils
as members of the safety patrols;
(7) Establish minimum attendance requirements or standards as a condition for passing
a course or grade; provided, that the requirements or standards are established prior to
any school year in which they are to be applicable, are recorded in Board minutes and
publicized through a newspaper of general circulation prior to implementation and are
printed and distributed to students prior to implementation; and provided, further, that the
requirements or standards shall not violate § 49-6-3002(b);
(8) Provide written notice to probationary teachers of specific reasons for failure of
reelection pursuant to this title; provided, that any teacher so notified shall be given, upon
request, a hearing to determine the validity of the reasons given for failure of reelection;
provided, that:
(A) The hearings shall occur no later than thirty (30) days after the teacher's request;
(B) The teacher shall be allowed to appear, call witnesses and plead the teacher's cause in
person or by counsel;
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
(C) The Board of Education shall issue a written decision regarding continued
employment of the teacher; and
(D) Nothing contained in this subdivision (b)(8) shall be construed to grant tenure or the
expectation of continued employment to any person;
(9) Offer and pay a bonus or other monetary incentive to encourage the retirement of any
teacher or other employee who is eligible to retire. For purposes of this subdivision (b)
(9), "local Board of Education" means the Board of Education of any county, municipal or
special school system;
(10) Lease or sell buildings and property or the portions of buildings or property it
determines are not being used or are not needed at present by the public school system
in the manner deemed by the Board to be in the best interest of the school system and
the community that the system serves. In determining the best interest of the community,
the Board may seek and consider recommendations from the planning commission serving
the community. No member of the local or county Board or other school official shall be
held liable in damages for any injury to person or property resulting from the use of the
school buildings or property. No lease or sale shall be used to avoid any school integration
requirement. A local Board of Education may also dispose of surplus property as provided
in §§ 49-6-2006 and 49-6-2007, it being the legislative intent that a local Board at its
discretion may dispose of surplus property to private owners as well as civic or community
groups as provided by this subdivision (b)(10);
(11) Establish and operate before and after school care programs in connection with any
schools, before and after the regular school day and while school is not in session. No
Tennessee foundation program school funds or any required local matching funds shall be
used in connection with the operation of these programs, but the Board may charge a fee
of any child attending a before and after school care program. In these programs, the Board
may use teachers on such extended program assignments as may be authorized by § 49-55209 [repealed] and policies established pursuant to § 49-5-5209 [repealed];
(12) Contract for the management and operation of the alternative schools provided for in
§ 49-6-3402 with any other agency of local government;
(13) Include in student handbooks, or other information disseminated to parents and
guardians, information on contacting child advocacy groups and information on how to
contact the state department of education for information on student rights and services;
(14) Cooperate with community organizations in offering extended learning opportunities;
and
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Board Power and Duties (cont.)
(15) Apply for and receive federal or private grants for educational purposes.
Notwithstanding title 5, chapter 9, part 4, except for grants requiring matching funds,
in-kind contributions of real property or expenditures beyond the life of the grant,
appropriations of federal or private grant funds shall be made upon resolution passed by
the local Board of Education and shall comply with the requirements established by the
granting entity. A county Board of Education or city Board of Education shall provide a
copy of such resolution to the local legislative body as notice of the Board's actions within
seven (7) days of the resolution's passage.
(c) (1) (A) Notwithstanding title 8, chapter 44, part 1, a local Board of Education may
conduct a scheduled Board meeting by electronic means as long as the member can be
visually identified by the chair, including, but not limited to, telephone, videoconferencing or
other web-based media, if a member is absent because the member is required to be out of
the county in which the LEA is located for the member's work, the member is dealing with
a family emergency as determined by the LEA, or because of the member's military service.
Only members who are out of the county for work, family emergency or military service may
attend and participate in the meeting electronically.
(B) No Board meeting shall be conducted with electronic participation unless a quorum
of members is physically present at the location of the meeting.
(C) A Board member wishing to participate in a scheduled Board meeting electronically
who is or will be out of the county because of work shall give at least five (5) days
notice prior to the scheduled Board meeting of the member's intention to participate
electronically.
(D) No Board member shall participate electronically in Board meetings more than two (2)
times per year; except, that this limitation shall not apply to a Board member who is out
of the county due to military service.
(E) The local Board of Education shall develop a policy for conducting such meetings.
(2) Subdivision (c)(1) shall not apply in any county having a metropolitan form of
government and a population in excess of five hundred thousand (500,000), according to
the 2010 federal census or any subsequent federal census.
(d) (1) (A) Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the local Boards of education, the
municipal legislative bodies, and the county legislative body are authorized to negotiate and
enter into a binding agreement that addresses the municipality's or county's responsibility to
remit certain gross receipt taxes owed by the municipality or county, under § 57-4-306(a)(2),
as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014, if:
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(i) At any time prior to entering the binding agreement authorized in subdivision (d)
(1)(A), a municipality or county has received from the commissioner of revenue gross
receipt taxes collected by the department under § 57-4-301(c) and as authorized by §
57-4-306(a)(2), as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014; and
(ii) Thereafter the municipality or county, acting in good faith did not remit the proceeds
to the appropriate school fund, system, or systems as required by § 57-4-306(a)(2), as
such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014.
(B) Such agreement, in determining the municipality's or county's responsibility to remit
certain gross receipt taxes owed by the municipality or county, under § 57-4-306(a)
(2), as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014, may permit the municipality or
county to offset its liability in whole or in part by past, present or future appropriations,
expenditures, allocation of revenue, gifts, capital projects or other similar payments,
grants, or any consideration made by the municipality or county to the school system, on
behalf of the school system, or otherwise directly benefitting the school system.
(2) Such agreement shall be entered into and approved no later than August 31, 2014,
and shall be the final understanding of the obligations between the parties and shall not
be subject to additional requests or demands. A copy of this agreement shall be filed with
the comptroller of the treasury and the commissioner of revenue. If any party defaults,
then the aggrieved party shall notify the comptroller of the default. The comptroller shall
deliver by certified mail a written notice of such default to the defaulting party within five
(5) business days of receiving the notice. In the event the defaulting party fails to cure the
default within sixty (60) days of the receipt of such notice, the comptroller shall direct the
commissioner to withhold future distributions of proceeds authorized under § 57-4-306(a)
(2), as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014, to the defaulting party. Upon the
commissioner's withholding of the proceeds, an aggrieved party shall have the authority
to pursue equitable relief against the defaulting party in the chancery court of Davidson
County. Upon receipt of a copy of the final judgment of the court, the commissioner shall
distribute all withheld proceeds to the defaulting party, which shall remit such proceeds
to the aggrieved party pursuant to the judgment. If the amount of the judgment is not
satisfied by the withheld proceeds, the defaulting party shall be solely responsible for
remitting future proceeds to the aggrieved party pursuant to the judgment.
(3) (A) If by September 1, 2014, the local Boards of education, the municipal legislative
bodies, and the county legislative body fail to enter into a binding agreement as authorized
under subdivision (d)(1)(A), then any party may:
(i) Seek equitable relief in the chancery court of Davidson County; or
(ii) Request the comptroller to undertake binding arbitration to resolve any
disagreements. The comptroller shall select the arbitrator.
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(B) Such equitable relief shall be limited to those proceeds received by the local political
subdivision pursuant to § 57-4-306(a)(2), as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014,
and not remitted to the proper fund, system or systems as required by § 57-4-306(a)
(2), as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014, from July 1, 1999, to June 30, 2014.
The amount owed the appropriate school fund, system, or systems may be paid in equal
installments, but not to exceed ten (10) years.
(C) All costs incurred by the comptroller of the treasury and the department of revenue under
this subdivision (d)(3) shall be born equally by the parties.
(D) In the event a party fails to pursue the remedies available pursuant to subdivision (d)
(3)(A)(i) or (d)(3)(A)(ii) by December 31, 2014, then the party shall be barred from any other
relief for proceeds received by a local political subdivision prior to July 1, 2014.
(4) As the historical records of the comptroller of the treasury and the department of revenue
permit, the comptroller of the treasury is authorized to provide to the local Boards of
education, the municipal legislative bodies, and the county legislative body the amount of the
proceeds distributed to the local political subdivisions by the department under § 57-4-306(a)
(2), as such subdivision existed prior to July 1, 2014.
(5) This subsection (d) shall not apply to any action, case, or proceeding commenced prior to
June 1, 2014.
(6) Any agreement to address a municipality's or county's responsibility to remit certain gross
receipt taxes owed by the municipality or county under § 57-4-306(a)(2) entered into prior to
May 13, 2014, is hereby ratified and this subsection (d) shall not apply to such agreements.
(7) This subsection (d) shall not apply in counties having a population, according to the 2010
federal census or any subsequent federal census of:
		
not less than:
nor more than:
		
336,400
336,500
		
98,900
99,000
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Appendix C
TENNESSEE LAW
Open Meetings
8-44-102. Open meetings - “Governing body” defined - “Meeting” defined.
(a) All meetings of any governing body are declared to be public meetings open to the public
at all times, except as provided by the Constitution of Tennessee.
(b) (1) “Governing body” means:
(A) The members of any public body which consists of two (2) or more members, with
the authority to make decisions for or recommendations to a public body on policy or
administration and also means a community action agency which administers community
action programs under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 2790 [repealed]. Any governing body
so defined by this section shall remain so defined, notwithstanding the fact that such
governing body may have designated itself as a negotiation committee for collective
bargaining purposes, and strategy sessions of a governing body under such circumstances
shall be open to the public at all times;
(B) The Board of directors of any nonprofit corporation which contracts with a state
agency to receive community grant funds in consideration for rendering specified services
to the public; provided, that community grant funds comprise at least thirty percent (30%)
of the total annual income of such corporation. Except such meetings of the Board of
directors of such nonprofit corporation that are called solely to discuss matters involving
confidential doctor-patient relationships, personnel matters or matters required to be kept
confidential by federal or state law or by federal or state regulation shall not be covered
under the provisions of this chapter, and no other matter shall be discussed at such
meetings;
(C) The Board of directors of any not-for-profit corporation authorized by the laws of
Tennessee to act for the benefit or on behalf of any one (1) or more counties, cities,
towns and local governments pursuant to the provisions of title 7, chapter 54 or 58. The
provisions of this subdivision (b)(1)(C) shall not apply to any county with a metropolitan
form of government and having a population of four hundred thousand (400,000) or more
according to the 1980 federal census or any subsequent federal census;
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Open Meetings (cont.)
(D) The Board of directors of any nonprofit corporation which through contract or
otherwise provides a metropolitan form of government having a population in excess of
five hundred thousand (500,000) according to the 1990 federal census or any subsequent
federal census with heat, steam or incineration of refuse;
(E) (i) The Board of directors of any association or nonprofit corporation authorized by the
laws of Tennessee that:
(a) Was established for the benefit of local government officials or counties, cities,
towns or other local governments or as a municipal bond financing pool;
(b) Receives dues, service fees or any other income from local government officials or
such local governments that constitute at least thirty percent (30%) of its total annual
income; and
(c) Was authorized as of January 1, 1998, under state law to obtain coverage for its
employees in the Tennessee consolidated retirement system.
(ii) The provisions of this subdivision (b)(1)(E) shall not be construed to require the
disclosure of a trade secret or proprietary information held or used by an association
or nonprofit corporation to which this chapter applies. In the event a trade secret or
proprietary information is required to be discussed in an open meeting, the association
or nonprofit corporation may conduct an executive session to discuss such trade secret
or proprietary information; provided, that a notice of the executive session is included in
the agenda for such meeting.
(iii) As used in this subdivision (b)(1)(E):
(a) “Proprietary information” means rating information, plans, or proposals; actuarial
information; specifications for specific services provided; and any other similar
commercial or financial information used in making or deliberating toward a decision
by employees, agents or the Board of directors of such association or corporation; and
which if known to a person or entity outside the association or corporation would give
such person or entity an advantage or an opportunity to gain an advantage over the
association or corporation when providing or bidding to provide the same or similar
services to local governments; and
(b) “Trade secret” means the whole or any portion or phrase of any scientific or
technical information, design, process, procedure, formula or improvement which is
secret and of value. The trier of fact may infer a trade secret to be secret when the
owner thereof takes measures to prevent it from becoming available to persons other
than those selected by the owner to have access thereto for limited purposes;
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(2) “Meeting” means the convening of a governing body of a public body for which a quorum
is required in order to make a decision or to deliberate toward a decision on any matter.
“Meeting” does not include any on-site inspection of any project or program.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed as to require a chance meeting of two (2) or
more members of a public body to be considered a public meeting. No such chance meetings,
informal assemblages, or electronic communication shall be used to decide or deliberate public
business in circumvention of the spirit or requirements of this part.
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Appendix D
TENNESSEE LAW
Public Contracts
12-4-101. Personal interest of officers prohibited.
(a) (1) It is unlawful for any officer, committee member, director, or other person whose duty
it is to vote for, let out, overlook, or in any manner to superintend any work or any contract
in which any municipal corporation, county, state, development district, utility district, human resource agency, or other political subdivision created by statute shall or may be interested, to be directly interested in any such contract. Directly interested means any contract
with the official personally or with any business in which the official is the sole proprietor, a
partner, or the person having the controlling interest. Controlling interest includes the individual with the ownership or control of the largest number of outstanding shares owned
by any single individual or corporation. The provisions of this subdivision (a)(1) shall not be
construed to prohibit any officer, committee person, director, or any person, other than a
member of a local governing body of a county or municipality, from voting on the budget, appropriation resolution, or tax rate resolution, or amendments thereto, unless the vote is on
a specific amendment to the budget or a specific appropriation or resolution in which such
person is directly interested.
(2) (A) Subdivision (1) shall also apply to a member of the Board of directors of any notfor-profit corporation authorized by the laws of Tennessee to act for the benefit or on
behalf of any one (1) or more counties, cities, towns and local governments pursuant to the
provisions of title 7, chapter 54 or 58.
(B) Subdivision (a)(2)(A) do not apply to any county with a metropolitan form of government and having a population of four hundred thousand (400,000) or more, according to
the 1980 federal census or any subsequent federal census.
(b) It is unlawful for any officer, committee member, director, or other person whose duty it
is to vote for, let out, overlook, or in any manner to superintend any work or any contract in
which any municipal corporation, county, state, development district, utility district, human
resource agency, or other political subdivision created by statute shall or may be interested,
to be indirectly interested in any such contract unless the officer publicly acknowledges such
officer's interest. Indirectly interested means any contract in which the officer is interested
but not directly so, but includes contracts where the officer is directly interested but is the
sole supplier of goods or services in a municipality or county.
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Public Contracts (cont.)
(c) (1) Any member of a local governing body of a county or a municipality who is also an
employee of such county or municipality and whose employment predates the member's
initial election or appointment to the governing body of the county or municipality may vote
on matters in which the member has a conflict of interest if the member informs the governing body immediately prior to the vote as follows: Because I am an employee of (name of
governmental unit), I have a conflict of interest in the proposal about to be voted. However,
I declare that my argument and my vote answer only to my conscience and to my obligation
to my constituents and the citizens this body represents. The vote of any such member having a conflict of interest who does not so inform the governing body of such conflict shall be
void if challenged in a timely manner. As used in this subdivision (c)(1), timely manner means
during the same meeting at which the vote was cast and prior to the transaction of any further business by the body.
(2) Any member of a local governing body of a county or a municipality who is also an employee of such county or municipality and whose employment began on or after the date
on which the member was initially elected or appointed to serve on the governing body of
the county or municipality shall not vote on matters in which the member has a conflict of
interest.
(3) (A) In the event a member of a local governing body of a county or a municipality has a
conflict of interest in a matter to be voted upon by the body, such member may abstain for
cause by announcing such to the presiding officer.
(i) Any member of a local governing body of a municipality who abstains from voting for
cause on any issue coming to a vote before the body shall not be counted for the purpose of determining a majority vote.
(ii) This subdivision (c)(3)(B) shall in no way be construed to apply to any county having
a metropolitan form of government and having a population in excess of five hundred
thousand (500,000), according to the 1990 federal census or any subsequent federal
census.
(d) This section shall apply to a member of the Board of directors or officer of any nonprofit
corporation required under 8-44-102 to conduct all meetings of its governing body as open
meetings.
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Appendix E
TENNESSEE LAW
Confidential Records
10-7-504. Confidential records.
(a) (4) (A) The records of students in public educational institutions shall be treated as confidential. Information in such records relating to academic performance, financial status of
a student or the student’s parent or guardian, medical or psychological treatment or testing shall not be made available to unauthorized personnel of the institution or to the public
or any agency, except those agencies authorized by the educational institution to conduct
specific research or otherwise authorized by the governing Board of the institution, without
the consent of the student involved or the parent or guardian of a minor student attending
any institution of elementary or secondary education, except as otherwise provided by law
or regulation pursuant thereto, and except in consequence of due legal process or in cases
when the safety of persons or property is involved. The governing Board of the institution,
the department of education, and the Tennessee higher education commission shall have
access on a confidential basis to such records as are required to fulfill their lawful functions.
Statistical information not identified with a particular student may be released to any person,
agency, or the public; and information relating only to an individual student’s name, age, address, dates of attendance, grade levels completed, class placement and academic degrees
awarded may likewise be disclosed.
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The Board/Superintendent Relationship

The Board and Superintendent/
Director of Schools

T

Powers, Duties of Local Board Members

he most important relationship for a School
Board to establish is the relationship with
its superintendent/director of schools. Neither
the Board nor the superintendent/director of
schools can achieve maximum potential without
a good working relationship between the two.
In fact, a Board cannot be effective unless the
superintendent/director of schools is fulfilling
his or her responsibilities. Conversely, the superintendent/director of schools can function
best when the Board develops the vision of the
school system and establishes clear expectations and direction for the school system.

The legislature has specified the duties of the
local Board of Education. The duties can be
divided into several categories and are found
primarily in TCA. 49-2-203.
The mandatory duties include the following:
Management and control. The legislature has
stated that one of the duties of the Board of
Education is to manage and control all public schools established under its jurisdiction.
Generally speaking, this gives the Board of
Education the primary authority over school
matters.

Both the school Board and the superintendent/
director of schools have essential leadership
roles. The school Board governs the school
system. The superintendent/director of schools
administers it. The school system suffers when
either attempts to exercise the responsibilities
of the other. The Board abandons its leadership
role when it involves itself in administration.
Administration of the school system requires
day-to-day knowledge of the details of what’s
going on in the school system. A part-time
school Board member cannot know all the
details that are required to make administrative decisions. Consequently, a Board involved
in administration is making decisions without
adequate information. Even worse, the Board’s
involvement in management activities distracts
the Board from its essential leadership functions or governance responsibilities of planning,
policy making, and promotion.

Employment. The Board has the duty to
• employ a director of schools;
• set salaries for employees;
• grant tenure to employees;
• approve evaluation plans for all licensed
employees; and
• hold dismissal hearings for tenured
employees.
Purchasing. The Board may purchase supplies,
furniture, fixtures, and materials of every kind.
All expenditures for such purchases estimated to
exceed shall be made by competitive bids. Furthermore, no Board of Education shall contract
for the construction of school buildings valued
greater than $10,000 or additions to existing
buildings valued at greater than $10,000 unless
competitive bids have been made. Boards of
Education are not required to have competitive
bidding for services.
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Budget preparation. The Board of Education
is required to approve a budget, prepared by
the superintendent/director of schools, which
is then submitted to the appropriate legislative
body. The statute also provides that the county
Board of Education shall submit its budget to
the county legislative body no later than fortyfive days prior to the July term or forty-five
days prior to the actual date the budget is to be
adopted by the county legislative body if such
adoption is scheduled prior to July 1.

Discretionary authority. The local Board of
Education also has discretionary authority and
duties found in TCA. 49-2-203, which include
the power to
• consolidate schools;
• require students and employees suspected
of having a communicable disease to have
a physical examination;
• establish night schools;
• determine the use of school property by
the public;

Students. The Board of Education has several
duties regarding students. The education code
gives the Board the duty to discipline students
after a hearing (this can also be accomplished
by a student discipline hearing authority) and
the duty to establish standards and policies
governing student attendance.

• dispose of property;
• establish and operate before and afterschool care programs;
• offer early-retirement incentives;
• make rules for the organization of school
safety patrols; and

Minutes. TCA. 49-2-203 requires Boards of
Education prepare minutes of each Board of
Education meeting and mail copies to the members of the Board.

• hire legal counsel.

Superintendent/
Director of Schools Duties

Policies. TCA. 49-2-207 requires the local
Boards of Education to compile and publish an
official operating policy manual.

In TCA. 49-2-301, the Board of Education is
given the responsibility of assigning to the superintendent/director of schools several duties
including the following:

Superintendent/Director of Schools Authority
A superintendent/director of schools has the authority
• to hire all employees within the budget and policies established by the Board (with
the exception of those eligible for tenure);
• to recommend for tenure, any person eligible for tenure;
• to transfer any employee from one position to another within the school
system;
• to make multiyear performance-based contracts with the principals;
• to non-renew or dismiss employees without tenure.
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• To act for the Board in seeing that the laws
relating to schools are faithfully executed

and superintendent/director of schools arises
when an understanding cannot be reached in
this area. Each party must make a determined
effort to understand and respect the position of
the other in this all important aspect of school
district operations. A Board should require that
the superintendent/director of schools have
written administrative procedures. The procedures should be codified in the same manner
as Board procedures.

• To attend all meetings of the Board of
education
• To keep records of Board proceedings and
receipts and disbursements of public funds
• To make recommendations to the Board (on
issues she or he deems are in the best interest of the public schools) but not to have a
vote on these recommendations

Failure to keep each other informed. This can
be a deadly action on the part of either party.
Nothing disturbs a Board more than to find
that information has been withheld from it on
a matter it considers important.

• To have general supervision of the schools
• To prepare reports on attendance, on receipt
and expenditure of funds, and misappropriation of funds and reports requested by the
commissioner of Education and to prepare
the school budget

By the same token, superintendent/director of
schools quickly lose faith in Boards that do not
level with them.

• To keep personnel records, certificates, and
contracts

Failure to listen. The refusal to listen to all the
available facts and information can quickly poison the relationship between the Board and the
superintendent/director of schools.

Working with the Superintendent/
Director of Schools
A Board’s relationship with its superintendent/
director of schools is based on mutual respect,
understanding, confidence, and dedication
to similar educational goals. Some degree of
understanding these essentials should be determined at the time a superintendent/director
of schools is selected.

Being physically or intellectually lazy. A Board
member or a superintendent/director of schools
who refuses to grow in his position invites the
mistrust of the other party. The Board member
who considers his or her position a one-nighta-month job simply cannot do justice to the position. The superintendent/director of schools
who considers his or her responsibility ended
when he or she walks out the office door is
equally negligent in his or her duty.

Problem Areas in Board–Superintendent/
Director of Schools Relations
As a School Board and superintendent/director of schools attempt to establish the proper
working relationship, it should be helpful to
understand some of the problems that have
already affected other Boards’ relationship
with their superintendent/director of schools.
Following is a summary of some of the more
common problems.

Failure to exert leadership. While the superintendent/director of schools must exercise
leadership in the educational enterprise, the
Board must exercise leadership in the community. Board members must be able to explain
and defend the decisions they have made. The
superintendent/director of schools must be
willing to make recommendations to the Board
when it is faced with tough decisions, and both
parties must be actively involved in the evaluation of the system.

Failure to understand the difference between
policy and administrative procedure. Perhaps
the greatest source of friction between Boards
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Management Tasks
Indicate whether each of the following management tasks is the responsibility
of the Board or the superintendent/director of schools.
Personnel
Authority

Board
Responsibility

Superintendent/
Director of Schools
Responsibility

Employ personnel
Assign personnel
Transfer personnel
Nonrenewal of personnel
Dismiss tenure personnel
Accept resignations
Dismiss nontenure personnel
Grant tenure
Abolish positions
Create positions
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What the Board Should Expect of Its
Superintendent/Director of Schools

The Super Recommendation
• A clear, written recommendation

School Boards have the authority to set policies
of far-reaching consequence to their communities, but Board members recognize that the
instrument of the power they collectively wield
is personified in the superintendent/director of
schools. No single person has the capacity to
influence the educational climate of a community more then the superintendent/director of
schools. Because his or her behavior is central
to the school program, the superintendent/
director of schools' competence should receive
the closest scrutiny by the Board.

• Information to support the recommendation
• Time to study the recommendation
• Cost to implement the recommendation
• Description of the benefits of implementation
• Opportunity to persuade
Failure to keep the children the center of the
decision-making process. Too often, in seeking
to define their relationship, superintendent/
director of schools and Boards lose sight of the
central figures in the educational process, the
children of the district. Constant care must be
taken that bricks and mortar, dollars and cents,
do not become the ends of the educational
enterprise rather than the means to an end.

Outdistancing all other professional qualities to
be sought in a school superintendent/director
of schools is that of Educational leadership.
A school Board may be unwilling at times to
follow wherever its superintendent/director
of schools may lead. It is paying for his or her
professional advice. It may as a consequence
accept or reject his counsel, but it ought not
fault his or her purpose.

Overdelegation of authority. Even though
Boards may understand their policy-making
authority, some Board members, because of
the complexity of the Board’s business, simply
abrogate their decision-making role to the superintendent/director of schools.

As the community’s top-ranking professional
educator, a superintendent/director of schools
should be expected to recommend challenging goals for his Board. His or her professional
reach, however, should not extend so far as
to separate him or her figuratively from his
community. His or her vision needs to sweep
the skies but his or her feet ought to remain
firmly grounded. He or she should be sensitive
to the cultural, social, and economic makeup
of his or her district, a good citizen, adept in
human relations, active in community affairs,
an educational statesman, and an able and
forceful advocate of a school system befitting
and stretching the community’s aspirations for
its children.

The situation is usually based on the assumption that “the superintendent/director of
schools knows all of the answers, so let him or
her do it.” There is a political axiom that says
power flows to those who exercise authority. If
the superintendent/director of schools is forced
by default to initiate policy, the Board might as
well stay home.
If either the Board or the superintendent/director of schools backs away from their duty or
encroaches on the legitimate functions of the
other, the relationship between them is bound
to deteriorate. In order to prevent this from
happening, Board members and the superintendent/director of schools must each be aware
of the duties and responsibilities of the other.
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A Board should seek in its superintendent/director of schools an ability to identify and build
upon those leadership capacities inherent in
all members of the professional staff—administrators, heads of departments, teachers, and
special service personnel. Every member of the
staff has something of importance to contribute
to the overall program. It should be the superintendent/director of schools' responsibility
to detect and nurture these latent capacities.
The leadership exerted by the superintendent/
director of schools can be a significant force in
the effectiveness of the professional staff.

The Board should expect its superintendent/
director of schools to provide the public with
factual, objective news concerning the operation and achievements of the schools. The
superintendent/director of schools should not
only actively disseminate public school information but should encourage the public in turn to
provide him or her with a sense of its involvement in the schools and its ambitions for their
future development.
In order to avoid misunderstandings, the Board
of Education should develop its expectations of
the superintendent/director of schools. Such
expectations should include not only educational achievement and experience but a list of
less tangible items that the Board deems vital
to success. Such a list might include, but should
not be limited to, the following items:

A School Board should expect its superintendent/director of schools to be totally committed
to the educational advancement of children,
however diverse their conditions and however
varied their individual capacities for intellectual growth. He or she should be expected to
regard education as a dynamic enterprise and
himself or herself as an innovator rather than
a caretaker.

• Integrity of the highest order
• Ability to withstand intense pressure
• Ability to provide firm and definite recommendations to the Board

The superintendent/director of schools should
attend all Board meetings, prepare written
agenda for such meetings, prepare materials
and information needed for policy making,
supervise formulation of the annual school
budget, serve as Board counsel on professional
and technical matters, and carry out approved
policies of the Board.

• An understanding of the pressures to which
a lay Board is subjected by the community.
• Ability to communicate clearly, both orally
and in writing
• High competency in the technical aspects
of the position such as finance, business
management, personnel management, and
school law

As the chief executive officer of the Board,
the superintendent/director of schools should
administer and supervise the school system
in conformity with Board policies, the rules
and regulations of the State Department of
Education, and state law. He should serve as
the professional leader of the staff, employ all
school personnel, encourage curriculum improvement, evaluate personnel and program
performance, and take whatever action is
required to increase the effectiveness of the
school system.

• A commitment to accurately evaluate the
personnel and programs of the school
district
• Ability to be open-minded and to avoid
becoming involved in personalities
• Commitment to keep the public informed
and involved
• Willingness to grow professionally by participating in workshops and seminars
• Willingness to bring educational issues
before the Board for evaluation and study
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What Superintendent/Director of
Schools Should Expect of the Board

How Boards Hold the
Superintendent/Director
of Schools Accountable:

The concept of local lay control of a public
school system is a sound one. It is rooted in
our history and reflects the importance of
Education in the furtherance of the objectives
of democracy.

Develop a performance evaluation
document that

With full regard for the soundness of that concept, the following suggestions as to what a
superintendent/director of schools may expect
of his or her School Board are offered:

• specifies in writing what the
Board wants the superintendent/director of schools to
accomplish;

1. Recognize that policy is the core of effective school governance. It delegates to the
superintendent/director of schools responsibility for administration. He or she is entitled to a
clear statement of Board policies, to freedom of
action and to support so long as he or she acts
legally and in accordance with those policies,
and to a clear delineation of his powers and
responsibilities. He or she may fairly expect that
Board members will understand that the dividing line between policy making and administration is often a thin one. As the superintendent/
director of schools expects to be consulted in
policy development, so he or she has a right
to receive advice from the Board, especially in
difficult or complex situations.

• identifies when the Board
wants the accomplishment to
be completed;
• identifies what standards will
be used to judge whether the
accomplishment has been satisfactorily completed; and
• sets times for progress reports.

The evaluation instrument must include a minimum of the following:
• job performance

2. Accept the consequences of Board policy.
If the Board inaugurates a new program or
expands an old one, it should not expect other
phases of the total program to pay the freight.
When the Board is developing policy, the superintendent/director of schools should expect to
be heard. It goes without saying that he or she
is obligated to support faithfully the adopted
policy.

• student achievement
• relationships with the staff and personnel
• relationships with Board members
• relationships with the community
An annual evaluation can
• foster communication about district priorities and progress;

3. Evaluate the performance of the superintendent/director of schools. He or she is entitled
to know how he or she stands. The Board has a
responsibility to set annual performance objectives for the superintendent/director of schools.

• provide a basis for assessing the strengths
and weaknesses of the Board and the
superintendent/director of schools;
• provide a basis for commending, rewarding,
and reinforcing good work;
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• provide an objective process for making
decisions;

of schools. Improper pressure put upon the
superintendent/director of schools, or a public
climate which impairs either his status of that of
the Board, will impair the effectiveness of both.
The school Board must stand strong before the
community and support the superintendent/director of schools who seeks to stand strong too.

• help the Board determine—and the superintendent/director of schools convey
—whether the superintendent/director of
schools is satisfied with his or her job and;
• give direction for the superintendent/director of school's professional growth.

9. Represent the entire community, not a section, clique, or group. He will not be a pawn
of special interest groups. Rather, he will be a
champion for all children and youth.

4. Operate efficiently. The superintendent/
director of schools should, through preparation of the agenda and his own presentations,
contribute to that efficiency. He should expect
the Board to be businesslike, to relate the length
of discussion to the importance of the topic,
and to operate with the primary concern of the
welfare of students as his primary concern for
citizen approval than for the positive results to
be achieved.

10. Require and rely upon professional judgments of the school staff. The school Board
member will view himself as a lay person
charged with a trusteeship responsibility. He
should rely upon the professional judgments
of school staff members with respect to educational problems and upon employed professionals in the fields of architecture and legal
services. Obviously, the Board member brings
to the Board table his personality, intelligence,
experience, and sometimes professional competence in some field of the Board’s operation.
Though he may therefore be better equipped
to make lay judgements in his particular field,
he should support engaging professionals
who can be accountable for their advice and
performance.

5. Maintain two-way communication with the
community. Though Board members and superintendent/director of schools all belong on the
school-community relations team, the superintendent/director of schools can expect Board
members to be aware of public opinion and
pressures, and expect Board members to help
in interpreting school purposes and program.
6. Support the staff. A school system is a team,
composed of a school Board, administrators,
teachers and others. The Board member will
not criticize teachers before parents; nor will he
take direct action on a complaint other than to
transmit it. He will not carry into the community
place his disagreements or personal differences
with another Board member.

11. Require an evaluation of staff member
performance/the Board should require annual
evaluations of every employee. The superintendent/director of schools may expect that
a Board will not become an evaluator of the
performance of any staff member other than
the superintendent/director of schools. A Board
member evaluates a school system largely
through careful attention to the observations of
others—especially those observations which are
presented to the Board in the form of reports.

7. Lead in a single direction. Division among
Board members will be translated into a loss of
public confidence. Disunity is not likely to thrive
in an atmosphere that finds Board members
truly dedicated to improving educational opportunities for children and youth.

12. Pay the superintendent/director of schools
at a level consistent with the Board’s expectations. He or she has a right to adequate staffing
assistance so that his or her major responsibility

8. Refuse to yield to external pressures which
challenge the role of the superintendent/director
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for educational leadership and direction will
not be hampered by minor demands upon his
or her time and thought. He or she should not
expect the Board to initiate staffing improvements in the absence of documented evidence
of the need. A Board, however, which is sensitive to its superintendent/director of schools'
dispositional habits may, to its own and the
school system’s benefit, provide staffing help
or even order a vacation for the person who
drives himself or herself too hard.

director of schools' contract may be for as long
as four years. In such a case, the contract would
usually include a provision that annual objectives will be established by a certain date and
evaluation will be completed by a subsequent
certain date.
Most Boards maintain a good relationship
with their superintendent/director of schools
throughout the full term of employment, but it
is a mistake for a Board or the superintendent/
director of schools to assume that this relationship will remain cordial. Too many factors,
including changing membership of the Board,
occur that make it important for each Board to
have a written contract with its superintendent/
director of schools.

13. Suspend judgment until the facts are
known. A prospective school Board member
should have no “plank” that precommits him
or her to any position. Make decisions in accordance with facts.

Talking and Trust

14. Develop the Board's full potential. The
Board should assess its effectiveness annually
and engage in Board development activities
individually and collectively.

Assessing your attitude about the merits and demerits of being friends with the superintendent/
director of schools is your first step in forming
this relationship; talking to the superintendent/
director of schools is the second. Request a private meeting with the superintendent/director
of schools to discuss mutual expectations. It is
important to recognize that you can be friends
with the superintendent/director of schools
without agreeing on everything. As one Board
member says:

Obviously the foregoing list is not totally comprehensive. However, each item points up to
areas in which the potential for breakdown in
the Board–superintendent/director of schools
relationship is great.

Superintendent/
Director of Schools Contract
School Boards should enter into a contract
with its superintendent/director of schools that
spells out the details of employment. Addressed
in the contract should be salary, fringe benefits,
leave (annual, sick, etc.), travel, professional development activities, expiration or termination
of the contract, and tenure or waiver of tenure.

"We probably never agree 100 percent on any
issues. We have different personalities, and our
management techniques are different, but that
doesn't keep us from being friends."
For individual Board members, as for the Board
as a whole, trust is the key to good communication with the superintendent/director of schools.
Good communication is open communication,
and you can't have the latter without mutual
trust that allows you to express your feelings. It's
almost a golden rule: you can't be an effective
Board member without effective communication.
And only through good communication can you
be assured that Board policy is implemented successfully and that the district is running smoothly.

The contract may discuss performance goals
and performance pay. It should identify evaluation procedures and timeliness. In short, the
contract should address employment issues
and set out clear procedures and expectations.
Although a Board should set annual objectives
or performance standards for its superintendent/director of schools, a superintendent/
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Keys to a Good Working Relationship

One Board veteran explains it this way: "As a
Board member, you do not implement policies.
You are not supposed to pass out job assignments, supervise staff, or assume any of the
tasks that are part of the administrative domain.
Since you only meet as a Board once or twice a
month, the only way you can be sure for yourself and for your constituents that the district
is functioning properly is through the communications you have with the superintendent/
director of schools.

What can a Board member do to develop and
maintain a good working relationship with the
chief administrator?
Veteran Board members and superintendents/
directors of schools give this advice:
• Know your job and don't interfere with the
administration's.
• Devote the time needed to do a good job.
Read the background materials the superintendent/director of schools prepares.

"Communication is a two-way street. If you
have a concern, you should call the superintendent/director of schools and say so. The
superintendent/director of schools, in turn, has
a right to share concerns with you. Remember
also that many superintendent/director of
schools depend on individual Board members
to keep them informed of community opinions
and concerns. By acting as the superintendent/
director of schools' eyes and ears in the community, you can help keep the superintendent/
director of schools informed about what is
happening in the district and on top of rumors
that may arise."

• Don't pretend to be an instant expert on
school matters. It takes time to understand
a school system's complex problems and
functions.
• Admit what you don't know. Don't be
ashamed to ask questions for clarification.
• Don't jump to conclusions. Instead, hear and
weigh all the facts.
• Keep your mind open to change. Refusing
to consider new or different approaches can
put the breaks on reform.
• Understand that the superintendent/director of schools is practicing a career—a
highly complex one for which he or she has
prepared with formal training and, in most
cases, years of progressive experience. For
that reason, if for no other, the superintendent/director of schools can be expected to
have learned at least a bit more about the
practice of school administration than the
average layman—you, for instance.
• Don't become a complaint department.
Communicate with the staff through the superintendent/director of schools as much as
possible. This doesn't mean closing yourself
off to teachers, staff, and students or easing
to have personal contact with the schools.
It does mean not circumventing the superintendent/director of schools, which can
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split the administrative team and undercut
the superintendent/director of schools'
effectiveness.

and what the superintendent/director of
schools needs.
• Be realistic about what the Board and the
superintendent/director of schools can
accomplish. Envision the best possible
program for children, yes, but realize that
funds, personnel, and logistics are inhibiting factors.

• Don't make promises outside Board meetings, not only for legal reasons but also out
of respect for the ethics of the situations
and regard for the other Board members
and the superintendent/director of schools.
The entire idea of democracy and an effective Board rests on the concept of collective
judgement.

• Don't surprise the superintendent/director
of schools at a Board meeting with resolutions, problems, and issues the superintendent/director of schools doesn't know will
be brought up. If you spring something at
a meeting, the superintendent/director of
schools probably will not have the necessary data at hand to allow full and complete
discussion of the issue. Incomplete data and
discussion lead to unwise decisions.

• Communicate disagreements in private. If
you wish to discuss an action of the superintendent/director of schools that you think
was improper, do so in private —away from
the glare of publicity. If the charges are so
severe that they cast doubt on the superintendent/director of schools' ability to manage the district effectively, then the entire
Board should be notified and an executive
session held in which the superintendent/
director of schools can respond.

• Recognize professionalism. Don't evaluate
the superintendent/director of schools' salary by comparing school administration with
your occupation.

• Don't take all the credit when things go well.
Listen to what your superintendent/director
of schools has to offer, and make it clear that
you're listening.

Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd ed.

• Support the superintendent/director of
schools. If someone complains to you about
the superintendent/director of schools, listen but don't agree. Being supportive of the
superintendent/director of schools shows
you have confidence in yourself and in the
district management team. If the complaint
is serious, ask the person to put it in writing
so the Board as a whole can analyze it. If you
have to criticize the superintendent/director
of schools (or any school employee, for the
matter), do so constructively. Criticize the
work rather than the individual.
• Know your superintendent/director of
schools. Be sensitive to the superintendent/
director of schools' likes and dislikes, what
the superintendent/director of schools
expects of you and the rest of the Board,
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Shared Governance

Each Board/superintendent/director of schools team must work out its own arrangement for who will be responsible for what. These are some common expectations you
might want to review and confirm:

The superintendent/director of schools might expect the Board to
• establish a vision and long-range plan for the district;
• help identify problems and issues;
• determine what should be taught;
• create district policy;
• offer counsel and advice and seek that of the superintendent/director of schools
before taking action;
• evaluate district progress toward goals;
• delegate and hold the superintendent/director of schools accountable for all executive
functions-including the recruitment, supervision, development, evaluation, promotion, and dismissal of school staff;
• refer all applications, complaints, and other communication concerning administrative matters to the superintendent/director of schools and;
• actively represent and provide a linkage with the community.

The Board might expect the superintendent/director of schools to
• find solutions to problems;
• determine how students should be taught;
• function as a change agent by translating Board policy into action;
• be the Board’s preeminent educational advisor;
• gather pertinent information to aid the Board in its decision making;
• provide assessment data to the Board for monitoring progress;
• interpret the needs of the school system and make recommendations to the Board;
• use great care in selecting the school staff;
• be loyal to the Board and implement its decisions and policies, even those whose
adoption he or she has opposed;
• keep the Board fully informed about school programs and problems and;
• work with the Board chair to place items on the agenda.
Educational Research Service
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What Does Your Board Expect of Your
Superintendent/Director of Schools?

For each of the following, use a check mark in the appropriate column to indicate whether
A or B best describes your Board's expectations of your superintendent/director of schools.

Our Board expects the superintendent/director of schools to:

1.

A.
B.

Have a crucial leadership role
Be primarily a manager

2.

A.
B.

Have a partnership role with the Board
Have a subordinate role to the Board

3.
A.
		
B.

Be responsible for day-to-day operations
within Board policy
Ask Board for advice on day-to-day operations

4.

A.
B.

Be the principal adviser to the Board
Be one of many advisers to the Board

5.

A.
B.

Present his or her point of view on policy issues
Remain neutral on policy issues

6.

A.
B.

Handle personnel issues
Involve the Board in handling personnel issues

7.

A.
B.

Mediate between political factors of the Board
Work with the Board as one corporate body

8.
A.
		
B.
		
		
		

Take initiative to request improvements in
his or her salary and benefits
Be paid competitive salary and benefits as long
as he or she is superintendent/director of schools
because the Board watches out for his or her
welfare
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Who Does It Better?
If you were setting up a new school system and didn't have laws setting out responsibilities,
you would certainly empower the superintendent/director of schools to do those things he or
she can do better than the Board and the Board would be assigned the things it can do better
than the superintendent/director of schools. In the space below, identify the things each does
better than the other.

Things Boards Do Better

Things Superintendent/
Director of Schools Do Better
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Appendix A

TENNESSEE LAW
Director of Schools

49-2-301. Director of schools.
(a) Each local Board of Education is authorized to employ a director of schools, as provided
for in § 49-2-203, subject to requirements of law. This director of schools may be referred
to as superintendent, but all references to or duties or powers of the former county
superintendents of public instruction shall be deemed to be references to or powers or
duties of the director of schools. Failure to change a reference to county superintendent to
superintendent or director of schools shall not be deemed to continue to revive the former
office or position of county superintendent, it being the intention in this part to convert the
former elected office of superintendent of public instruction to an administrative position
filled by the applicable local Board of Education.
(b) (1) It is the duty of the Board of Education to assign to its director of schools the duty to:
(A) Act for the Board in seeing that the laws relating to the schools and rules of the state
and the local Board of Education are faithfully executed;
(B) Attend all meetings of the Board and to serve as a member of the executive
committee of the Board, without additional compensation;
(C) Keep on electronic disks and in well bound books, furnished by the Board, a complete
and accurate record of the proceedings of all meetings of the Board and of the director's
official acts;
(D) Keep on electronic disks and in well bound books, furnished by the Board and
arranged according to the regulations prescribed by the commissioner of Education, a
detailed and accurate account of all receipts and disbursement of the public school funds;
(E) Issue, within ten (10) days, all warrants authorized by the Board for expenditures for
public school funds;
(F) Make such recommendations to the Board as the director deems for the best interest
of the public schools, but in no case shall the director have a vote on any question
coming before the Board;
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(G) Have general supervision of all schools, and visit the schools from time to time,
and advise with the teachers and members of the Board as to their condition and
improvement;
(H) Require the use of the state course of study for all the public schools and the system
of promoting pupils through the several grades of the public schools in accordance with
regulations of the commissioner, as approved by the state Board;
(I) Sign all certificates and diplomas of pupils who complete the courses of study
prescribed for the elementary and high schools;
(J) Recommend to the Board teachers who are eligible for tenure or notify such teachers
of their failure of reelection pursuant to § 49-5-409;
(K) Recommend to the Board salaries for teachers in accordance with the salary schedule
and the salaries and wages of all other employees nominated by the director of schools;
(L) Assign teachers and educational assistants to the several schools;
(M) Require all teachers to submit to the director for record their licenses or authority to
teach, given by the state Board, and keep a complete record of same;
(N) File all contracts entered into with teachers and employees of the Board, before they
begin their services in the public schools;
(O) Furnish to teachers or principals the names of pupils belonging to their respective
schools, the list to be taken from the census enumeration or other reliable records on file
in the director of schools' office;
(P) Issue certificates relative to the employment of minors who are enrolled as students
in the director of schools' district;
(Q) Prepare reports of attendance to be assembled by the director; provided, that
the director shall report to the commissioner any failure on the part of any principal
or director of schools of any school system within the county to make the reports of
attendance;
(R) Report to the county trustee and the commissioner, on or before July 1 of each year,
the attendance;
(S) Make a written report, quarterly, to the appropriate local legislative body, for the
Board, of all receipts and expenditures of the public school funds, which accounts shall
contain full information concerning the conditions, progress and needs of the schools of
the school system and which shall be audited by the appropriate fiscal officer and local
legislative body;
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(T) Be present at all quarterly and annual settlements of the county trustee with the
county mayor covering all school funds arising from state apportionments, county levies
and all other sources, and report the director's acts to the director of schools' Board;
(U) Report to the local legislative body and the commissioner, whenever it appears
to the director that any portion of the school fund has been, or is in danger of being,
misappropriated or in any way illegally disposed of or not collected;
(V) Make reports to the commissioner of Education when requested by the
commissioner;
(W) Prepare, annually, a budget for the schools in the director's school system, submit
the budget to the Board for its approval and present it to the county or other appropriate
local legislative body for adoption as provided for by charter or private legislative act;
provided, that:
(i) The budget shall set forth in itemized form the amount necessary to operate the
schools for the scholastic year beginning on July 1, following, or on such date as
provided for by charter or private legislative act; and
(ii) Any change in the expenditure of money as provided for by the budget shall first be
ratified by the local Board and the appropriate local legislative body;
(X) Give the director's full time and attention to the duties of the director's position;
(Y) Deliver to the director's successor all records and official papers belonging to the
position. It is a Class C misdemeanor to refuse to deliver the records and files on demand
of the director's successor. It is a separate offense for each month during which the
director persists in withholding the records and files;
(Z) File with the commissioner of Education a copy of the budget adopted by the county
or other appropriate local legislative body within ten (10) days after its adoption;
(AA) Furnish to the commissioner a list of the teachers elected by the Board and their
respective salaries, on forms furnished by the commissioner;
(BB) Grant any licensed employee, or any other person considered as a professional
employee, access at any reasonable time to the employee's personnel file or files,
whether maintained by the employee's principal, supervisor, director, Board or any other
official of the school system;
(CC) Give any licensed or professional employee, on request and on payment of
reasonable compensation, a copy of specified documents in the employee's personnel
file;
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(DD) Establish a procedure whereby an updated copy of the rules, regulations and
minimum standards of the state Board shall be kept on file in an easily accessible place in
each school library during normal school hours;
(EE) Within the approved budget and consistent with existing state laws and Board
policies, employ, transfer, suspend, non-renew and dismiss all personnel, licensed or
otherwise, except as provided in § 49-2-203(a)(1) and in chapter 5, part 5 of this title;
(FF) All persons who are employed in a position for which no teaching license is required
shall be hired at the will of the director of schools. The local Board of Education shall
develop a policy for dismissing such employees;
(GG) (i) The director may dismiss any nontenured, licensed employee under the director's
jurisdiction for incompetence, inefficiency, insubordination, improper conduct or neglect
of duty, after giving the employee, in writing, due notice of the charge or charges
and providing a hearing; provided, that no nontenured, licensed employee under the
director's jurisdiction shall be dismissed without first having been given, in writing:
(a) Notice of the charge or charges;
(b) An opportunity for a full and complete hearing before an impartial hearing officer
selected by the Board;
(c) An opportunity to be represented by counsel;
(d) An opportunity to call and subpoena witnesses;
(e) An opportunity to examine all witnesses; and
(f) The right to require that all testimony be given under oath;
(ii) Factual findings and decisions in all dismissal cases shall be reduced to written form
and delivered to the affected employee within ten (10) working days following the close
of the hearing;
(iii) Any nontenured, licensed employee desiring to appeal from a decision rendered in
favor of the school system shall first exhaust the administrative remedy of appealing
the decision to the Board of Education within ten (10) working days of the hearing
officer rendering written findings of fact and conclusions to the affected employee;
(iv) Upon written notice of such appeal being given to the director, the director shall
prepare a copy of the proceedings, transcript, documentary and other evidence
presented, and transmit the copy of the proceedings, transcript, documentary and other
evidence presented within twenty (20) working days of receipt of notice of appeal to
the Board;
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(v) The Board shall hear the appeal on the record and no new evidence shall be
introduced. The affected employee may appear in person or by counsel and argue why
the decision should be modified or reversed. The Board may sustain the decision, send
the record back if additional evidence is necessary, revise the penalty or reverse the
decision. Before any such charges shall be sustained or punishment inflicted, a majority
of the membership of the Board shall concur in sustaining the charges. The members of
the Board shall render the decision on the appeal within ten (10) working days after the
conclusion of the hearing;
(vi) The director of schools shall also have the right to appeal any adverse ruling by the
hearing officer to the Board under the same conditions as are set out in this subdivision
(b)(1)(GG);
(vii) Any party dissatisfied with the decision rendered by the Board shall have the right
to appeal to the chancery court in the county where the school system is located within
twenty (20) working days after receipt of notice of the decision of the Board. It shall be
the duty of the Board to cause to be transmitted the entire record and other evidence
in the case to the court. The review of the court shall be de novo on the record of the
hearing held by the hearing officer and reviewed by the Board;
(HH) All actions of the directors or their designees shall be consistent with the existing
Board policies, rules, contracts and regulations;
(II) Perform such other official duties as may be prescribed by law;
(JJ) Each LEA shall submit a report to the education committees of the senate and house
of representatives by January 1 each year of the number of places that are required in
alternative schools within that system to accommodate students in that system placed in
alternative schools; and
(KK) Authorize each principal to make staffing decisions regarding administrative
personnel for the principal's school.
(2) The records required to be maintained pursuant to this subsection (b) shall be kept in a
location that is secure from the effects of natural disasters, to include fires, earthquakes,
tornadoes and other catastrophic events.
(c) It is a Class C misdemeanor for any director to take any other contract under the Board of
Education or to perform any other service for additional compensation, or for any director
to act as principal or teacher in any school or to become the owner of a school warrant
other than that allowed for the director's service as director. A director who violates this
subsection (c) shall also be dismissed from the director's position.
(d) Any director of schools who is appointed by the local Board of Education elected by the
general public is only required to have a baccalaureate degree.
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Finance
P

ublic schools are public because they are
paid for primarily with public funds, which
come from taxes. Because the schools belong
to the people, School Board members, as representatives of the people, are the stewards
of public funds. It is the responsibility of each
Board of Education to make sure that public
funds are spent wisely, efficiently, and equitably to deliver the kind of education the public
demands and children deserve.

nurses, instructional assistants, and classroom
materials and supplies.
The nonclassroom components provide funds
for administrative and support personnel, as
well as maintenance and operations, student
transportation, and capital outlay.
Flexibility is provided to local school systems
with options of choosing to fund certain components, such as social workers; however, funds
generated from classroom components must be
spent on classroom needs, but funds generated
from nonclassroom components may be spent
either on nonclassroom or classroom needs.

The Board’s financial responsibility is a heavy
one, but it can be borne more easily if each
Board member has a working knowledge of
school finance, including the sources of school
revenue, the budget process, and the Board’s
role in that process.

The BEP is currently in transition due to legislation enacted in 2007 (BEP 2.0). Once fully
enacted, the BEP will consist of only two sets of
components, with one focusing on instructional
personnel and the other on all of the other
items needed to operate schools. The state
will provide 75 percent of the funds (statewide
average) for the instructional components and
50 percent (statewide average) for the noninstructional components. With these changes,
though, the intent of the BEP will remain the
same; it is a funding formula, not a spending
plan.

Revenue Sources
Local school systems in Tennessee receive revenue from three primary sources: state, local,
and federal governments.
State Funds
State funds for public education, derived primarily from the sales tax, are appropriated by
the General Assembly and distributed to school
districts through the Basic Education Program
(BEP) funding formula. Each year’s funding is
based on the number of students in each school
system, which then determines how many
positions each system needs for instruction,
administration, and support services.

Local Funds
The BEP was recently changed in 2016 with
the implementation of the BEP Enhancement
Act. It requires the state to provide the following amount of funding: 70 percent of the
instructional salaries and instructional benefits
components; 75 percent of the classroom component; and 50 percent of the nonclassroom
component. The law also changed other portions of the BEP that impact state and local
funding levels.

The BEP is divided into four parts: instructional
salaries, instructional benefits, classroom funding, and nonclassroom funding. The instructional components provide resources for personnel
such as classroom teachers, principals, assistant principals, instructional supervisors, and
librarians. The classroom components provide
for student contact needs such as textbooks,
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Other sources of local education funding include wheel taxes, hotel/motel taxes, amusement taxes, mineral severance taxes, and
wholesale beer taxes.

The impact of massive federal mandates, like
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA), which is not coupled with full federal
funding, should not be underestimated. State
and local governments must either make up the
difference to meet the requirements of the law
or lose federal funding altogether.

Fiscal Capacity
Fiscal capacity is the potential ability of local
governments to fund education from their own
taxable sources (sales and property).

School District Budget
A school district budget is, like all other budgets,
a financial plan. In practice, it actually comprises
three individual plans:

Each county's fiscal capacity is the sum of the
county's assessed property value multiplied by a
statewide average property tax rate for education and the county's sales tax base multiplied
by a statewide sales tax rate for education.

• The educational plan, which describes what
the budget is intended to support.
• The revenue plan, which describes where
the money is expected to come from and
how much money is expected from each
source.

Each county's fiscal capacity index is the ratio
between its fiscal capacity and the fiscal capacity of the state as a whole. The fiscal capacity
index is then applied to the BEP generated
dollars to adjust the statewide state/local share
amounts to obtain each district's unique state
and local share of BEP funding.

• The expenditure plan, which describes how
the money will be spent.
• The educational plan can be as straightforward as listing the district goals.

It is important to note that most local governments must fund well beyond what is required
through the BEP, due in large part to the fact
that historically the funding formula has not
adequately addressed teacher salaries or the
number of teachers needed to meet state classsize mandates.

In planning for the future, it is essential that
school districts have Board-approved goals in
a long-range plan. This goal setting is an important part of the budget process because it
becomes a guide for priority spending.
The budget should support the educational plan
or goals for the school district. Cheating a reading program to fund a music program would not
help achieve a district’s goal to increase reading
skills. Thus, the district’s goals should serve as
guidelines for the expenditure of money in the
district.

Federal Funding
The federal government, through the income
tax, allocates funds to local school systems
according to methods, formulas, and/or reimbursement rates established by federal law.
Federal funds are a small percentage of total
funding, mostly in categorical aid to special
programs.

Budgeting Process
The budget process begins well before the
deadline for adoption. In Tennessee, each local
School Board in the state is required by law to
submit an approved copy of its school budget
to the commissioner of education. This budget
must be a complete and certified copy of the
entire school budget for the school year.
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It must be approved and certified by the local
Board of Education and the local governing
body. It is due to the Department of Education
on or before August 1. If the school district
is operating on a continuing budget, county
LEAs have until August 31 to submit a budget. If a county LEAs budget is not adopted
by the county legislative body by August 31
of any year, then the county LEA’s budget will
be equal to the minimum budget required to
comply with the local match and maintenance
of effort provisions of the BEP. The August 31st
budget deadline is different for municipal and
special school districts because those budgeting procedures are established by private acts,
city charters, or the municipal legislative body.

• Preferences for the budget time line,
budget hearings, and Board budget
meetings
3. Study and understand the budget and attend
all budget meetings
4. Adopt the budget
5. Participate in county commission meetings
6. Review all audit reports
7. Ensure, through the superintendent/director
of schools, that a good budget management
system exists, including the following:
• Accounting and reporting procedures
• Current policies that address all budget
and financial matters (sample policies are
included)

Actually, formulating the annual budget process is a cycle. The Board sets goals, the staff
estimates needs, and so on, until the budget is
adopted and the process starts again.

• Job descriptions that include the budget responsibilities of all administrative
personnel

However, every step takes time. Therefore, each
Board should work with the superintendent/
director of schools to establish a time line that
allows for establishing goals and developing the
budget. A sample operating budget policy can
be found within this chapter.

The Board should not do the following:
1. Specifically compile or formulate the budget; that process is the responsibility of the
superintendent/director of schools.
2. Participate in modifying the budget item by
item. The Board should direct the superintendent/director of schools to reduce or
increase the budget if necessary and provide
general guidelines to use in the process.

As a Board member, you play an important role
in the budget process. It is your job to see that
each step receives proper attention and that
Board priorities are widely communicated, curricular and fiscal plans are closely related, and
changes from the preceding year are plainly
described.

3. Add or delete specific items and/or create or
rid personnel within the budget. The Board’s
role is to set the goals and give general directions and guidelines to the superintendent/
director of schools. It is the responsibility of
the superintendent/director of schools to
develop a budget within the framework of
the Board goals and guidelines.

Board’s Role in Budgeting
The Board should do the following:
1. Participate in developing district goals and
long-range plans
2. Work with the superintendent/director of
schools on general budget guidelines, such
as the following:
• Limitations on budget and/or increases
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Commission’s Role in Budgeting

Line-Item Veto

The county commission and/or city council
serves as the funding body for the local Board
of Education. Its responsibility is to either approve or reject the budget as submitted by the
School Board.

Tennessee law prohibits local legislative bodies
from making line-item or categorical alterations
in budgets submitted by Boards of Education.
The courts and the attorney general’s office
have consistently upheld this prohibition.

When the budget is approved, the commission/
council is charged with providing the necessary
funding for the approved budget. The adoption
of a budget is a concurrent process, and until
the county governing body and the local Board
of Education concur on the entire school budget, there is not an adopted school budget, and
the continuing budget provisions of TCA. Sec.
49-3-316(d) come into effect.

Bandy v. State ex rel. Board of Education of Sullivan
County, 207 S.W.2d 1011 (1947); State ex rel.
Boles v. Groce, 280 S.W. 27 (1925); Tennessee
Attorney General Opinion 86-464.
In a 1994 Tennessee Court of Appeals decision,
the court found that “the County Commissioners
do have the power and jurisdiction to ‘alter or
revise the proposed budget’ by adopting a
smaller school budget than that submitted, but
this power and jurisdiction to ‘alter or revise the
proposed budget’ does not extend to changing
line items in the school budget.” Morgan County
Board of Commissioners v. Morgan County Board
of Education, 1994 WL 111457 (Tenn. Ct. App.)

Annual Operating Budget
The school system budget is the legal document– the operational plan stated in financial
terms–that describes the programs to be conducted during the fiscal year, that begins July 1
and ends June 30 the following year.

Amendments
Regardless of the procedure used to adopt
the budget, once a school budget has been
approved by the local funding body, any
amendment must be approved by the Board
of Education. (TCA. § 5-9-407). However, if
the amendment requires moving funds from
one major category of the budget to another,
then the Board of Education must also get the
approval of the local legislative body.

Maintenance of Effort
Tennessee law prohibits local funding bodies from adopting budgets that reduce local
education funds (excluding capital outlay and
debt service) and replacing them with money
from the state. This is commonly known as the
“maintenance of effort” requirement or the
“supplanting test.”
TCA 49-2-203 (a) (10) (A) (ii)
No LEA shall submit a budget to the local legislative body that directly or indirectly supplants or
proposes to use state funds to supplant any local
current operation funds, excluding capital outlay
and debt service.
TCA 49-3-314 (c)
No LEA shall use state funds to supplant total local
current operating funds, excluding capital outlay
and debt service .
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Audit
An annual audit of all fiscal accounts, including accounts and records of all school student
activity funds, shall be made following the end
of each fiscal year. Audits shall be completed as
soon as practicable after June 30 and may be
prepared by certified public accountants or by
the department of audit employed by the Board
of Education.
The superintendent/director of schools shall be
responsible for furnishing or making available
copies of the audit to the proper authorities as
prescribed by law.
When an administrative change occurs during
the fiscal year, and the position is responsible
for the expending of funds, a special audit of
accounts involved shall be conducted.
The special audit shall be as extensive as the
Board may determine.
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Comparison of Budget Responsibilities
Board of Education

1. Makes provisions for long-range planning for acquisition of sites, additional facilities, and plant
maintenance.
2. Meets with superintendent/director of schools and staff to assist in development of the budget.
3. Approves and adopts an annual budget.
4. Adopts written policies for purchase of supplies and equipment, accounting for all school funds
and payroll procedures.
5. Approves all expenditures of funds by receiving statements and approving payment of bills.
6. Requires the superintendent/director of schools to make an annual inventory of equipment
and supplies on hand to estimate the needs of the next school year.
7. Adopts an insurance program to comply with state laws and, as dictated by financial necessity,
personnel requirements and public relations.
8. Adopts policies to provide effective safety and security conditions in the schools and to comply
with state law.
9. Provides leadership in suggesting and securing community support for additional financing
when necessary by proposing bond issues and millage limit increases.

Superintendent/Director of Schools
1. Analyzes current financial position and interprets to the Board long-range financial needs and
proposals. Prepares reports for public release.
2. Prepares the detailed district budget and interprets and presents it to the Board for adoption.
Makes full use of staff members in developing budget items.
3. Administers the budget and keeps expenditures within its limits. Intrabudget transfers must
be approved by the Board.
4. Makes available to all employees policies and regulations regarding requisitions and purchase
orders.
5. Establishes a control system for financial accounting and the purchasing of supplies and equipment in accordance with the requirements of the education code and local Board policy.
6. Provides Board with bimonthly reports on operating budget accounts and overall financial
condition of the school district.
7. Makes financial reports as required by state school law or by policy of the Board.
8. Prepares inventory and keeps it current in accordance with Board policy and the education
code.
9. Assists Board to establish an adequate insurance program.
10. Recommends and implements safety and security regulations.
11. Provides rationale and coordinates the effort to convince the citizenry of the necessity for
additional financing. Provides information in support of bond issues.
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Monitoring:

Review: Annually,
in September

Descriptor Term:

Annual Operating Budget

Descriptor Code:

Issued Date:

Rescinds:

Issued:

2.200

1

General

2
3

All school system budgets are the operational plans stated in financial terms for the fiscal year
beginning July 1 ending June 30 the following year.

4

Central Office

5

PREPARATION PROCEDURES

6
7

Budget planning shall include an analysis of previous staffing, curriculum and facilities, and
projections requiring additional staffing, curriculum modifications, and additional facilities.

8
9

The budget proposal should be balanced, consistent with Board policy and contract conditions to
include provisions for:

10
11
12
13

•
•
•
•

programs to meet the needs of the entire student body;
staffing arrangements adequate for proposed programs;
maintenance of the district's equipment and facilities; and
efficiency and economy.1

14
15
16

Budget preparation shall be the responsibility of the director of schools. The director of schools will
establish procedures for the involvement of staff, including requests from department heads and
principals, all of whom shall seek advice and suggestions from other staff and faculty members.

17
18
19
20

The director of schools and the chair of the Board shall develop a budget preparation calendar no later
than January 1.2 The calendar shall be used as a guide for coordinating the budgetary activities of
individuals and groups, collecting budget data, reviewing budget problems, and making budget
decisions.

21

HEARING AND REVIEWS

22
23

The proposed budget will be available for inspection by various interested citizens or groups in the
office of the director of schools.

24

FINAL ADOPTION PROCEDURE

25
26
27

The Board shall submit a proposed budget in accordance with the budget time line established by the
Board and county commission.3 If a budget timeline is not agreed upon, the Board shall submit a
proposed budget to the county commission no later than May 1.3 If the proposed budget is rejected,

Version Date: August 21, 2018
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Annual Operating Budget

2.200

1
2

the Board shall submit a revised budget proposal within ten (10) business days after receiving notice of
the rejection.4

3
4
5

Within ten (10) days of adoption of the final budget, the director of schools shall file a copy with the
commissioner of education.5

_____________________________

_____________________________

Legal References

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cross-References

Role of the Board of Education 1.101
Executive Committee 1.301

Tennessee Internal School Uniform Accounting
Policy Manual; Section 4-19
See TCA 49-2-203(a)(10)
TCA 5-9-402(d)(4)
TCA 5-9-402(d)(5)(B)
TCA 49-2-301(b)(1)(Z); TRR/MS 0520-01-02.13(2)(a)
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Budget Calendar
Date

Function

Responsibility

Present to

Develop needs assessment

Department Heads and
Principals

Review goals and objectives
and needs assessment

Superintendent, staff, and
Board of Education

Begin cost comparisons

Superintendent and staff

Make current-year budget
amendments

Superintendent and staff

Gather revenue information
from local and state sources

Superintendent and staff

Estimate state revenues by
projecting ADM for next
year

Superintendent and staff

Board of Education

Recommend salaries with
increase (if any)

Superintendent and staff

Board of Education

Make tentative budget,
showing line-item revenues,
sources of revenues, and
expenditures

Superintendent and staff

Board of Education

Allow public inspection of
budget

Superintendent and Staff

Public-at-large

Vote on tentative budget

Board of Education

May

Revise tentative budget
based on legislature and
State Board of Education
information

Superintendent and staff

Board of Education; governing body's education/finance
committees

June

Vote on revised budget

Board of Education

Full governing body

Vote on revised budget

Full Governing Body

January

February

March

April

July

Send certified copy of budget to State (or thirty days
Superintendent
after the beginning of school
year)

Superintendent and staff

Board of Education

Commissioner of education
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Tennessee Basic
Education Program
BEP 2.0
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This booklet lists the Basic Education Program (BEP) components and the cost
specifications for each component. The components include both operating and capital
outlay costs.
The BEP components serve as the basis for calculating the level of funding for each
school system. These components represent the level of support necessary for our
schools to succeed. While t he components serve as the basis for calculating the level
of BEP funding for each school system, the BEP does not prescribe specific levels of
expenditures for individual components. Actual costs of the essential components
are monitored and updated from year to year. Total costs are calculated by applying
cost specifications to the schools’ census data.
Equity adjustments (cost-of-operations adjustment and fiscal-capacity adjustment)
equalize responsibility among the local school systems based on variations in the cost
of delivering services to students and in relative fiscal capacity.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Mr. Fielding Rolston,Chairman
Ms. Allison Chancey
Mr. Mike Edwards
Ms. Lillian Hartgrove
Mr. Cato Johnson
Ms. Katie Mitchell, Student Member
Ms. Carolyn Pearre
Mr. Lonnie Roberts
Ms. Teresa Sloyan
Ms. Wendy Tucker
Mr. Mike Krause, THEC (ex officio)
Dr. Sara Heyburn, Executive Director
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INSTRUCTIONAL SALARY COMPONENTS (STATE SHARE = 70%)

COMPONENT

FUNDING LEVEL

REGULAR EDUCATION

1 per 20 ADM K–3
1 per 25 ADM 4–6
1 per 25 ADM 7–9
1 per 22.08 ADM 10–12

CAREER AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION

1 per 16.67 career and technical
education FTEADM

SPECIAL EDUCATION (number
of students identified and
served = I&S)

(Caseload allocations)
Option 1
Options 2, and 3
Options 4, 5, and 6
Options 7, 8, 9, and 10

ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE

1 per 500 ADM K–6**

SECONDARY GUIDANCE

1 per 350 ADM 7–12 (including CTE)**

ELEMENTARY ART

1 per 525 ADM K–6

ELEMENTARY MUSIC

1 per 525 ADM K–6

ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

1 per 350 ADM K–4
1 per 265 ADM 5–6

ELEMENTARY LIBRARIANS
(K–8)

.5 per school < 265
1 per school 265–439
1 per school 440–659 (+ .5 assistant)
1 per school > 660 (+ 1 assistant)

SECONDARY LIBRARIANS
(9–12)

ELL INSTRUCTORS

.5 per school < 300
1 per school 300–999
2 per school 1,000-1,499
2 per school > 1,500 (+ 1 per add’l
750)
1 per 20 EL Students I&S

ELL TRANSLATORS

1 per 200 EL Students I&S
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INSTRUCTIONAL SALARY COMPONENTS (STATE SHARE = 70%)

COMPONENT

FUNDING LEVEL

PRINCIPALS

.5 per school < 225***
1 per school > 225

ASSISTANT
PRINCIPALS
ELEMENTARY

.5 per school 660–879
1 per school 880–1,099
1.5 per school 1,100–1,319
2 per school > 1,320

ASSISTANT
PRINCIPALS
SECONDARY

.5 per school 300–649
1 per school 650–999
1.5 per school 1,000–1,249
2 per school > 1,250 (+ 1 per additional 250)

SYSTEM-WIDE
INSTRUCTIONAL
SUPERVISORS

1 per < 500 total ADM
2 per 500–999 total ADM
3 per 1,000–1,999 total ADM
3 per > 2,000 total ADM (+ 1 per additional 1,000)

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SUPERVISORS

1 per 750 special education I&S

CAREER &
TECHNICAL
EDUCATION
SUPERVISORS

1 per 1,000 career and technical education FTEADM

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ASSESSMENT
PERSONNEL

1 per 600 special education I&S

SOCIAL WORKERS

1 per 2,000 total ADM**

PSYCHOLOGISTS

1 per 2,500 total ADM**

SPECIAL
EDUCATION
EARLY
INTERVENTION

Early intervention services for three-year-old children
with disabilities. Now allocated through count of
special education I&S
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INSTRUCTIONAL BENEFITS COMPONENTS (STATE SHARE = 70 PERCENT)

COMPONENT

FUNDING LEVEL

STAFF INSURANCE*

$6,455.29 per BEP position for insurance

STAFF BENEFITS*

7.65% of BEP salary for FICA

STAFF RETIREMENT*

9.08% of BEP salary per licensed position or
8.53% of BEP salary per classified position for
TCRS
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CLASSROOM COMPONENTS (STATE SHARE = 75 PERCENT)

COMPONENT

FUNDING LEVEL

K–12 AT-RISK

$863.25 per identified at-risk ADM.
Funded at 100% at-risk.

DUTY-FREE LUNCH

$12.00 per total ADM

TEXTBOOKS

$76.75 per total ADM

CLASSROOM
MATERIALS AND
SUPPLIES
(includes fee waiver)

$78.75 per regular ADM
$157.75 per career and technical education
FTEADM $ 36.50 per special education I&S

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT

$64.25 per regular ADM
$99.75 per career and technical education FTEADM
$13.25 per special education I&S

CLASSROOM RELATED
TRAVEL

$14.50 per regular ADM
$50.50 per career and technical education FTEADM
$17.25 per special education I&S

CAREER AND TECHNICAL
CENTER TRANSPORTATION

For participating systems to transport students to
career & technical center attended part of the day

TECHNOLOGY

$41.42 per funded ADM
$40 M distributed on ADM basis

NURSES

1 per 3,000 total ADM (minimum 1 per system)

INSTRUCTIONAL
ASSISTANTS

1 per 75 ADM K–6

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ASSISTANTS

1 per 60 special education
I&S in Options 5,7,8

SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS

$61.75 per total ADM

ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS

$3.75 per total ADM K–12 plus
$32.50 per ADM 7–12 (including CTE)

$43.50 per Academic exit exam (12 grade)
$18.00 per Technical exit exam (1/4 CTE)
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NONCLASSROOM COMPONENTS (STATE SHARE = 50 PERCENT)
COMPONENT

FUNDING LEVEL

SUPERINTENDENT

1 per county****

SYSTEM
SECRETARIAL
SUPPORT

1 per system < 500
2 per system 500–1,250
3 per system 1,251–1,999
3 per system 1,999 and above, plus 1 for each
additional 1,000 ADM

TECHNOLOGY
COORDINATORS

1 per system with one additional for each 6,400 ADM

SCHOOL
SECRETARIES

.5 per school < 225
1 per school 225–374
1 per 375 per school > 375 (plus 1 per each additional
375)

MAINTENANCE AND
OPERATIONS

100 square feet per total K–4 ADM
110 square feet per total 5–8 ADM
130 square feet per total 9–12 ADM
Total sq. ft. × $3.35/sq. ft.*****
1 custodian per 22,376 calculated sq. ft.

NONINSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT

$26.50 per total ADM

PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION

Allocated to systems that provide transportation.
Formula established by commissioner of education.
Based on number of pupils transported, miles
transported, and density of pupils per route mile.

STAFF BENEFITS AND
INSURANCE

$6,024.94 per BEP position for insurance or
$9,037.40 for superintendent and technology
coordinator; plus
7.65% of BEP salary for FICA. Add 9.08% of BEP
salary per superintendent and technology coordinator
or 8.53% of BEP salary per classified position for
TCRS

CAPITAL OUTLAY

100 sq ft per total K–4 ADM × $139.41/sq. ft.
110 sq ft per total 5–8 ADM × $140.00/sq. ft.
130 sq ft per total 9–12 ADM × $145.70/sq. ft.
Add equipment (10% of sq. ft. cost) Add
architect’s fee (7% of sq ft cost) Add debt
service (20 years @ 6.00%) Divide total by 40
years = annual amount
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SALARIES USED IN BEP CALCULATIONS
Teachers and Other Licensed Personnel
The BEP allocation for salaries for each school system is based on:
The number of each type of position generated by the cost components
The current salary unit cost for instructional personnel = $46,225
Average annual superintendent salary = $110,700 per county
Other Personnel
Average annual library/instructional assistant salary = $23,000
Average annual custodian salary = $24,800
Average annual school secretary salary = $32,400
Average annual system secretary salary = $41,400

FOOTNOTES

**If a system within a county having more than one system does not have enough pupils
to qualify for a position, the relevant county totals are used and each system receives a
pro rata share based on its proportion of total relevant enrollment. If county totals are
not sufficient to generate a position, the county is allocated one position, and each
system is allocated a pro rata share of the position based on its proportion of the
relevant enrollment.
***Elementary schools < 100 are not allocated a principal.
****One superintendent is allocated for each county. If there is more than one school
system in a county, each system receives a pro rata share based on its proportion of
total county ADM.
*****For purposes of calculating benefits and insurance: for maintenance add 60 percent of sq. ft.
cost to salary allocation; for pupil transportation add 45 percent of amount to salary
allocation. Apply calculated rate (insurance, FICA, TCRS) for classified personnel as
specified to 60 percent or 45 percent of allocation, respectively.
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Planning
I

have been on the Board for three years and have
never once had the opportunity at a School
Board meeting to discuss the issue that motivated
me to run for the School Board in the first place.”

focuses resources on those priorities. Its importance demands that the School Board be
involved.

Six Reasons Why Your Board Should Plan

How many School Board members have you
heard make a similar statement? More than just
a few capable School Board members become
frustrated and give up School Board service
each year because their Board cannot seem to
find time to talk about what is most important
to them and the children in their district. It is
seldom because someone is trying to keep the
subject off the agenda. Rather, it is because the
Board always seems to be responding to a crisis
or is being pressed to meet routine deadlines.

1. Planning is the process by which a Board
establishes direction for the school system.
School Board members can have the greatest
impact on a school system through planned
change. While it may not be difficult to initiate
changes in the system, wise Board members
realize that changes that are accepted, that
persevere, and that are the least threatening
are those that have been made with forethought and careful planning. Rapid change
will certainly have an impact on the system,
but generally, a resoundingly negative one.
Thoughtful planning and communication of
those plans enables a Board to move toward
its goals with efficiency and support.

These Boards have no vision, no goals. They
make no plans; they just operate. Members
become frustrated when their Board does not
accomplish what they intended for it to accomplish. The Board has become so busy with the
urgent matters that it has failed to take time for
the important and necessary task of determining where the school system should go or what
it should become.

2. Planning increases the probability of success. If a Board knows where it wants to go, it
is more likely to get there. A carefully developed written plan increases the probability
of success. Boards too often find themselves
operating with no clear idea of what they want
to accomplish. With effective planning, they
not only know where they are going but have
carefully developed strategies to help them
get there.

Vision. The work of a Board of Education is
creating a vision of excellence for the school
district and ensuring that the vision becomes
reality. Vision provides the inspiration for
goal setting, and goals provide direction for
planning.

3. A community's educational program is too
important to be left to chance. The quality
of the educational program provided to the
children is the paramount responsibility of the
Board. Boards should and must be accountable
for what happens in the system. Having a wellconceived plan for the educational program,
and the means for implementing it, takes the
chance out of what happens in the system.

Planning is a key leadership responsibility of
the Board of Education. It is the primary process by which a Board can lead education in a
community. If the Board does not plan, it will
miss its greatest opportunity to have an impact
on the school system.
To fail to plan is to plan to fail. Certainly,
planning results in direction and goals for the
school district. It establishes priorities and

Responsibility and accountability become the
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plan should define the ideal for each segment
of the Board’s operation and project what will
be accomplished toward the ideal in each year
(or another time block) included in the Board’s
plan. A timetable should be included with target
dates for reaching milestones.

rule rather than the exception. After all, the
improvement of learning is the bottom line
reason for planning.
4. Maximum utilization of a community’s
resources is possible only through planning.
While each community’s resources are variable and unique, it is only through planning
that effective utilization can occur. Tapping
those resources should be neither a random
nor sporadic effort but should be an integral
part of the overall planning process. Failure to
utilize those valuable community assets may
cost the system in an economic way but will
definitely cost in terms of community support.
When a Board follows a well conceived plan,
the community perceives that the schools are
operated in a businesslike manner. Public support and excitement can result.

For each goal or objective identified in your
Board’s plan, develop a list of strategies for
implementation, set target dates by which
milestone events must be reached, estimate
the cost of implementation, and identify who is
responsible for implementation. Success breeds
success, so include some goals which you are
certain will be accomplished.
However, if schools are to be exceptionally
good, it is imperative that the School Board consider uncommon goals and uncommon methods
of reaching those goals. Resist the temptation
to be overly conservative in your projections.
You will be amazed at how your Board will tend
to accomplish the goals that it has established
by this process.

5. Effective planning allows a Board to develop
and maintain a continuity of purpose. Once
a Board has established its goals, it greatly
diminishes the natural tendency to move in
innumerable directions at the same time. The
Board has a clear idea of its primary focus, has
a timetable for implementation, and reaffirms
on a routine basis its continuing efforts toward
its stated purpose. Continuity is maintained
regardless of changes in the administration or
membership of the Board.

Types of Planning
There are at least three types of planning that
a local School Board should use to maximize its
effectiveness.
1. Annual agenda. Each Board should establish
an annual agenda that lists each regular meeting
of the Board and identifies items for consideration at each meeting during the year. This helps
the Board to plan and allocate its time on issues
of greatest importance. Following is an excerpt
from an annual agenda (exhibit 1).

6. A plan is conducive to Board unity. The process of developing a plan provides Board members an opportunity to share their expectations
and priorities for the school district with other
members. It helps the Board define differences
among members and, through compromise,
leads to group commitment to goals and objectives. A commitment to the same goals and
objectives will result in a more cohesive and
more effective Board.

2. Timed agenda. A frequent complaint of
School Board members is that Board meetings
last too long and that too much time is spent
on certain agenda items and too little time is
spent on others. A useful technique to help
the Board deal with these problems is a timed
agenda. With a timed agenda, each item has
an estimated time for discussion to begin on

What to Plan
The Board’s plan should be the framework
for all that happens in the school district. The
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the item. Time for adjournment is also listed.
Members of the Board will be aware of the
time parameters of the meeting and will share
responsibility to help keep deliberations within
the allotted. Following is a sample timed agenda
(exhibit 2).

for the School Board meeting includes an item:
consent agenda. This would generally be at the
top of the agenda. The Board chairman and superintendent/director of schools should decide
which items should be identified as consentagenda items.

3. Consent agenda To expedite business at a
School Board meeting, the Board may choose to
use a consent agenda. Use of a consent agenda
saves the Board time in ratifying administrative, routine, or noncontroversial items. When
a consent agenda is used, the regular agenda

If a consent agenda is used, the chairman in
presenting the agenda should ask if any member of the Board wishes to remove any item
from the consent agenda so that it might be
discussed. If so, the item is taken from the
consent agenda and is appropriately placed on

Exhibit 1. Excerpt from an annual agenda

Exhibit 2. Sample Timed Agenda

Annual Agenda
Progress County Board of Education
October
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		
4.
		

Amend operating budget
Accept financial audit
Review graduation requirements
Select architect for high school
addition

November
		
		

Discuss school bus replacements
Curriculum critical review
Review Board policies on students

1.
2.
3.

December 1. Approve specifications for bus
		bidding
		
2. Review preliminary plans for 		
		
high school lab addition
		
3. Graduation requirement decision
		
4. Curriculum/reading center services 		
		review
		
5. Review Board policies on personnel
January
1.
		
		
2.
		
		
3.
		
4.

Approve purchase of buses/accept 		
bids
Amend operating budget for
current year
Curriculum critical review
Budget review

February
1.
		
		
		
2.
		
		
3.
		
		
4.
		
5.
		
		
6.

Midyear review administrators 		
evaluation, including
superintendent/director of schools
Midyear Board in-service/self 		
evaluation
Receive bids for high school
addition
Board policy/completion of all areas
Curriculum critical review/math & 		
career-techincal education
Budget review

Progress County Board of
Education Meeting
Central High School Auditorium
May 3, 2025
5:00 p.m.

Call To Order 		

Phil Smart, Chairman

5:01 p.m.
Consent Agenda
			
1. Approval of minutes (tab 2)
			
2. Adoption of agenda (tab 1)
			
3. Approval of monthly expenses (tab 3)
			
4. Acceptance of bid on 2 buses (tab 4)
			
5. Approval of leave of absence for Holly Day
				
(tab 5)
5:05 p.m.
			

Recognition and reports of Student
Representatives for SCOPE (tab 6)

5:20 p.m.
			

Presentation of Long Range
Facilities Plan (tab 7)

5:35 p.m.
			

Consideration of proposal on
Wiley Driver
Distance Learning Equipment (tab 8)

5:45 p.m.
			

Report on Central High 		
Scholastic Recognition

May B. Sharpe

5:55 p.m.
			

Superintendent/director of
schools Report		

Clara Voyance		

6:05 p.m.

Set time, date, and location of next meeting

6:10 p.m.

Adjourn
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Long-Range Plan.

the regular agenda or removed from the agenda
entirely, depending upon the request of the
Board member and the Board's agreement.

The long-range plan usually sets out the Board’s
goals for a period of five years or more. It is
the product of the Board, the staff, and the
community.

While the basic purpose of the consent agenda
is a more efficient use of School Board time, it
should be recognized by Board members that
the use of a consent agenda will still require
staff time. It is also understood that the administration recommends approval of all consent
agenda items. If the consent agenda is used,
the items on that agenda are approved by a
single motion, stated as follows: "I move to approve the items listed on the consent agenda."
If the motion receives a second, the chairman takes the vote on the single motion. The
minutes of the School Board meeting should
include the approved motion as stated and list
all the items that were approved as part of the
consent agenda.

The following terms and definitions are used in
the School Board’s plan:
• Mission statement. A statement that
describes the purpose and scope of the
school district. The mission statement
is the focal point of all goals, objectives,
and strategies taken by the Board, administration, teaching, and support staffs.
• Goal. One-sentence statement of the
Board's, nonmeasurable efforts that must
be taken if the mission is to be achieved.
• Objective. A statement growing out of a goal
or other objectives. It has a single outcome,
is measurable, attainable, and time specific.

Three Rules for Consent Agendas
The following rules apply for consent agendas:
1. All background materials needed for action
are received by Board members sufficiently
ahead of the meeting to provide time for study.

• Strategy. One-sentence description of the
specific actions that will be undertaken to
achieve the objectives.

2. Any School Board members may remove an
item from the consent agenda for separate action simply by requesting that it be removed. No
motion is necessary. However, a motion would
be in order if the member wishes to delete the
item entirely from the agenda or to determine
where on the regular agenda the item is to be
placed.

Planning Procedure
The School Board should be in control of the
planning process, but the staff and the community should be involved in developing the
plan. Following is a nine-step procedure that
most Tennessee School Boards follow in the
development of a plan. This procedure involves
shared responsibility between the Board and
the staff.

3. The consent agenda is adopted with one motion without discussion or debate.
Annual Plan.

Essentially, the Board develops a mission statement and goals. The staff develops objectives
and strategies and then the Board adopts the
plan. Each step indicates whether the Board
or the staff is responsible.

An annual plan contains the goals, objectives,
and strategies to achieve in the current year of
the Boards long-range or strategic plan. The
priorities in the annual plan should be reflected
in the budget.

The need for local School Boards to engage in
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educational planning has never been greater.
As Boards confront educational reform, perhaps the biggest challenge is to manage reform
and not be the victim of it—to direct rather
than react.
Without clearly defined goals incorporated
into strategic plans, a Board can expect to always be responding to one crisis after another.
Success is seldom a matter of luck. Planning
will help. Without planning, School Boards will
miss opportunities to strengthen the educational program for students in their district.
What your Board does now to plan for the
future will have a profound impact on the success of your school district well into the future.
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Key result area or
Planning category
1–7 Public relations program

Goal-Development Sheet
Goal
Develop and implement aggressive relations and marketing programs.

Objective
By July 1, 2025, implement ten new ideas for increasing awareness of the
educational programs in the school district.

Strategies
1. Develop a video for marketing public schools.
2. Produce and disseminate a brochure for each school.
3. Produce and disseminate internal and external newsletters and other
written materials.
4. Expand involvement of business/community groups in school and system
activities.
5. Create an awards program for business/community groups and "Best
Friends."
6. Develop a program to involve parents in their children's education.
Coordinator: ___________________

Due date: _______________________
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Planning Procedure and Timeline
Who’s Responsible?

Planning Activity

1. Make a commitment to plan.
Board

The School Board and superintendent/director of schools
should have a preliminary session on planning. In this session they should consider the possibility of adopting a policy
mission of the school district, set up beliefs of the Board of
Education, and outline a calendar of planning activities. All
members of the Board must make a commitment to plan. If
the Board does not make a commitment and give planning
a high priority, it cannot expect staff members to consider
it a very high priority.

2. Establish a structure.

The structure should consist of the following:

Board

A. Beliefs—a list of statements that summarize the Board's
basic beliefs.
B. A mission statement—a statement that describes the
ultimate purpose and scope of the school district.
C. Planning categories—key result areas used to record
school district goals and objectives and to divide the
plan into manageable parts.

3. Involve the community.

Plan and conduct a series of meetings where the community
is given the opportunity to react to what is happening in the
school district. Primarily, the Board is seeking suggestions
for improvement in the school district, not hearing gripes.
Three rules should be observed during these community
sessions:

Board

1. Make it clear that these meetings are not to answer
questions or to defend the school system but simply
to hear suggestions for improvements.
2. Complaints are appropriate only if they are accompanied
by suggestions for improvement.
3. Do not make any promises that what is suggested
will be done. Promise that the Board will consider all
suggestions.
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4. Analyze strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats.

STAFF

This phase involves the collection and analysis of data about the
school district. This will require a review of strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats in order to build on strengths, eliminate
weaknesses, take advantage of opportunities, and avoid threats.
It will result in the proposal of goals by the staff.

5. Set goals.

The Board should go through a process of brainstorming in
listing all of the potential goals that are suggested. Then, a
system of putting a priority on the goals should be used. Each
goal should be considered in terms of importance, cost, and the
effort required to accomplish the goal. Goals judged important
by every member of the Board should be included in the longrange plan. Other goals may be added by majority vote but it is
recommended that except in the most unusual circumstances,
only those goals accepted by every member of the Board should
be included in the plan.

Board

6. Develop objectives and strategies for each goal.

STAFF

The staff should be assigned the responsibility of developing
objectives and strategies to achieve each goal. Each goal should
be assigned to a goal-development team. Each objective should
be measurable and include a time line. Additionally, resources
required to implement the objectives should be identified.

7. Adopt a plan.

The Board prioritizes the goals after considering each objective
and strategy as well as the resources necessary to accomplish
the goal. The Board includes its top priorities and adopts an
annual and long-range plan.

Board

8. Promote the plan.

Present the plan to staff.

Board/STAFF

Generally administrators and staff have already been involved
in the development of one part of the plan, but this is their
opportunity to see the entire plan. An enthusiastic person
who is totally in support of the plan should present it.
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Present the plan to the community.
		
Community meetings such as PTA meetings, civic clubs, and
other groups should be scheduled when possible to consider
the plan. School Board members should be involved in the presentation. This is an opportunity for School Board members to
build support for the plan.

9. Evaluate the plan.

		

STAFF/Board

Each objective in the plan is measurable and has a deadline for
completion. At the specified time, the plan should be evaluated
and a report of the success or lack thereof should be presented
to the Board. As a result of the evaluation, the plan may be
modified, and the process would begin again for a new year.

Planning: A Joint Venture
If your Board would like more in-depth training on
planning, register for the School Board Academy
Planning: A Joint Venture. Participants will learn
in this module methods to develop a mission
statement and set goals and strategies as well
as the importance of monitoring, evaluating, and
modifying plans.
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Promotion of the School System
Community Leadership

P

Board's Community Leadership Roles

romotion of the School Board’s vision is
one of the most important responsibilities
of the Board of Education. Promotion is sometimes called advocacy. But whether it’s called
advocacy or promotion it is still the same —
building public support necessary to achieve the
School Board’s vision. It’s clearly not enough
for a Board of Education to simply have a vision, it must see to it that the vision becomes
reality. That’s what community leadership is
about – leading the community to understand
and support its schools.

Schools are the source for both good and bad
news. When things go wrong, the public and
media want to know about it. As a School Board
member, you automatically have a leadership
role in your community. Every stakeholder in
your local education system looks to you as
a guide. As a leader, you must advocate effectively and build relationships with groups
and organizations at all levels. By developing
a sound public relations system, you gain the
ability to deal sensibly and effectively with the
media when the news is bad and develop techniques and relationships to improve the odds
of positive news coverage. The following are
a few additional ways you can directly impact
you school district:

Public support is required if vision is to become
reality. Public support is determined by public
opinion. Public opinion makes or breaks schools
and school districts. Leaders do not simply react
to public opinion, they create it. The heart of
community leadership is helping the public to
understand and support its public schools.

• Influence state and federal legislatures
• Develop commission/city council support

Public support is not something that automatically happens. Strong support from the public
for its schools occurs where the Board of
Education develops a specific plan for exercising
community leadership and where each member
of the Board commits the time and the effort
required to be true community leaders.

• Develop relationships with other boards
• Work with the media to build support
• Generate parental and public support
• Turn employees into advocates

Effective Communications

Every School Board in Tennessee is capable of
changing public attitudes about public education and building public support for the Board’s
vision. The primary reason why schools do not
enjoy the strong support from their communities is because the Board of Education has not
taken the time to plan and implement a program
of community leadership to build the support
of public schools. The more time your Board
spends in the design and implementation of a
program of community leadership, the stronger
the public support for the Board’s vision.

Effective communication doesn't just happen. It
evolves from a well-planned and properly implemented communications program. Before you
implement the plan, however, you must know
what makes your system unique. Determine
the message you want to send, then implement
a plan to communicate that statement to the
community.
Although a communications program isn't created spontaneously, communication often is.
The simplest gestures of Board members, the
appearance of your campuses, your conduct
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at Board meetings, your availability to constituents, Board involvement in civic and school
activities, the pride and work habits of your administrators, teachers, and students—all these
are subtle forms of communication.

related to your Board service, then you are not
living up to the trust you accepted when you
took office.
The Board's legal obligation to communicate
is more obvious. A School Board is legally
required to conduct its business in open and
public meetings. By law, the Board must provide for open discussion of all business that
comes before the Board. Remember that
public Board meetings can be a key communication tool in helping shape public opinion.

If any of these are left to chance, poor communication can result. Each district needs a
planned, systematic communications program
to win the understanding and support from the
community. In order to communicate effectively
with the community, each district must have
effective communication within the school
system.

Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd.

Boards should pay attention to and formalize
their communication efforts. They can be summarized as four key factors:

Philosophy of an Effective
Communications Program
Your Board's communication needs and priorities shift from day to day and circumstance to
circumstance. Whether your school district
has a sophisticated multimedia approach to
communications or no formal communications
program at all, communication between your
Board and your schools and community occurs daily. No matter how elaborate or spartan
your district's program may be, you're sending
someone messages on a regular basis. With that
in mind, it simply doesn't make sense not to
provide a planned, systematic, two-way process
for communication.

• The need to be accountable
• The Board's dual role of representing both
the schools and the community
• The need for insight into and influence on
public opinion about the direction and function of public education
• The Board's moral and legal obligation to
communicate the reasons for its actions and
the way the schools operate
Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd ed.

Communication as an Obligation

Four-Step Promotion Process

The moral responsibility for effective communication rests squarely with the local School
Board. Nobody is in a better position than you
are to counter criticism, to tell the positive side
of your district's story, to explain the policies
and functions of public education, and to fight
for public support of local control.

Communications experts have developed a
four-step promotion process that can be used
to effectively communicate with an audience.
By applying the process to the message you
want to send, you can be a communicate advocate for public education.

Once you and your Board colleagues step outside the Boardroom, what you say and do is
part of your obligation. If you fail to listen to the
views of your fellow citizens, show indifference
to their concerns, and neglect to provide them
the opportunity to interact with you on topics
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Step 1: Research

• Direct-mail campaigns

The first step in the promotion process is to
determine where your district stands in regards
to the message you want to send. You must conduct research and be prepared to answer any
questions that may be asked. By taking the time
to listen to the community, school district staff
and students first, you have the opportunity to
tailor your message in a way that is effectively
communicated and not simply distributed.

• Award programs
• In-service training
• Open houses
• Work with committees
• Student/parent program (such as exchange
programs)
• Back-to-school nights
• Publication of lunch menus and school
calendars

Step 2: Planning
Once you have conducted the research, the
Board can develop goals, objectives, and strategies to include time lines, responsibilities, and
resources. You must take the time to accurately
plan your promotion efforts so you can target
the correct audience with the most effective
message.

In short, your Board and district have almost
limitless opportunities for getting your message across.

Step 3: Communicating
Once a plan is developed, the Board must carry
out the plan by using numerous sources and
media outlets to reach the widest target audience possible. Later in the chapter, there will be
a discussion on communicating with different
stakeholders.

This is also where you determine the tools you
will use to communicate with your audience.
Community relations isn't just press agents,
publicity, public affairs, propaganda, or institutional advertising. The primary elements of
an effective communications program include
news media relations; school publications
(newsletters, brochures, pamphlets, websites,
and topical magazines); social media; and personal contacts. Other important components
include the following:

Step 4: Evaluate
Once the message is communicated, you must
evaluate if the desired outcome occurred. If it
did not, then you must determine where and
how the communication process can be adjusted to meet your needs. Once the problem
is addressed, you can recommunicate your
message and reevaluate the outcome. This is
arguably the most important step in the communications process since this is the only step
that allows you to truly determine how effective
your communication efforts were.

• Board meetings (where your visibility is
highest)
• Videos or computerized presentations on
your schools or important district issues
• Speaking engagements
• School functions

Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd
ed.

• Small neighborhood gatherings (such as
coffee-and-conversations meetings)
• Meetings of civic and service groups
• Surveys
• Telephone calls
• Letters
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Communicating with Target Groups

Your relationship with those associated with
the school system should be handled with care.
The staff takes its cue from the superintendent/
director of schools.

While you are getting your message across
to the general public, specific target groups
should be kept in mind, including school system
employees and parents. Following are specific
suggestions on how to communicate with these
groups.

And the superintendent/director of schools
takes his or her cue from you. How well you
communicate with the superintendent/director of schools can have a major impact on how
well the superintendent/director of schools
communicates with the staff.

School System Employees
An organization’s image is primarily determined
by its staff – what they say, think, feel, and do
twenty-four hours a day. That is why employee
morale and attitude play an important part in
the image portrayed to the community about
the school system. To assure positive attitudes,
administrators should implement programs that
make staff members feel good about themselves. Here are some ideas.

Working with the General Public
Part of your communications efforts plan must
be directed at the mass audience because there
will be those who don’t belong a to civic group,
read a newspaper, or have children in school.
The most effective way to reach this group is at
home…send information to each house.

• Send superintendent/director of schools
letters of congratulations to employees for
years of service, awards, etc.

A part of your role as a School Board member is
bringing your community’s input to the School
Board. You are the most direct conduit for community involvement in schools. This relationship
must be handled with care.

• Bring in motivational speakers.
• Sponsor personal growth workshops, such
as time management and stress reduction

Working with Elected Officials

• Encourage supervisors and principals to
attend Board meetings and acknowledge
their presence.

You must get the support of locally elected
leaders—your fellow Board members, members of your funding body and members of
the Legislature. They are residents of the community and taxpayers, too. In addition, they’re
responsible for promoting growth in the community, protecting quality of life, and keeping
operations fiscally sound.

• Follow through on questions and concerns
from staff members.
• Keep staff members well informed of
possible policy changes and ask for their
comments.

Give governing officials more detailed information than the general public. Provide them
budgets, operational reports, and audits. Use
graphs to simplify complex information. Take
them on tours of trouble spots. Show the officials the success stories. Turn them into a pool
of secondary messengers.

• Keep your superintendent/director of
schools informed of community opinions
and concerns.
• Thank or compliment a staff member—including the superintendent/director of
schools—on a job well done. A word of appreciation and acknowledgment can raise
morale and verify that the staff is “on track.”
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Working with City/County Commissions

TSBA encourages all Board members to keep
up with legislative issues. Legislators want
and need to hear regularly from School Board
members about how proposed legislation would
impact the work of the Board and the students
it serves.

It is extremely important that your Board
spend time each year developing a plan for
working with your city or county commission.
The support of your funding body is essential
to your Board in providing a quality educational program for the students in your schools.
Commissioners want to be well informed about
what the School Board is planning that will
require funds. They want to be involved in the
decision making that will result in the expenditure of funds. Although there is a clear division
of responsibility between the commission and
the School Board, cooperation rather than conflict will consistently result in a better-funded
educational program.

Each Board’s annual advocacy plan should
include a section devoted to legislative relations. It should certainly include the Board’s
participation in TSBA’s Day-on-the-Hill, an annual meeting with the legislators who represent
the school district, and regular communication
between Board members and the legislator.
TSBA’s website has up-to-date information
about any bill that will affect public schools.
It also contains contact information for each
legislator, the members of various committees,
and even sample letters that can be modified
and personalized by the School Board member
who sends the letter.

It is worth the effort for each Board member to assume responsibility for keeping the
commissioner(s) representing your district
informed about the issues the School Board is
facing and what the School Board is planning
that will result in funding requests.

Congress
Each local School Board is affected by the actions of the US Congress. About 10 percent
of the average school budget comes from the
federal government and several federal initiatives have considerable impact on local School
Boards. As with state legislatures, members
of Congress need to hear from local School
Board members regarding the federal role in
education. Far fewer bills before Congress
require local School Board member attention
than those before the state legislature, but
they must not be ignored. TSBA's website is
linked to NSBA's website, which carries the
latest information about federal bills that will
impact education. Contact information, position
papers, and sample letters about school issues
are included on the website.

Asking for the commissioner’s opinions and
ideas before School Board plans are finalized
will usually result not only in better understanding of school needs but also increased support.
There are many ways to build bridges to the
commission. It is the responsibility of the Board
to identify effective ways to gain that support.
When the Board takes time to develop an annual advocacy plan, which includes a significant portion dedicated to the commission, the
probability of obtaining commission support is
greatly increased.

Working with State Legislature
The greatest portion of your school budget
comes from the state legislature. The laws created by the state legislature also more seriously
impact the action of the Board more than any
other governmental entity. Therefore, the Board
must give attention to what is being considered
by the legislature.

Each year at the end of January or in early
February, a delegation of School Board members
goes to Washington to meet with the representatives and senators from Tennessee to discuss
pending bills that would affect public schools.
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This is an important advocacy activity but does
not relieve local School Boards of their responsibilities to consistently take public stands on
proposed bills. A resolution publicly stating the
position of the local School Board not only influences your representatives and senators, but
informs the public about the issue and builds
support for the Board's position.

——

Encourage schools to have a website with current school events and
deadlines

——

Provide evening office hours periodically
for parents who can’t call the school during the day

——

Send congratulatory letters to parents
of newborns, high school graduates and
honor roll students

——

Include recognition of outstanding students at Board meetings and send special
invitations to their parents

——

Offer evening computer classes for parent/child instruction

——

Encourage principals to hold a monthly
coffee or lunch for groups of parents to
talk with them informally about school
programs and to tour school facilities

——

Offer parenting workshops

——

Host seminars/workshops for parents
(college financial aid, pre-school preparation, special education, family dynamics,
high school transition, parenting, college/career day)

Parents
Encouraging parental involvement has been
a cornerstone of state and federal education
policy in recent years. Since this push started,
laws and regulations requiring notice and opportunities for participation have multiplied.
Federal and state law requires Boards to have
a parent/family engagement policy (4.502).
To gain parental support and involvement in the
schools, to have parents serves as ambassadors
of the school system, and to instill confidence
in the education quality their children receive,
the School Board should implement some of
the following:
——

Provide orientation booklet/kit for new
students and their parents

——

Publish school newsletter with district
news

——

Publish school calendar with important
school/district dates

——

Sponsor speakers for PTA meetings

——

Host Grandparent’s Day

——

Publish a student handbook with curriculum and behavior guides for students
and parents

——

Publish annual newspaper insert which
lists student honors, scholarships for
the year

——

Provide school bus schedules, school
zone maps and maps of safe walking
routes to schools for students

Working with the General Public

——

Provide fact sheets about individual
schools in the district.

——

Encourage the use of parent
advisory committees

Part of your communications plan must be directed at a mass audience because there will be
those who don’t belong to a civic group, read a
newspaper, or have children in school. The most
effective way to reach this group is at home, so
you can send information to each house.
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A part of your role as a School Board member is
bringing your community’s input to the School
Board. You are the most direct conduit for community involvement in schools. This relationship
must be handled with care.

dependency.
• The media has power and influence, and a
School Board must strive to cultivate media
coverage that is positive and informative.
• The school’s credibility and the media’s
credibility are always at stake.

Working with the Media
Although we’ve covered many ways of getting
the school system’s message out in the community, we can’t overlook the vital role of the
local media.

• The public’s lack of information about
a school district is the Board’s worst
enemy.

One common misconception of the press’s role
is that the media exists as a cheering section
for the local school system. What constitutes
a good or bad story depends on one’s perspective. If information comes to light that could
reflect badly on the school system, it isn’t the
reporter’s function to decide whether material
should be reported or suppressed for the supposed good of the community. The journalist’s
job is to report the news, good or bad, regardless of the consequences.

Consciously or subconsciously, reporters, editors, and news directors ask themselves these
kinds of questions when considering whether
to do a news story:
Does it have consequence to many people?
Does it have prominence for a place in
people’s lives?
Does it have immediacy?
Does it have heroes and/or villains?
Does it present a “slice of life” for feature
exposures?

The watchdog role does not mean that journalists regard every public official with suspicion
and distrust. It does mean that officials are in
the public eye, and their motives and methods
are fair game.

And when you’re talking about television
news, one more question rates above them
all: Does it have pictures?

Tips on Talking to Reporters

In most instances, as long as Board members
and journalists treat each other fairly and with
mutual respect, Board members should have
no reason to fear, dislike or distrust the press.

In addition to preparing press releases and other
materials, media relations involves face-to-face
interviews and press conferences. Here are
some tips for handling personal contacts with
the media:

Respect begets respect. The main thing is to
work with the media, not against it. Here are
some basic points to remember:

• Be prepared. Make sure you have a firm
grasp of the facts. If necessary, bring printed
materials with you for reference, or state
that the Board has taken an action supported by documentation and give the reporter
the materials. Most school documents are
public records, so there is no reason to withhold them. Use them to your advantage.

Board members are public servants. Keep all
deliberations public and abide by the Sunshine
Law.
The media is a business that must satisfy its
consumers’ appetites for information.
• You need the media more than it needs
you, but the relationship is one of mutual

• Be on time. The reporter may have scheduled several such appointments or may
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have blocked out a specific number of minutes in which to record your interview for
broadcast.

to explain why you are making the request.
If the reporter knows you are looking out
for the best interests of both of you, your
request will be honored and appreciated.
Never assume that you will be allowed to
review a reporter's work, however, and don't
try to make arrangements to do so after an
interview.

• Talk plainly and candidly. Don't use jargon
or "educationese" with reporters. You'll
confuse them, and they'll confuse their audiences. Remember, you are communicating
through the reporter to a much larger, more
diverse audience. Make your points clearly,
in plan English.

One final important note about talking to
reporters: nothing is off the record. If you believe the press should have information that
you would prefer not be printed, schedule a
background briefing—on the record, but with
the express understanding that the material
offered is for background only and not to be
attributed to any source. Under those circumstances, a reporter is ethically bound to use the
information only if sources are not named; he
or she also is made award of the reasons the
material is sensitive. That leaves the reporter in
the position of making a free choice of whether
to use the story.

• Be open and honest. But speak carefully,
too. Don't bend the truth or try to mislead
the reporter. If you're asked a question you
don't wish to answer, say so, but be polite.
If you don't know the answer to a question,
don't fabricate, guess, or estimate. Tell the
reporter that you don't know the answer,
and offer to provide a response when you
have the needed information.
• Be courteous. Use diplomacy in your responses to reporters. Instead of telling a
reporter that a question is misguided or
foolish, be diplomatic: "Many people get
confused on this point. Let me clarify it for
you." And don't accuse a reporter of trying
to needle you. Instead reply, "I'm not sure I
understand what you're asking."

Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd
ed.

Board Responsibilities and the Media
School Boards have the responsibility of developing plans and policies to work effectively
with the media. By doing so in advance, you
have the opportunity to identify the messages
you want to communicate in a given situation.
Boards can also host training sessions to ensure
Board members are comfortable with responding to the media.

• Trust the reporter. There are very few occasions on which it is good procedure to
ask to see a reporter's story before it runs,
and most reporters aren't allowed to show
it to you. It is far better to suggest that the
reporter call you if additional clarification
seems necessary. After all, your Board would
not consider asking a reporter to review a
policy before adoption, so why should you
expect as much from a reporter? However,
if a rare legitimate case arises (for example,
a story in which legal restrictions demand
specific language) and you want to review
the relevant parts of the story before publication or broadcast, then stipulate this as
a condition of granting the interview before
you agree to meet with the reporter. Be sure

If your Board communicates proactively with
the media, then there is a greater chance that
positive stories will be published. By building
a relationship, you can earn a reporter's trust,
and maybe they will earn yours. Share the good
news that is happening in your district through
emails, face-to-face meetings, or guest editorials in the local paper.
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General Tips for Newspaper Interviews
and Electronic Media

Appearing before a camera or speaking into the airwaves can be a frightening experience.
When preparing to be a guest on a television or radio program, consider the following tips:
1.

Try to become familiar with the program prior to the scheduled appearance.

2.

Have a few key points that you plan to make. Rehearse your message.

3.

Don’t rely on the interview’s questions to cover key points. Practice bridging questions to subjects or aspects of subjects it’s important to discuss. (“The real issue is…”)

4.

Never answer a question with just a yes or no. Expand on answers to make a point.

5.

Deliver messages convincingly. Keep messages simple and make sure body language
is consistent with the core message.

6.

Don’t get mad. The audience sees someone who gets mad as someone who has no
self-control. This ultimately undermines credibility.

7.

Participate in discussions. When participating in a panel or group discussion, it’s 		
important to be heard. Don’t get left out.

8.

Speak conversationally.

9.

Speak into the microphone.

10. Ignore studio technicians and other outside interference. Concentrate on the 		
interviewer.
11. Turn a negative question into a positive response by making a point for the school 		
district.
12. Do not repeat negative or “buzz” words. That only places more emphasis on them in
the audiences’ mind.
13. Watch nonverbal communication. Only 7 percent of a speaker’s message is communicated by spoken word. The rest is dependent on the quality of the delivery—body
language and tone of voice. (Don’t fidget or fold your arms.)
14. Keep answers brief, and make key points quickly.
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Communicating as an Individual Board
Member

Top Ten Pieces of Great PR
Advice for Board Members

As a School Board member, you have to master
the art of face-to-face personal communication.
It goes with the territory of Board service.

10. "Reporters will always ask the one
question that you don't want to
answer."—Edward Segal

First, you are going to have to learn that what
you say and do, even when you think you're
doing or saying something solely for yourself,
will have an impact on your School Board.

9. "If you lose your head in a crisis, you'll
probably be the last one to miss it."—
Bill Jones

And from now until the end of your Board
service, you will have to develop your skills as
a listener.. You will also have to temper your
individual views on school matters with the
knowledge that you can't speak or make commitments for the whole Board and accept that
your only legal power as a Board member lies
when you cast your vote in the Boardroom.

8. "Chappaquidick Lesson: The sooner
and in more detail you announce the
bad news, the better."—Bonnie Elison
7. "If you believe that your comments
are always being taken out of context,
maybe you are failing to provide
one!"—Bill Henry
6. "When emotions and facts collide,
emotions win just about every time."—
Rich Bagin

You can prepare yourself for personal
communication by learning the following:

5. "Sometimes there's a fine line
between PR and BS, and those who
step over it usually find themselves
also stepping in it."—Jim Lashley

• How to understand what another person
is saying
• How to identify the cause of problems in
communication

4. "The IQ of most talk radio listeners
seldom exceeds the station's
frequency. Plan accordingly."—Glenn
Austin Boyer

• How to listen to another's views
• How to honestly express your own feelings
and change the situation affecting those
feelings

3. "An invitation to everyone is an
invitation to no one."—Ken Weir

• How to become more effective at problem
solving

2. "Blessed is the man who, having
nothing to say, abstains from giving in
words evidence of the fact."—George
Eliot

• How to resolve clashes of values
You will handle your personal communication
more effectively if you remember that you are
an individual plus a Board member all the time
and use a little common sense.

1. "First graders like surprises; your
superintendent/director of schools
doesn't."—Harry P. Roberts

Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd.
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Social Media and Online Communications
The Social Media Conversation

yourself, “How do I decide what channels to
use, what people to engage, and what conversations to join?” The answer to those questions
will come from the development of a strategy.

A large amount of evidence and studies have
found that the spread of social media can
provide businesses instant, low-cost access to
millions of consumers. So why is social media
important? Social media defines the activities
that integrate technology, social interaction,
and the sharing of words, images, video, and
audio. In other words, social media is a conversation that takes place online. It’s a conversation
that many people are joining every day and even
every second! If your district does not have a
social media presence, then you are missing an
opportunity to communicate your vision.

As for any media outlet, you must also ask yourself what resources you have, what expertise do
you have, what topics should you target, what
results do you want, and what actions do you
want your social media audience to take. Look
at the media channels you currently use and
ask yourself these questions:
•
•
•
•

Social media is people talking with people,
which is nothing new. People are connecting
with one another and creating communities
on their own. People are sharing their passions,
their outrage, their products, and their messages. The fact is that new technologies have given
people the power to tune out messaging and
marketing and tune to relevance and dialogue.

•
•
•
•

Social media can help organizations connect
with existing communities and create new
ones. You are no longer in the business of creating value. You are in the business of creating
importance. People don’t get their coffee from
Starbucks because of “value.” People get their
coffee from Starbucks because getting their
coffee from Starbucks is important to them —
pride, image, exclusivity, passion, uniqueness
of quality, and sharing a common passion. The
example of Starbucks can easily translate to
the value your community’s stakeholders find
in your school system.

•

What tone do these channels convey?
Who are my intended targets?
Am I reaching my intended targets?
Do these channels reflect our Board's
mission?
What overall message does our school
system brand communicate?
What’s missing?
Where do these channels fall short?
Are there people we should target but
aren’t?
Online, are we passive participants or
actively engaged?

Asking questions reminds you who you are
and who you want to be. It also indicates
how social media can be used to complement
your overall mission. The conversation has
already started. Research before joining in.

School Boards and Social Media: Dos and
Don’ts
As elected officials, School Board members
tend to have more freedom in terms of social networking. With this freedom also
comes responsibility. Remember the public
officials' golden rule: Don’t blog, tweet, or
post anything you wouldn’t want splashed
across the front page of the daily newspaper.

Social media can seem difficult because there
are so many social media options available.
Sometimes you may feel that there are so
many channels, so many people, and so many
conversations, but so little time. You might ask
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Analyze your image. When you have a social
media account, you should always be aware of
what your social media profiles say about you
and your district. Profile photos, photos, wall
posts, activities, interests, political leanings,
and religious views could be publicly viewable
and fair game for the media. You want to communicate your vision and goals for your district,
so take the time to ensure that your strategy is
accurately reflected in your social media outlets.

Here are some quick tips provided by the
National School Boards Association:
• Board ethics and conflict of interest policies
apply to social media outlets. Don’t use social media to leak closed session materials
and/or information that is protected by law.
• Keep the tone conversational and informal, but use proper grammar and show
the same sensitivity regarding word choice
you would in other venues. If this is difficult for you, have someone follow behind
you as a proofreader before you hit send.

Consider your content. Posts are widely accessible, easily shared and long-lasting. Something
posted haphazardly or by mistake will most
likely remain on the internet for a very long time.
Ensure that what is posted is a positive reflection
of the district. You must also know your audience when you are considering the content you
want posted. Ask yourself, “Who will be reading
this?” If the audience is parents, then approach
your message from a parental point of view.

• Social media is a commitment. If you
don’t want to keep sites updated, it’s better not to start them in the first place.
Helpful content-management programs,
such as Hoot Suite, that can update all
social media sites simultaneously help.

Perception is always reality. As you may already
know, there can be a difference between what is
reported and the reality of any given situation.

• Snarky doesn’t play well if you’re not a
teenager; keep your comments professional.

There are numerous cases where a Board
member or administrator has said he or she was
taken out of context or what he or she said was
not portrayed in the correct light. This is why
any story communicated through social media
must accurately reflect the district’s position or
vision. Doing so will help you avoid a headache
in the long run.

• Connect your site to the official district website, social media outlets, etc.
• Be transparent—let people know who you
are and what you stand for. Don’t hide behind the anonymity afforded by social media.
• Take the high road. You’ll take some unfair
hits—that comes with the territory. Don’t
get into fights with parents, students, teachers, and other bloggers. You will lose.

Represent your district proudly. Use social
media to highlight the positive things happening
in your district. Showcase community involvement in your schools, and promote district
events. Save Board business for School Board
meetings. You do not want to have a debate on
Twitter or Facebook. Also, consider the effects
of advocating for polarizing issues online. While
your district may support a certain position,
some things are better communicated in person.

Let people know what the rules of the game are
for your sites. As the “editor,” you have the right
to remove profane comments and manage the
privacy/security settings.
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A Note about Online Communication

The Board member also must be careful to adhere to state law and Board policies regarding
ethics and confidentiality and exercise discretion regarding matters that are, or have the
potential to be, subjects of litigation. The same
good judgment that Board members use in their
other public communication is just as important
in this forum as well.

In meeting the challenges confronting public
schools today, the governance role is as crucial
as it is overlooked and misunderstood. The need
for School Board members to be communicators and advocates has never been greater. But
the reality in many communities—especially
in larger media markets—is that reporters and
voters tend to ignore School Board and School
Board elections unless some controversy is
brewing. Fortunately, the internet has opened
inexpensive and convenient opportunities for
Board member to help overcome this reality.

Reference: NSBA Becoming a Better Board Member, 3rd. ed.

Scan the QR code below to access the Social
media revolution video clip.

Most school district websites include a section
devoted to the School Board, typically featuring
information on Board functions and meetings,
along with member bios, committee assignments, and the like. Some district websites
include minutes and Board policies as well.
Increasingly, too, individual School Board members are joining the national trend of setting up
personal websites and blogs. A website or blog
can be a powerful campaign tool, providing
others with good information on Board candidates that might otherwise be difficult to find.
Even better, a website or blog can help Board
members keep their community informed about
its schools, the Board member's own perspectives, and national and state developments. It
can even provide a forum for readers to post
their own comments.
When an individual Board member maintains a
personal website or blog, however, it's important to make it very clear that the site is not an
official site of the district of the School Board
as a whole.
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Strategy

What Makes Your System Unique?
Developing a unique selling proposition.
Before you can promote your system to the public, you must understand what makes your
district unique. To do so, you must clearly define and articulate the following:
• What sets your district apart in the marketplace?

• Why should parents care enough to send their children to you?

• Why should taxpayers fund public education?

Some other questions to ask or discuss include the following:
• Has your Board, working with the superintendent, mapped out your community’s political landscape (positives, negatives, neutrals)?

• Is your district a one-size-fits-all approach to communications or segmenting messages by different audiences?

• Do you have the infrastructure—in terms of staffing, content management software,
and technology—necessary for this type of work?
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Building Your Elevator Speech
As public school advocates, every School Board member should have a prepared “elevator
speech” in his or her pocket that can be given in the time it takes to ride an elevator. The elevator speech is comprised of a two-to-three minute story about the importance of public schools
in his or her local community, supported by a couple of key facts.
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Building Your Elevator Speech Activity
Developing a unique elevator speech:
Before you can promote your system to the public, you must be prepared to quickly respond to the
public's questions/statements about your local school system. Create an elevator speech by preparing
three "constituent" questions/statements followed by three "Board member" responses:
Constituent:

Board Member:

Constituent:

Board Member:

Constituent:

Board Member:
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Strategies

Using Media Outlets to Build Public Support
List below at least one idea for each media channel that you can use as a tool to publicize positive information about your schools to the public.
• System Website

• Facebook

• Twitter

• Blog Page

• YouTube
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Click here to choose a School Board.
Monitoring:

Review: Annually,
in August

1
2

Descriptor Term:

Board-Community Relations

Descriptor Code:

Issued Date:

Rescinds:

Issued:

1.500

In order to promote school-community interaction relating to the policy and operation of schools, the
Board shall

3
4

1. strive to keep citizens regularly informed about all of the policies, practices, and planning of
the school system;

5
6

2. direct all school employees, including teachers, administrators, and support service personnel,
to participate in good school-community interactions; and

7
8

3. recognize the right of the news media to inquire, research, and report to the public information
about local schools.

9
10

The principal of each school shall be responsible for the development of a public relations program and
shall promote programs that involve parents and the community with the school.

11
12
13

The director of schools shall be responsible for providing leadership in school-community relations.
Through the use of his or her staff, he or she shall promote a program to best coordinate the involvement of
the schools and community.

_____________________________
Cross-References
Visitors to the Schools 1.501
Board Meeting News Coverage 1.502
Advertising & Distribution of Materials in Schools 1.806
Crisis Management 3.203
Community Use of School Facilities 3.206
Political Activites 5.606

Version Date: August 21, 2018
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Click here to choose a School Board.
Monitoring:

Review: Annually,
in December

Descriptor Term:

Parent and Family Engagement

Descriptor Code:

Issued Date:

Rescinds:

Issued:

4.502

Click here to
enter a
date.

1

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS FOR PARENT ENGAGEMENT

2
3

The Board is committed to increasing and ensuring the involvement of parents and other family members in the
education of students.

4

The Board shall implement the following as required by federal or state laws or regulations:1

5
6
7
8
9

•

The school district shall annually work with parents in evaluating and potentially revising the
provisions of this policy in improving the quality of schools. Such an evaluation shall strive to identify
any barriers to greater participation by parents (with particular attention to parents who are economically
disadvantaged, are disabled, have limited English proficiency, have limited literacy, or are of any racial
or ethnic minority background).

10
11

•

The school district shall provide the coordination, technical assistance, and other necessary support to
assist individual schools with planning and implementing parental-involvement activities.

12
13

•

The school district shall involve parents with the development of required educational or improvement
plans.

14
15

•

The school district shall coordinate and integrate parental-involvement strategies with those associated
with other federal or state programs.

16
17
18

•

The school district shall put into operation activities and procedures for the involvement of parents in all
of its schools.2 Those programs, activities, and procedures will be planned and operated with
meaningful consultation with parents.

19
20

•

The school district shall ensure that activities and strategies are implemented to support this policy and
included in the district plan.

21
22
23

•

The district improvement plan shall include strategies for parental participation in the district's schools
that are designed to improve parent and teacher cooperation in such areas as homework, attendance,
discipline, and higher education opportunities for students.

24
25

•

The district plan shall include procedures to enable parents to learn about the course of study of their
children and have access to all learning materials.

26
27
28
29

•

The district plan shall identify opportunities for parents to participate in and support classroom
instruction in the school. Such opportunities include, but are not limited to, organizing fundraising
activities; volunteering as a field trip chaperone; assisting in the library, computer lab, or on the
playground; offering after-school clubs; and recycling clothes.

Version Date: August 21, 2018
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Parent and Family Engagement

4.502

1
2

•

If the school district's plan is not satisfactory to parents, the school district shall submit parental
comments regarding the plan to the State Department of Education as required.

3

•

The school district shall ensure Title I schools are in compliance with the Every Student Succeeds Act.

4
5

The director of schools shall develop and implement any procedures necessary to accomplish the goals of this
policy.

6

SCHOOL LEVEL POLICY

7
8
9
10
11

Each school shall submit to the director of schools and board, for review and comment, its Title I school-parent
involvement policy, which must meet state and federal requirements, including a school-parent compact. This
school-level policy shall be developed jointly with and distributed to parents of participating students. A copy of
these documents shall be retained in the district office and made available on the school's (if applicable) and
school system's website.

12

SUPPORT FOR PROGRAM

13
14
15

If the Title I allocation is $500,000 or more to the school system, then at least 1 percent (1%) of that
allocation shall be reserved for the purpose of promoting parent involvement. Parents of students participating in
the Title I programs shall be consulted on the use of these funds.

16

FAMILY-SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS1

17
18

Families and community members should be engaged in the education of students based on the following
standards:

19

•

Families are welcomed into the school community.

20
21

•

Families and school staff should engage in regular and meaningful communication about student
learning.

22

•

Families and school staff work together to support student learning and development.

23

•

Families are informed and encouraged to be advocates for students.

24

•

Families are full partners in the decisions that affect children and families.

25
26

•

Community, civic, and business resources are made available to strengthen school programs, family
practices, and student learning.

_____________________________

_____________________________

Legal References

Cross-References

1.

Homeless Students 6.503

2.

Every Student Succeeds Act, Pub.L. 114-95, Dec. 10,
2015, 129 Stat. 1802; State Board of Education Policy
4.207; TCA 49-2-305; 20 USCA § 6318
TCA 49-6-7001

Page 2 of 2
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Policy
T

he local Board of Education, as it performs
its functions and discharges its responsibilities, operates within a framework established
by local Board policy and by state and federal
law. Although much of what School Boards are
required to do is predetermined by state and
federal law which is beyond their control, School
Boards must accept the prime responsibility for
education and the accountability that accompanies this responsibility.

3. Policies chart a course of action. Policies
inform and determine future action by the
Board and the administration.
Expressed another way, policies are the means
by which the Board guides the school system
to a shared goal.

Policy Is Not
Policy is not detailed directions for operating a
school system or running a particular program.
How Board policy is to be implemented—by
whom, with what, when and where—is the essence of administrative management.

A School Board is legally a single, united body
with a continued existence. School Board policies and actions are official and legally binding
when approved in an official meeting of the
Board and reported in the minutes. Since individual Board members have no authority except
at an official Board meeting, it is important that
any Board function as a unit. The Board has the
power and authority to make decisions that
affect the operation of the school system. In
other words, Boards exercise their statutory
responsibility to manage and control the school
system through policy.

Policies are not restatements or paraphrases
of state law. While it is often necessary for a
Board to adopt a policy in order to implement
or comply with state or federal statutes and
regulations, merely repeating or rewriting state
or federal law is not policy making. Board policy
should be language over which the Board has
control.
Policies are not the same as Board decisions. A
Board “decides” to adopt a budget, hire a new
director, or allow a religious group to use the
school auditorium. These decisions are simply a
Board’s actions in carrying out its responsibilities. However, if the Board decides to establish
new criteria for hiring a new director or for the
use of school facilities, it is making policies that
will affect future decisions.

What Is Policy?
Most people use the word policy to mean something very general: the way something is done
or what an individual or organization thinks
about a particular issue. For Tennessee school
systems, policy means something very specific:
policies are guidelines that are adopted by the
Board to chart a course of action. We can see
that there are three elements to a policy:

A policy is not a job description. Although job
descriptions are important tools for the management of the schools, they are not Board
policy. Job descriptions should be developed
by the administration, in line with Board policy,
and filed in a separate manual.

1. Policies are guidelines. Polices detail what
a Board wants to accomplish and (in some
cases) why the Board wants to accomplish it.
2. Policies are adopted by the Board. Policies
are the result of formal Board actions that
are reported in the Board minutes and
codified in a policy manual.
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Rules of Policy Development

6. Never overdelegate authority to the director
without adequate Board review. The adage
“Let the director of schools do it” is not good
Boardsmanship. Overdelegation may be a
reflection of a Board of Education unwilling
to make the decisions it was elected to make.
If the Board has overdelegated its authority, it
will at some point have to come to gripswith the
situation and make the necessary alterations
in the scope of authority it has delegated.

There are a few important rules of policy making
that should be considered by the Board before
any policy is adopted. By following these simple
rules, policy will be a more concise and enforceable statement of Board intent.
1. Decide whether the Board wants or needs a
policy in a given area. Three theories should
be considered:
a. Would the absence of policy act to the
detriment of the district?
b. Would the adoption of a policy statement
solve the short-, medium-, and long-range
problem of the district?
c. Would it be better for the Board to react
to a situation and solve the problem on the
spot trusting that the problem will never
again arise in the district?

7. Require more information than is needed
on a policy matter prior to any policy
discussion. A Board must have an abundance
of information before it in order to make
intelligent decisions. A Board that operates
from a poor or meager data basis is analogous
to a carpenter building a house without a
foundation. Without information, the only
thing the Board can do effectively is make
mistakes.

2. Consider and accept the theory that a
policy question always has more than one
solution. Adopting policy statements without
exploring alternatives to the central issue is
poor procedure.

8. Have a competent third party evaluate any
policy that may contain any material that could
be illegal or that could possibly violate any
constitutional or statutory right. The review
should be given to the Board in writing. It
should be noted, however, that the Board has
the affirmative duty to enforce the laws of
the state and of Congress and to refrain from
even a good faith violation of any individual’s
state or federal constitutional rights.

3. Think through the policy to see if the policy
will accomplish the desired results. Often,
the results desired are not achieved because
of poor thinking and analysis of the problem
and its possible repercussions.
4. Review periodically individual policies or
entire sections of policies. Times change,
circumstances change, staff change, the
community changes, and Boards change;
so periodic review—at least on an annual
basis—keeps the manual up to date and
reflects the current status of the district.

In many instances, a violation may result in
litigation for personal damages. The Board
should also realize that, if sued, it cannot
hide behind the advice of its attorney. It is
sound procedure to seek competent, outside,
third-party evaluation of any doubtful policy
because the evaluation should produce
enough questions to inform even the most
doubtful Board member.

5. Require the director/designee to monitor
all policies on an ongoing basis for possible
revision and to report the evaluations to the
Board for consideration.
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9. The Board is legally bound by any policy
it adopts until the policy is changed or
rescinded; the Board is then bound by
any changes. The Board—for its own
protection, for the protection of the
district, and for the safety of its individual
members, staff, and clients—should adopt
policies only after due and deliberate
consideration.
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Click here to choose a School Board.
Monitoring:

Review: Annually,
in August

Monitoring:

Descriptor Code:

Issued Date:

Policy Development and Adoption

Rescinds: Code:
Descriptor

Issued:Date:
Issued

Policy Development and Adoption

Rescinds:

Issued:

Descriptor Term:

Click here to choose a School Board.

Descriptor Term:

Review: Annually,
in August

1.600

1.600

1
2

A proposed policy or policy change shall be submitted to the Board as part of the agenda. The Board’s
approval of the proposal or return for study and/or further revision shall constitute the first reading.

1
3
2
4
5
3
6
4
5
7
6
8
9
7
8
10
9

A proposed policy or policy change shall be submitted to the Board as part of the agenda. The Board’s
The proposed policy or policy amendment shall be considered at the next board meeting with the final
approval of the proposal or return for study and/or further revision shall constitute the first reading.
vote following the second reading. Adoption shall require an affirmative vote by a majority of the
members
of the
Board,
and each
vote will contain
future dateatfor
themeeting
effectiveness
of the
The
proposed
policy
or policy
amendment
shall be aconsidered
thereporting
next board
with the
final
policy.
vote following the second reading. Adoption shall require an affirmative vote by a majority of the

11
10
12
13
11
14
12
13
15
14
16
17
15
16
18
17

The director of schools shall be responsible for drafting policy proposals and maintaining the Board
POLICY MAINTENANCE
policy manual. At least biannually, the Board shall review its policy manual for the purpose of passing,
1
revising,
or deleting
policies
mandated
by changing
conditions.
To ensure
the policythe
manual
The
director
of schools
shall be
responsible
for drafting
policy proposals
andthat
maintaining
Board
remains
current,
the
Board
may
contract
annually
for
TSBA’s
policy
maintenance
service.
policy manual. At least biannually, the Board shall review its policy manual for the purpose of passing,

19
18
20
21
19
22
20
21
23
22

On matters of unusual urgency, by an affirmative vote by a majority of the members of the Board, the
PROCEDURE FOR EXPEDITED ACTION
Board may waive the second reading and take immediate action to adopt new or revised policies. The
Board
may of
also
vote tourgency,
waive the
reading vote
if a proposed
amendment
to a policy
On
matters
unusual
bysecond
an affirmative
by a majority
of the members
of is
theconsidered
Board, the
housekeeping
or
clerical
in
nature.
Board may waive the second reading and take immediate action to adopt new or revised policies. The

24
23
25

Any Board policy or part thereof may be suspended by an affirmative vote by a majority of the
SUSPENSION OF POLICIES
members of the Board.

24
26
25

Any Board policy or part thereof may be suspended by an affirmative vote by a majority of the
ADMINISTRATION IN POLICY ABSENCE
members of the Board.

27
26
28

In cases where the Board has provided no guidelines for administrative action, the director of schools
ADMINISTRATION IN POLICY ABSENCE
shall have the power to act but report to the Board at its next meeting.

27
28

In cases where the Board has provided no guidelines for administrative action, the director of schools
Legal References
Cross-References
shall
have the power to act but report to the Board at its next
meeting.

members of the Board, and each vote will contain a future date for reporting the effectiveness of the
Policies and amendments adopted by the Board shall be made a part of the minutes and shall be placed
policy.
in the policy manual. Policies and amendments shall be effective immediately upon adoption unless a
specific and
effective
date is provided
andthe
shall
supersede
previous
onand
the shall
subject.
Policies
amendments
adopted by
Board
shall beany
made
a part board
of the action
minutes
be placed
in the policy manual. Policies and amendments shall be effective immediately upon adoption unless a
POLICY MAINTENANCE
specific effective date is provided and shall supersede any previous board action on the subject.

revising, or deleting policies mandated by changing conditions.1 To ensure that the policy manual
Policies shall be accessible to all employees of the school system, members of the Board, and citizens
remains current, the1 Board may contract annually for TSBA’s policy maintenance service.
of the community. All policy manuals shall remain the property of the Board and are subject to recall
any timeshall
deemed
necessarytobyallthe
director ofofschools.
Policies
be accessible
employees
the school system, members of the Board, and citizens
of the community.1 All policy manuals shall remain the property of the Board and are subject to recall
PROCEDURE FOR EXPEDITED ACTION
any time deemed necessary by the director of schools.

Board may also vote to waive the second reading if a proposed amendment to a policy is considered
SUSPENSION OF POLICIES
housekeeping or clerical in nature.

Policy Development and Adoption

_____________________________

_____________________________

1.

Role of the Board ofVersion
Education
1.101
Date: June 29, 2018
Agendas 1.403

TCA 49-2-207

Version Date: June 29, 2018
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Policy

The Need for Board Policy
Board Policies...
Legality
1. Are required by TCA 49-2-207
2. Establish a legal record
Treatment of Issues
1. Provide for fair, reasonable, consistent, and impersonal treatment of issues
2. Provide a procedure in advance for handling problems as they arise, before emotions get
involved
3. Save time and effort by eliminating the need to make a new decision each time a
recurring situation arises
4. Eliminate or sharply reduce crisis-to-crisis decision making
5. Tend to reduce pressures of special interest groups
Relationship to the community
1. Aid Boards in appraising the school system's educational services
2. Aid in the orientation of new Board and staff members
3. Help keep the community, as well as the staff, informed of Board philosophy and action
4. Enhance school-community relations as the public and the school work together to
develop policies of mutual interest
Relationship to staff
1. Improve staff morale through staff involvement in policy development
2. Improve Board/superintendent/director of schools/staff relationships because all are
partners in policy development and implementation
3. Provide a means for staff members to assess their individual roles within the framework
of the district's overall operation
Credibility
1. Show everyone that the Board is running a businesslike operation;
2. Give credence to Board action as people tend to respect what is in writing even though
they may not agree
3. Foster stability and continuity
Vision
1. Articulate, through policies, innovative goals for students and staff
2. Create new programs to help students and staff learn, teach, and grow
3. Generate a dynamic interest in the direction of your school system with parents, teachers,
and students
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Summary
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5.403

Omnibus Transportation
Employee Testing Act, 49
USCA §§ 5331, 31306

Alcohol and Drug Use
(employees)

Each local School Board shall adopt a policy for employees engaged in
safety-sensitive positions to be tested for drugs/alcohol. Testing for bus
drivers is required for local school boards that provide transportation.
1

6.307

5.501

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(2)(d) Each local School Board shall adopt a policy for handling drug/alcohol issues.

Each local School Board shall adopt a grievance procedure and designate at
least one employee to coordinate investigative and compliance.

49 USCA § 621 et seq.;
34 CFR § 110.25

Age
Discrimination Act

Alcohol and Drug Use
(student)

Each local School Board that offers honors courses and early postsecondary
opportunities shall adopt policies providing for additional weighting for
these courses. LEAs shall annually approve the list of such courses and
provide this information to the public.

State Board of Education
Policy 3.301; TRR/MS
0520‐01‐03‐.05(3)

Advanced
Coursework
Weighting (if
applicable)

4.600

6.405

TRR/MS 0520-01-12;
State Board of Education
Policy 4.205

Adrenal Insufficiency

Each local Board of education shall adopt policies that provide for
the administration of medications that treat adrenal insufficiency.

6.404

5.401

TSBA Policy
Number

Each local School Board shall adopt policies that address appropriate education
TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(2)(g) programs, confidentiality, liability, personnel, safety, curriculum, education,
communications, and public relations.

Each local School Board shall adopt policies that address appropriate education
TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(2)(g) programs, confidentiality, liability, personnel, safety, curriculum, education,
communications, and public relations.

Statute/Regulation

Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) (student)

Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) (employee)

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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1.802

6.200

Each local School Board that employs fifty or more persons shall designate at least
one employee to coordinate its compliance efforts and carry out its responsibilities under the ADA. These responsibilities include investigating any complaint
communicated to the public entity alleging noncompliance or actions that would
be prohibited by Title II of the ADA. Each local School Board shall make available
to all interested individuals the name, office address, and telephone number of
the designated employee(s). Each local School Board shall adopt a grievance
procedure and disseminate it to employees, students, and the community.
Each local School Board shall adopt a policy detailing its attendance services
program. The policy shall address the excusing of absences for reasons including
but not limited to the following: injury, illness, pregnancy, hospitalization,
homebound, summons, subpoena, court order, military, college visits, school‐
sponsored activities, school-endorsed activities, death of a family member, and
extenuating circumstances determined on a case‐by‐case basis. Each local
School Board shall also adopt a progressive truancy-intervention plan.

28 CFR § 35.107

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐
.08(1)(a); TRR/MS 0520‐
1‐2‐.17(1)(c); TCA 49‐6‐
3007; TCA 49‐6‐3009;
Public Acts of 2018,
Chapter No. 958

Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)

Attendance

2

3.208

Asbestos Management

Each local School Board is required to have an asbestos management plan for
each school, including all buildings it leases, owns, or otherwise uses as school
buildings, and to maintain and update the plan to keep it current with ongoing
operations and maintenance, periodic surveillance, inspection, reinspection, and
response-action activities. At least once each school year, school districts must
notify parents, teachers, and employee organizations of the availability of
management plans. All members of the custodial staff who may work in a building
with asbestos‐containing building materials must have awareness training. All
new custodial staff must be trained within sixty days of hire.

Asbestos Management
Plans,
40 C.F.R § 763.93
(plan);
40 CFR § 763.92
(training)

6.319

TSBA Policy
Number

Each local Board of Education shall adopt a policy that defines and provides
appropriate educational opportunities for all students assigned to an
alternative education program.

State Board of Education
Policy 2.302; TCA 49‐6‐3402;
TRR/MS 0520‐01‐02‐.09

Alternative School
Programs

Summary

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Statute/Regulation

Subject

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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17 USCA §§ 106, 107, 110

Confidentiality of
Student Records

Copyright Act

TCA 10‐7‐504(a)(4)(A);
TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.03(13)(c)

Concussion

3

Each local school board shall adopt a policy regarding the fair use doctrine and
the face‐to‐face teaching exemption that allows educators to use copyrighted
materials in narrowly defined teaching situations.

4.404

6.600

6.413

Each local school board shall adopt a policy that establishes guidelines for
schools sponsoring youth athletic activities to inform and educate coaches, youth
athletes, and other adults involved in youth athletics about the nature, risk, and
symptoms of concussion and head injury.

TCA 68‐55‐502; TCA 68‐55‐
501

Each local school board shall adopt a policy that specifically mandates that
student records be treated as confidential.

2.300

20 USCA § 6321(c)

6.409

Comparability of
Services

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(2)(c)

Communicable
Diseases

Each local school board shall adopt procedures for reporting suspected cases of
child abuse and neglect.

1.400

School districts shall file with the State a written assurance that it has established
and implemented: (1) a school district‐wide salary schedule; (2) a policy to
ensure equivalence among schools in teachers, administrators, and other staff;
and (3) a policy to ensure equivalence among schools in the provision of
curriculum materials and instructional supplies. School districts shall maintain
records that are updated biennially of which document complies with this
requirement.

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐ .08(2)(e);
TCA 37‐1‐403; TCA 49‐6‐1601

Child Abuse and
Neglect

Each local board of education shall adopt a policy regarding board member
electronic attendance of meetings.

TSBA Policy
Number

6.403

TCA 49‐2‐203(c)

Board Member
Electronic Attendance

Summary

Each local school board shall adopt a written policy for excluding students with
communicable diseases and for readmitting them after they recover.

Statute / Regulation

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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Discipline

Director of Schools:
Recruitment and
Selection

Credit Recovery

Each local school board shall adopt a policy regarding the method of
accepting and reviewing applications and interviewing candidates for the
position of director of schools.

and grades and place them online.
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Local school boards that are recipients of Safe and Drug‐Free Schools and
Communities Act (SDFSCA) grants shall adopt school discipline policies that
prohibit disorderly conduct, the illegal possession of weapons, and the illegal
use, possession, distribution, and sale of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs by
students. Each local school board shall adopt a code of conduct that contains the
Safe and Drug Free Schools and type of behavior expected from each student, the consequences of failure to
Communities Act, 20 USCA § obey the standards, and the importance to maintain a safe learning environment.
7114, 7118; TCA 49‐6‐4002, 4009Each policy must also indicate what misbehaviors are considered a zero tolerance
offense. Each local school board shall include in its student discipline policy a
provision prohibiting students from wearing clothing that exposes underwear or
body parts in an indecent manner that disrupts the learning environment during
the school day.

TCA 49‐2‐203(a)(14)(B)

4.210

State Board of Education Policy
standards for admission and removal, instruction, content and curriculum,
2.103

Each local school board shall adopt credit recovery policies that address

4.605

Course Credit

Each local school board shall adopt a policy addressing the minimum and
maximum units in any course or subject area for which a student may earn
credit toward graduation.

TRR/MS 0520‐01‐03‐.06;
TRR/MS 0520‐01‐03‐.03(6)

6.300

5.801

6.314

Each local school board shall adopt such rules and regulations as it deems
necessary to implement and control any form of corporal punishment in
the schools in its district.

TCA 49‐6‐4104

TSBA Policy
Number

Corporal Punishment

Summary

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Statute / Regulation

Subject

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have

Statute/Regulation

Summary
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E‐mails

Drug‐Free
Workplace

Discrimination/
Harassment
(employee)

TCA 10‐7‐512

Drug Free
Workplace Act of 1988, 41
USCA § 8103; 34 CFR §
84.205‐84.215

Title VII, Civil Rights Act of
1964; 29 CFR § 1604.11

1.805

Any agency of the state that operates or maintains an electronic mail
communications system shall adopt a written policy on any monitoring of
electronic mail.

5

1.804

5.500

6.304

TSBA Policy
Number

Each local school board shall adopt a policy highlighting its commitment to
maintain a drug‐free workplace and stating that controlled substances are
prohibited in the workplace, and that specific actions will be taken against the
employee for violating the prohibition; and that as a condition of employment,
the employee will abide by the terms of the policy and must notify the district in
writing no more than five calendar days after the conviction if he or she is
convicted for a violation of a criminal drug statute occurring in the workplace.
Each local school board shall provide a copy of the policy to each employee.

Each local school board shall adopt policies that prohibit any employee or student
from discriminating against or harassing an employee through disparaging
conduct or communication that is sexual, racial, ethnic, or religious in nature.

Discrimination,
Each local school board shall adopt policies prohibiting harassment, intimidation,
Harassment, Bullying,
TCA 49‐6‐4501; TCA 49‐6‐4503 bullying, and cyber‐bullying. Boards are encouraged to seek parental and staff
Cyber‐bullying, and
input when creating such policies.
Intimidation (student)

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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Each local school board shall adopt grading, promotion, and retention policies K‐
8. The policies shall be communicated annually to students and parents.

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.05(3);
State Board of Education
Policy 3.300

Promotion and
Retention

6

Each local school board shall adopt specific policies and procedures by which to
waive school fees for verified students.

TCA 49‐2‐114;
TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.03(14)

4.603

6.709

1.106

Each local school board shall adopt a code of ethical standards and file such
standards with the Tennessee Ethics Commission.

TCA 8‐17‐101, et seq.

5.104

Each local school board shall adopt policies that promote equal opportunities for
employment and advancement for members of all races, creeds, colors, sexes,
religions, ages, national origins, and individuals with disabilities or veteran status
with regard only for qualifications for the positions involved.

Title VII, Civil Rights Act of
1964; Title IX, Education
Amendments of 1972; Age
Discrimination Act of 1967;
Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; 42
USCA § 12101‐12213

4.802

6.206

TSBA Policy
Number

TCA 49‐6‐1803

Each local school board shall develop a policy that provides for an open
enrollment period during which parents or guardians may choose from a list of
system schools.

Fee Waivers

Ethics

Equal Opportunity
Employment

Equal Access; Limited
Public Forum

TCA 49‐2‐128

Enrollment Period

Summary

Each local school board shall develop a policy ensuring that the LEA does not
discriminate against a student’s publicly stated voluntary expression of a religious
viewpoint, if any, and eliminates any actual or perceived affirmative school
sponsorship or attribution to the LEA of a student’s expression of a religious
viewpoint, if any. The policy shall include the establishment of a limited public
forum for student speakers at school events.

Statute / Regulation

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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7

6.503

Each local school board must have policies that remove barriers to enrollment and
retention of homeless children and youths, including transportation, and prevent
homeless children and youths from being stigmatized or segregated
on the basis of their status as homeless.

McKinney‐Vento
Homeless Assistance
Act, 42 USCA §
11432‐11435

Homeless Students

5.402

Each local school board shall adopt policies which address the risk of occupational
exposure to Hepatitis B.

29 CFR § 1910.1030

Hepatitis B

6.400

Health Services

Each local school board shall adopt a policy that highlights the guidelines for
its health services program.

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(1)(e)

Hazing

4.301,
6.304

TCA 49‐2‐120

Gun‐Free Schools

Each local school board shall adopt a written policy prohibiting hazing by any
student or organization operating under the sanction of the local school
board.

Gun‐Free Schools Act,
20 USCA § 7961

Guidance Services

6.309

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(1)(b)

Graduation

Each local school board shall adopt a policy requiring the expulsion of any student
for at least one year who is found to have brought a weapon to
school.

TRR/MS 0520‐01‐03‐
.06(1)(c); State Board of
Education Policy 2.103

6.400

4.600

Each local school board shall adopt a policy the highlights the standards for its
guidance services program.

Each local board of education shall adopt a policy regarding grading.

TSBA Policy
Number

4.606

TRR/MS 0520‐01‐03‐
.05(3)

Grading

Summary

Each local school board shall adopt a policy prescribing how a variety of student
awards and achievements will be noted and recognized at graduation (i.e.
students that voluntarily complete at least ten (10) hours of community service
each semester, state distinction, etc.).

Statute / Regulation

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have

Insurance
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Parent and Family
Engagement

Internet Safety

Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), 42 USCA §
1320d‐1; 45 CFR § 164.316

8

Each local school board shall adopt a policy that encourages the involvement of
parents in their children's education and that describes how the board will
provide support for schools in planning and implementing parent involvement
activities, build schools’ and parents’ capacities for parental involvement,
coordinate and integrate parental involvement strategies, and conduct an annual
TCA 49‐2‐305; TCA 49‐6‐7001 to
evaluation of the content and effectiveness of the policy. The parental
7003; 20 USCA § 6318
involvement policy must also include provisions for sharing between the parents,
school staff, and students the responsibilities for improved student academic
achievement, building capacity for involvement, and be accessible.

Every Student Succeeds Act,
20 USCA § 6311, also
requires internet safety
policies for schools receiving
money under the Enhancing
Education through
Technology Act of
2001, 20 USCA § 7131

Children’s Internet Protection
Act (CIPA), 47 USCA §
254(h)(5)(B)‐(C), 254(l)

Each local school board shall implement an official policy on parental inspection of
school instructional materials.

TCA 49‐6‐7003; 20 USCA §
1232h; 34 CFR § 98.3

Instructional Materials
Schools sponsoring group health plans must implement reasonable and
appropriate policies and procedures to comply with HIPAA's security standards and
implementation specifications for electronic protected health information including
but not limited to administrative, physical, and technical safeguards and
organizational requirements. All employees must be made aware of the law and
the consequences of it.
CIPA requires that an Internet safety policy of a district or school using E‐Rate
discounts include a technology protection measure that protects against
Internet access by both adults and minors to visual depictions that are
obscene, child pornography, or, with respect to use of the computers by
minors, harmful to minors. The Internet safety policy must also include
monitoring of the online activities of minors and must provide for educating
minors about appropriate online behavior, including interacting with other
individuals on social networking websites and in chat rooms and cyber bullying
awareness and response. The Internet safety policy must also address all of
the following issues: (1) access by minors to inappropriate matter on the
Internet and World Wide Web; (2) the safety and security of minors when using
electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of direct electronic
Communications; (3) unauthorized access, including so‐called “hacking,” and
other unlawful activities by minors online; (4) unauthorized disclosure, use,
and dissemination of personal information regarding minors; and (5) the measures
designed to restrict minors’ access to materials harmful to them.

Summary

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Statute / Regulation

Subject

4.502

4.406

3.600

4.400

TSBA Policy
Number

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have

Summary

TCA 5‐23‐101, et seq.; TCA 49‐5‐ County systems are required to file personnel policies regarding leave (sick,
714; TRR/MS 0520‐01‐02‐ paid vacation, or annual leave and family & medical leave),
.04(5)(b)
compensatory/overtime, non‐discrimination/sexual harassment, and
employees who are required by law to be tested for drugs/alcohol.

Statute / Regulation

150

Each local school board shall adopt a policy on accessing public records. The
policy must include: the process for making requests to inspect public records
or receive copies of public records and a copy of any required request form;
the process for responding to requests, including redaction practices; a
statement of any fees charged for copies of public records and the procedures
for billing and payment; and the name or title and the contact information of
the individual or individuals within such governmental entity designated as the
public records request coordinator.

TCA 10‐7‐503

20 USCA § 7926

TCA 49‐6‐1005(a)

Public Records

Recommendations and
File Transfers

Religious Content of
Courses
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Each local school board shall adopt a policy regarding the appropriate inclusion
of religion in local curriculum and instructional materials.

Each local school board shall adopt a policy that prohibits employees from
assisting others to obtain new employment if the individual knows or has
probable cause to believe that the employee engaged in sexual misconduct
regarding a minor.

Each local school board shall adopt a policy detailing all available psychological
services.

Psychological Services

TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(1)(c)

Each local school board shall adopt policies mandating a physical examination
TRR/MS 0520‐01‐03‐.08(2)(a);
of every child entering school for the first time and for students who
Physical Examinations TRR/MS 0520‐01‐03‐.08(2)(b);
participate in interscholastic athletics as well as a policy regarding
20 USCA § 1232h(c)
administration of the physical examinations of students.

Personnel Policies
(County Systems only)

Subject

4.804

5.203

1.407

6.400

4.301, 6.203,
6.402

5.301, 5.302,
5.303, 5.304,
5.305, 5.306,
5.307, 5.310

TSBA Policy
Number

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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TRR/MS 0520‐1‐3‐.08(1)(d)

TCA 68‐55‐502

Sports‐Related
Concussions

6.413

Each local school board shall adopt a policy on the immediate removal of any
youth athlete who shows signs consistent with a concussion from the activity
or competition. Each board shall also include a provision regarding return to
play.

10

6.400

1.803

1.802

3.201, 3.202,
3.203, 3.205

6.4081

TSBA Policy
Number

Each local school board shall adopt a policy detailing its social services.

Section 1042, Environmental
Each local school board shall adopt a policy prohibiting smoking in all indoor
Tobacco Smoke/Pro‐Children facilities used to provide regular or routine K‐12 education services.
Act of 1994, 20 USCA § 6083

Social Services

Smoke‐Free
Environment

29 USCA § 794

TCA 49‐6‐804

Each local school board that employs 15 or more persons shall designate at
least one employee to coordinate compliance efforts and adopt and publish
grievance procedures that incorporate appropriate due process standards and
provide for the prompt and equitable resolution of complaints alleging any
action prohibited by Section 504.

Each local school board shall adopt a comprehensive policy addressing their
district wide school safety plan regarding crisis intervention, emergency
response, and emergency management.

TCA 49‐6‐4008

Safe Relocation of
Students

Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act

Each local school board shall adopt a complete policy regarding a teacher's
ability to relocate a student from the student's present location to another
location for the student's safety or the safety of others. This policy shall also
cover teachers' authorization to intervene in a physical altercation between
two (2) or more students, or between a student and board employees using
reasonable or justifiable force upon a student, if necessary to end the
altercation by relocating the student to another location.

Summary

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Statute / Regulation

Subject

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have
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TCA 68‐6‐101, et seq.

TCA 49‐6‐1901, et seq.

TCA 49‐2‐211; 20 USCA §
1232h(c)

Sudden Cardiac
Arrest

Suicide Prevention

Student Surveys,
Analyses, and
Evaluations

Each local school board shall develop a policy setting forth the rights of
parents and students and guidelines for teachers and principals with respect
to the administration of surveys, analyses, or evaluations of students.

11

4.700

6.4001

6.415

6.414

Each local school board shall adopt a policy addressing the Prevention and
Treatment of Sudden Cardiac Arrest.
Each local school board shall adopt a policy on student suicide prevention. At
a minimum, the policy must address procedures relating to suicide
prevention, intervention, and postvention.

5.701

Each local school board shall adopt policies addressing the employment of
substitute teachers that shall, at a minimum, address qualifications and
training and background in investigations.

Each local board of education shall develop a policy that details the required
weighting for incorporating student scores on TN Ready examinations and EOC
TCA 49‐1‐617; State Board of examinations into student grades. Each local board of education shall develop
Education Policy 2.103; TRR/MS assessment policies that include methodology information for TN Ready
0520‐01‐03‐.06(1)(c)(2); TCA 49‐
exams, as well as EOC exams. Assessment policies shall also include
6‐6007
information related to state and board mandated tests that will be
administered during the school year.

TCA 49‐2‐203 (a)(15)

Testing Programs

TSBA Policy
Number

Each local school board shall adopt a student records policy that gives parents
or guardians the right to inspect and review their children's education records
maintained by the school and the right to request student data specific to their
children's educational records. In addition, each local school board shall
Data Accessibility,
provide parents or guardians with a copy of their children's educational
6.600, 6.601, 6.602
Transparency and
records upon request. Each local school board shall annually notify parents or
Accountability Act of 2014 (TCA
guardians of their right to request student information. Each local school board
49‐1‐701, et seq.)
shall ensure security when providing student data to parents or guardians and
ensure student data is provided only to authorized individuals. Finally, each
local school board shall set the timeframe within which record requests must
be provided.

Summary

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Statute / Regulation

Substitute Teachers

Student Records
Policy

Subject

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have

Each LEA shall adopt a policy designating at least one employee to coordinate
its compliance efforts under Title IX and shall adopt a grievance procedure
providing for prompt and equitable resolution of student and employee
complaints alleging any discrimination on the basis of sex in education
programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance.

Summary
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TCA 49‐6‐1022; State
Board of Education Policy
4.204; 7 CFR § 210.31

12

6.400, 6.411

Each local school board shall adopt a policy addressing student wellness that
includes (1) specific goals for nutrition promotion and education, physical
activity, and other school‐based activities that promote student wellness; (2)
standards and nutrition guidelines for all foods available on campus during the
school day that meet minimum nutritional requirements, and promote student
health and reduce childhood obesity; (3) a description of the manner in which
parents, students, representatives of the school food authority, physical
education teachers, school health professionals, the school board, school
administrators, and the general public are provided an opportunity to
participate in the development, implementation, and periodic review and
update of the wellness policy; (4) identification of the position of the LEA or
school official(s) responsible for implementation and oversight of the local
school wellness policy to ensure each school’s compliance with the policy; and
(5) description of the plan for measuring the implementation of the local
school wellness policy and for reporting local school wellness policy content
and implementation issues to the public.

Wellness
(student)

3.401

Each local school board shall adopt policies addressing the transportation of
students including provisions regarding students exiting the school bus at a
stop other than his/her regular bus stop.

Transportation
(student)
TCA 49‐6‐2118

TCA 49‐6‐2118; TCA 49‐6‐
2116

3.400

4.608

5.501; 6.304

TSBA Policy
Number

Each local school board shall adopt policies addressing the transportation of
students including provisions regarding the appointment of a transportation
supervisor; the procedures on submitting and investigating a complaint; the
requirement of buses being equipped with phone numbers to report
complaints; the process to provide annual notice to students and parents; and
the collection and maintenance of certain records.

Each LEA that allows an employee to alter a student’s transcript shall adopt a
Public Acts of 2018, Chapter No.
policy governing student transcript alterations and require any alterations be
557
supported by documentation.

20 USCA §§ 1681‐1688;
34 CFR § 106.8; 45 CFR §
86.8

Statute / Regulation

Transportation
(student)

Transcript
Alterations

Title IX of the
Education
Amendments
of 1972

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have

State Board of Education
Policy 2.103

TCA 49‐6‐4216; TCA 49‐
6‐3401(g)

Work Based
Learning
Program

Zero Tolerance

Each local school board shall adopt a zero tolerance policy to ensure the
safety and security of the learning environment which is free of drugs, drug
paraphernalia, violence, and dangerous weapons. Each local school board is
statutorily required to annually file their zero tolerance policy and
procedures with the commissioner of education.

Each local school board will adopt a process for evaluation and assessment to
ensure work based learning experiences are of high quality for the student.

Summary

6.309

4.211

TSBA Policy
Number
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Revised: 06/27/18

13

DISCLAIMER: TSBA provides legal information as a general service to TSBA members. TSBA provides this listing for informational purposes only. TSBA makes no
representation that this listing contains every required policy that a school system must have to comply with federal and state laws and regulations. This listing should
not be used as a substitute for legal advice. School systems are encouraged to seek legal advice from a school attorney in order to determine all required policies by federal
and state laws or regulations.

Statute / Regulation

Subject

Policies Required by Federal or State Laws and Regulations

Policy

Policies Boards of Education Are Required to Have

Policy

Are There Problems in Policy?
Read the policies cited below and decide if you would vote for their adoption.
1.

School facilities shall be used exclusively for school functions. No community,
civic, or church group may use school facilities.

2.

Middle school students who wish to participate in the band program must provide
their own instrument.

3.

Any student using or possessing drugs or alcohol at school shall receive an automatic thirty-day suspension.

4.

Students found possessing or under the influence of alcohol will be suspended for
not less than thirty days.

5.

Any student who has missed more than twenty days during the school year shall
be denied promotion.

6.

Any student found to be under the influence of alcohol shall be expelled for the
remainder of the school year.

7.

Students may not possess cell phones. Any cell phone found in the possession of a
student shall be confiscated and returned only to the parents or guardian after the
payment of a fifty-dollar fine.

8.

Teachers may choose grade, subject, or room assignment based upon seniority unless otherwise assigned by the principal.

9.

Walk-through metal detectors will be provided by the Board for each high school.
Students, staff, and visitors must pass through such metal detectors each time they
enter the school building.

10.

Students enrolled in a study period may, upon approval of the building principal
and the appropriate teacher(s), mentor other students in a course. In order to
qualify as a mentor, the students must have successfully completed the coursework they will be teaching.
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About TSBA Policy Services

We deliver the recommended policies along
with explanations and legal authorities
for each, and then assist your Board
with any changes prior to adoption. This
customized policy service also includes one
year of policy maintenance at no charge.

The TSBA Policy Department provides educational, administrative, organizational, legal
expertise and research capabilities to provide
your Board with consistent, effective, and current policy statements.
The TSBA Policy Services is a member of the
American Association of State Policy Services
(AASPS), which provides access to a wide variety of policy information from other states.

• Online Policy Maintenance: After the
completion of the system manual, the policies
are kept up-to-date by an annual policy
maintenance contract. During the course
of that contract, systems are informed of
changes to the law and provided with sample
language to comply with those changes.

General Services
The TSBA Policy Department provides the following services to member Boards:

If a system so chooses, TSBA will place the
manualonlineandprovidehostingandupdates
as part of the policy maintenance contract.

• Model policies required by state and federal law.
• Consultations by telephone, fax, e-mail or
mail for assistance in the development and
revision of individual school system policies.

If you have any questions concerning the
TSBA Policy Services, contact the TSBA Policy
Department at (615) 815-3915.

• Assistance in writing new policies as well as
review of individual policies for educational
soundness and legal implications.

Subscriber Services

School Board Policies

In addition to the general services provided to
all member Boards, the TSBA Policy Department
provides the following services on a subscription or a fee basis:

"Written policies liberate the
Board from the shackles of
disorderly procedure, and
enable the Board to exercise
more authority."

• Manual Customization: This service
is designed to help Boards develop or
completely revamp a policy manual. We
begin by reviewing your Board’s current
policy manual while having someone with
your school district complete a questionnaire.
After learning more about how the system
operates, we draft recommendations for
new policies that will encompass the goals
and priorities of the system while complying
with state and federal laws and regulations.
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Board/Staff Relations
O

ne of the most important and most
delicate areas of a School Board’s work is
employee relations. It is of vital importance to
select and to assign qualified professional and
support staff and to maintain a high level of
morale. While the individual hiring and firing
decisions of a school system are delegated as
a matter of law to the director of schools, the
Board has three major responsibilities:

workers, custodians, maintenance workers, and
bus drivers. As you will see, these employees
are vital to your school system.

System Operates through Policy
Each employee of the Board has the right to
expect that the superintendent/director of
schools is operating under personnel policies
developed by the Board of Education. The
employee should be aware of and understand
these policies. The supervision of personnel
is a function of school administrators, but the
Board’s function is to develop written policies
to guide administrative actions. These policies
may define the Board’s expectations and may
address such matters as

• Authorize the creation and reduction of
positions
• Grant tenure to qualified teachers and
hear appeals regarding terminations or
lengthy suspensions
• Create the working conditions that will
impact all personnel through Board policy

• recruitment activity;

Licensed (Certified) Personnel

• criteria for determining selection of
personnel;

Employees who are required by law to hold a
valid license for their specific position are the
district’s licensed or certified personnel. All
members of this group, which include teachers,
principals, other administrators, supervisors,
and specialists must possess one of several
licenses in order to perform their responsibilities. The educator is responsible for securing a
license, verifying its accuracy, maintaining its
validity, and registering it with the employing
Board of Education. Teaching contracts are
invalid if a license is allowed to lapse. A license
is valid as of the date of issuance. Expiration
dates vary depending upon the type of license.

• staff orientation and staff development; and
• staff evaluation and procedures for retention, promotion, and dismissal.

Staff Relations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classified (NonCertified) Personnel
Employees who are not required to have a
state-issued license are the district's classified
or nonclassified personnel—e.g., secretarial
employees, instructional assistants, cafeteria

Employment and assignment
Transfers
Evaluation
Written contracts
Performance contracts
Dismissal and nonrenewal
Recognitions/rewards
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Law Requires Written Contracts

Board of Education and chosen through mutual
agreement by the educator and evaluator.

Boards and/or the superintendent/director of
schools are required by law (TCA. 49-5-408)
to make written contracts with all employees.
Contracts usually contain the following:

The remaining 50 percent is determined
through qualitative measures such as teacher
observations, personal conferences, and review
of prior evaluations and work.

• The yearly salary and how it will be paid

The process involves a five-tiered system
where teachers will receive grades of significantly below expectations, below expectations,
meeting expectations, above expectations, or
significantly above expectations. These five
tiers will be the catalysts under the new law for
obtaining tenure as well as losing it.

• The beginning and ending date of
employment
• A statement acknowledging that the
contract is subject to Rules, Regulations,
and Minimum Standards of the Tennessee
State Board of Education, Tennessee Code
Annotated, and local Board policies

The following language presents the State
Board’s Teacher Evaluation Policy for the State
Model Plan for LEAs, including the purpose,
responsibility, basic standards, and procedures.

• A statement acknowledging that during a
termination process, the employee is paid
only for the days actually employed
• A statement acknowledging that the
contract is void if a reduction in force is
necessary

General Guidelines
(1) The primary purpose of annual teacher and
school administrator evaluation is to identify
and support instruction that will lead to high
levels of student achievement.

Effective Evaluation Maintains
Performance
An often-heard phrase in education is, “Schools
are only as good as their professional staffs.”
Boards of education can provide new school
buses, innovative buildings, and a generous
budget to support an educational program, but
the major determinant of educational success
is the employment and retention of a superior
teaching/administrative staff. The key to maintaining and improving school personnel performance is an effective staff-evaluation program.

(2) Evaluations will be used to inform human
capital decisions including, but not limited to
individual and group professional development
plans, hiring, assignment and promotion, tenure
and dismissal, and compensation.
(3) Annual evaluation will differentiate teacher
and school administrator performance into five
(5) effectiveness groups according to the individual educator’s evaluation results. The five effectiveness groups are significantly above expectations (level 5), above expectations (level 4), at
expectations (level 3), below expectations (level
2), and significantly below expectations (level
1). The Department of Education will monitor
observation scores throughout the year and enforce consistent application of standards across
districts. Upon the conclusion of the school year
and relevant data collection, the department will
publish evaluation results by district.

State law requires teachers and principals to
be evaluated annually. It also requires that
50 percent of the evaluation be comprised of
student-achievement data: 35 percent based
on student growth as represented by the
Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System
(TVAAS) or a comparable measure, and the
other 15 percent based on additional measures
of student achievement adopted by the State
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Tennessee Tenure

Districts and schools that fall outside the acceptable range of results, subject to student
achievement scores, will be subject to additional
training and monitoring by the department as
outlined in section (4).

On April 12, 2011, Governor Bill Haslam signed
what would become Public Chapter 70 into
law and officially reformed teacher tenure in
Tennessee. Tenure laws in Tennessee date back
to 1951 and have gone relatively unchanged
prior to 2011. Under the old process, teachers had to serve three years in a probationary
status.

(4) For the purposes of these guidelines,
performance-level discrepancies between individual student achievement growth scores
and observation scores of three (3) or more
will be considered outside the acceptable range
of results. The 10 percent of schools with the
highest percentage of teachers falling outside
the acceptable range of results will be required
to participate in additional training and support
as determined by the department. Districts that
have twenty percent or more of their teachers
fall outside the acceptable range of results will,
as determined by the commissioner, lose their
ability to apply for or implement alternate evaluation models or TEAM Flexibility the following
school year.

These three years were to provide an opportunity for a teacher to grow professionally and
enable a school system and administrators to
determine whether or not a teacher should
be granted tenure. At the conclusion of this
probationary period, the director of schools
had two options - recommend the teacher for
tenure or nonrenew the teacher’s employment.
If recommended, the local Board of Education
would vote on whether or not to grant tenure.
If granted, the teacher was guaranteed tenure
for the duration of his or her career with a
school system. Under the old process, however,
if tenure was not granted, that teacher was
no longer capable of maintaining employment
within that school system. The tenure law is
included at the end of this chapter.

The state-adopted model for teacher evaluations is the Tennessee Educator Acceleration
Model (TEAM). Under the state model, the
observations will be based on planning, environment, professionalism and instruction. While
school systems may adopt another instrument,
the vast majority of systems have chosen to
use TEAM.

The new process for earning and keeping tenure
primarily does not impact teachers who earned
tenure prior to July 1, 2011. The law specifically
states that, “No teacher who acquired tenure
status prior to July 1, 2011, shall be returned
to probationary status.” The first aspect of the
reform is the length of the probationary period.

For more information on teacher and principal
evaluations, please visit the State Department
of Education's link, http://team-tn.org.
The law also requires the local Board of
Education to implement a grievance procedure
regarding the accuracy of the date and the fidelity to the process used to evaluate teachers
and principals.

New teachers will now have to serve at least five
years in probationary status, rather than three
years. In order to become eligible for tenure, a
teacher must receive two consecutive evaluations in the top two tiers of the evaluation system (above expectations or significantly above
expectations). If a teacher does not receive
these top marks, he or she may continue to be
employed by a school system on a year-to-year
basis.

The information at the end of this chapter details the local grievance procedure.
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With this change, you could potentially have an
educator who “meets expectations” every year
of his or her career but would never be eligible
for tenure.

made in writing, specifically stating the offenses
charged, and shall be signed by the party or
parties making the charges.
In receipt of written charges, the Board must
determine whether the charges or any of them,
if proven true, are of such a nature as to warrant
dismissal. At this point, the Board is not voting
to dismiss the teacher. Rather, it is only considering whether the charges warrant dismissal if
evidence indicates the charges are true. It is not
necessary that the accused be present when
charges are certified.

Once a teacher receives consecutive evaluations in the top tiers, the director of schools
must recommend him or her for tenure or nonrenew his or her contract (with there being no
limit on the number of years of the probationary period, a teacher could become eligible for
tenure in years four and five or five and six and
so on). However, if a School Board votes to not
grant tenure, then similar to the old process,
the teacher may no longer be employed within
that system.

Notice of the charges must be presented to
the teacher. The notice must be sufficient in
substance and form to fairly apprise the teacher
of the charges against him or her and enable
him or her to prepare a defense in advance of
a hearing. The notice should include a copy of
the charges, the Board’s resolution that the
charges warrant dismissal, and a copy of a form
provided by the commissioner of education
advising the teacher of his or her legal duties,
rights and recourse under the law.

Once tenure is obtained, the evaluations are still
quite significant, and a teacher must continue
to perform well. If a tenured teacher receives
two consecutive evaluations in the bottom
two tiers (below expectations or significantly
below expectations), he or she automatically
reverts back to the probationary status. This
reverted teacher may obtain tenure again if
he or she again earns consecutive evaluations
in the top two tiers. With these changes, you
could potentially have an educator moving from
tenured status to probationary status every
couple years.

Upon receipt of a notice that the Board has
accepted and certified charges, the employee
has thirty days to request a hearing before an
impartial hearing officer on the charges. The
impartial hearing officer is selected by the director of schools from a list approved by the local
Board of Education. This officer must have no
history of employment with the Board or director, no relationship with any Board member, and
no relationship with the teacher or representatives of the teacher.

Dismissals
Tenure guarantees certain due process rights
prior to lengthy suspensions or dismissals. The
superintendent/director of schools can dismiss
nontenured teachers at the end of any year and
all noncertificated staff at any time. However,
there is a detailed process for dismissing nontenured teachers midyear or tenured teachers.
Tennessee law allows a dismissal for unprofessional conduct, incompetence, inefficiency,
insubordination, or neglect of duty.

The impartial hearing officer will conduct a full
hearing on the charges and following the hearing, render a decision.
After a hearing officer renders a decision, the
nonprevailing side may appeal to the local Board
of Education. While no new evidence may be
presented, the Board will have a record of the
proceeding before the hearing officer and the
nonprevailing party may appear and argue why

When charges are made to the Board of
Education against a teacher, charging the
teacher with offenses that would justify dismissal of the teacher, the charges shall be
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Tenured Employees. When a certified employee
who has earned tenure is terminated as a result
of abolition of position, the teacher must be
considered for the next position which comes
open in the school system for that the employee
is certified and qualified. This does not mean
the person must be hired.

the decision should be modified or reversed.
The Board may uphold the decision, send the
matter back to the hearing officer for more
information, revise the penalty, or reverse the
decision.
Upon the local Board’s issuing a decision, the
nonprevailing party may appeal to the local
chancery court.

Collaborative Conferencing
In 1978, the Tennessee General Assembly enacted the Education Professional Negotiations
Act. This act required local Boards of education to engage in collective bargaining with
local teachers’ organizations upon a majority
of voting educators choosing to do so. The
EPNA often created an adversarial relationship
between many local School Boards, administrators, and professional educators.

Abolition of a Position
Occasionally a school system is faced with
a situation in which there is a loss of financial support for an employee’s position. This
might occur because the student enrollment
was not as high as anticipated or because the
funding was not provided or discontinued for
some other reason. In such cases, the Board
is required to provide written notice to the
employee indicating the date the employee’s
termination becomes effective, the reason for
the abolition of position, and an explanation of
any rights to future employment in the school
district.

Through the negotiations process, local teachers’ associations could tie the hands of the
Board and administrators and pursue an agenda
that often did not take into account the best
interests of the students or teachers of the
school system. In 2011, the Tennessee General
Assembly passed the Professional Educators
Collaborative Conferencing Act (PECCA), which
repealed the EPNA.

When a position is abolished, it does not necessarily mean that the employment of the person
holding that position will be terminated. It is the
School Board’s decision as to which employee
is terminated when a position is abolished. The
Board should have a policy which specifies how
the decision will be made as to which employee
will be terminated.

For those systems who were not experiencing
problems, those relationships will continue
under the new law. These good working relationships were not formed because of the
EPNA. Rather, they were forged because of a
common understanding and goal for camaraderie and student achievement.

Generally speaking, such policies take into consideration the areas of certification, the quality
of a teacher’s performance as indicated through
written evaluation, the educational level of the
employee, extracurricular assignments and responsibilities, and, all else being equal, seniority.

Several school systems are currently under
contracts with local professional employee
organizations.
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While the EPNA has been repealed, these contracts will remain in full force until their natural
expirations. Under the Tennessee Constitution,
the General Assembly is prohibited from passing
a law “impairing the obligations of contracts."

If no, the next question will allow them to select
a preferred professional association to represent them in the event a majority of educators
choose yes in question one. For this second
question, an educator may also select unaffiliated or none of the above. A majority of the
educators in the school system must vote yes
to the first question in order to initiate collaborative conferencing.

With collaborative conferencing, if a majority
of educators in a district choose to participate,
they will have a seat across the table from Board
members through representation. This “panel”
will meet and confer and attempt to agree on
terms and conditions of employment. However,
if the parties cannot agree, the local Board of
Education may make the final decision. This
process will ensure that teachers have a voice,
regardless of membership in a specific association, while allowing local Boards of education
to ultimately make the best decisions for their
students, teachers, and schools.

If a majority choose to participate, the local
School Board will appoint between seven-eleven persons to serve as management personnel
and represent the Board in this new process.
The Board’s team may consist of Board members, central office staff, supervisors, principals,
or assistant principals. The educators must be
represented by the same number of persons.
The results of the poll shall proportionally determine how these representatives are chosen.

Initiating Collaborative Conferencing

For example, if a professional association was
selected by 50 percent of voters, then half
of the panelists will be appointed by that association. If 50 percent selected unaffiliated,
then the special question committee will meet
together and appoint these representatives.
To have a seat at the table, a group (whether
a professional association or unaffiliated) must
receive at least 15 percent of the votes.

Between October 1 and November 1 of each
year, 15 percent of educators in a school system
may request, in writing, to engage in collaborative conferencing. Upon receiving the requests,
the local School Board will appoint Board members and an equal number of teachers to serve
on a special question committee.
The purpose of this committee is to hold a poll
to determine if a majority of educators desire
to participate in collaborative conferencing.

The educators appointed to this panel will serve
for three years. In the event of a vacancy, the
original appointing body will name the replacement. Prior to the expiration of the terms of
the representatives, a new poll will be conducted to determine if a majority of educators
desire to continue the process of collaborative
conferencing.

The poll will consist of two questions. First,
educators will decide if they wish to participate
in the process. If yes, the next question will
allow them to select whether they would like
a representative of a professional association
to represent them or an unaffiliated educator.
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Conducting Collaborative
Conferencing

duration. The MOU is binding, and it will cover
any or all of the subjects of collaborative conferencing in which the parties agree.

Once initiated, the Board’s team and the professional employee representatives will meet and
discuss the following terms and conditions of
employment:

While this new process has been created, the
language of the new law is very clear in that it
does not require collaborative conferencing,
agreement on any terms and conditions of employment, or a memorandum of understanding.
Absent an MOU, the local Board of Education
has the authority to address such terms through
Board policy.

• Salaries and wages
• Grievance procedures
• Insurance
• Fringe benefits

Performance Objectives

• Working conditions

Each local Board of Education must develop and
implement a five-year plan to include a mission,
goals, objectives, and strategies. As a part of the
Board’s long term planning, the Board must anticipate staffing needs on a year-to-year basis.

• Leave
• Payroll deductions
No other terms may be discussed through collaborative conferencing. In passing this new law,
the General Assembly explicitly prohibited the
following items from the process:

The state law stipulates that superintendent/
director of schools must establish performance
contracts with school principals. An effective
evaluation system is a time-consuming process
for school administrators.

• Differentiated pay plans or incentive compensation programs,
• Expenditures of federal, state, local or private grants,

The conferencing with teachers, the performing
of classroom observations, the daily informal
observations, and the writing of evaluation
reports is a demanding assignment. However,
if school administrators are to serve as the
instructional leaders in the building, and if a
school system is to obtain and to maintain the
best possible staff, then priority must be assigned to evaluation. It is the Board’s responsibility to also retain the professional staff to
perform the necessary tasks.

• Evaluations of professional employees,
• Staffing decisions and state Board of
Education or local Board of Education
policies relating to innovative educational
programs, innovative high school programs,
virtual education programs, and other
programs for innovative schools or school
districts that may be enacted,
• Personnel decisions, such as transfers, assignments and filling vacancies, and none of
these decisions may be based on seniority
or length of service, and

It is important for Boards of education to
remember that they are only directly responsible for the evaluation of the superintendent/
director of schools. Teacher evaluation is delegated to the administrative staff; recommendations reach the Board through the superintendent/director of schools of schools.

• Payroll deductions for political activities.
As a result of meeting and conferring on the required items, and if the parties reach agreement,
they shall enter a memorandum of understanding (MOU) that must not exceed three years in
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Staff Professional Development

Personnel Authority

Closely aligned to School Board policies on evaluation of personnel are policies pertaining to
staff development. Staff development, a planned
program of activities to improve the competencies of employees, is a vital concern for school
systems. TCA. 49-6-3004(c) and (d) require that
in-service days shall be used according to a plan
recommended by the local superintendent/director of schools in accordance with State Board
of Education policy and applicable statutes and
adopted by the local Board of Education. A copy
of the plan shall be filed with the state commissioner of education on or before June 1 of the
preceding school year and approved by him.

The superintendent/director of schools employs, assigns, transfers, nonrenews, and dismisses all personnel except when Board action
is necessary for teachers to be granted tenure
and for tenured teachers to be dismissed. The
superintendent/director of schools recommends in these cases, and the Board takes
appropriate action.

The needs of probationary and apprentice
teachers shall be given priority in the planning
of in-service activities. Apprentice teachers
shall be assisted by supervising teachers in the
development of competencies required by the
state certification commission and the local
Board of Education.
The plan shall also give priority to staff development activities. Staff development activities
shall include an assessment of teacher and
administrator evaluations made previously by
the state certification commission and the local
school system.
The form for reporting in-service training to the
State Department of Education, “Accountability
for 200 Days and Plan for In-Service Training,”
requires a minimum of five days paid in-service.
The use of an additional four days may be designated by the local Board of Education upon
the recommendation of the superintendent/
director of schools.
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S

2. Analyze whether resources are being
committed to students. A commitment to
students shows up in philosophy and practice. Make sure that your district's practice
supports a student-centered philosophy by
the following:

chool exists for the benefit of students. We
do not have schools to give teachers, janitors bus drivers, and cooks employment. The
work of the Board is about determining what
kind of education's opportunities students will
be provided and what they are prepared to
become. Your Board should be careful to keep
students at the units of Board discussions.

• Breaking out the district budget to show
spending by categories of instruction,
administration, and operation and maintenance. Are you committing the right
balance to each category?

Your Board wants what is best for students,
but that won't happen by accident. Use these
tips to ensure that your Board keeps students
as the focus of the work of schools.

• Tracking the time your Board spends on
student issues at each Board meeting.
Ask your Board secretary to note the
amount of time spent per agenda item
for two or three meetings. Check to see
if you are spending time on the things
that matter to your Board most or being
sidetracked onto routine detail.

1. Commit the Board's time to understanding
student learning. Have you ever left a Board
meeting in which you accomplished considerable business but spent zero time talking
about students or their needs? Taking the
time to learn about how and what students
are learning can guide your decisions.

3. Frame every decision in terms of students.
Staff and community should expect that in
every decision, the Board will ask, "How
will this affect students?" Ensuring that this
discussion occurs, even if sometimes only
briefly, with every item will keep the Board
and staff focused on students and send a
powerful message to your community that
explains why decisions are made.

Try the following:
• Holding a Board work session to learn
about teaching practices, learning
needs, achievement, or student demographics. Board meetings often do not
allow you to spend the time to study
issues in depth.
• Hearing regular reports on student
achievement, based on a variety of assessments, at Board meetings.

4. Involve students in Board decisions. A
Board that is student focused knows what
students think about major issues. Consider
the following:

• Visiting classrooms to observe students
solving problems, working on their
portfolios, using technology, making
presentations before their class, or other
demonstrations.

• Involving students when developing or
revising policies that most directly affect them, such as safety, attendance,
or good conduct policies. Because they
understand the practical affect of policies in these areas, students can often
offer great insight and the simplest solution to problems.

• Asking teachers, principals, and other
administrators to report to the Board
about changes in curriculum or progress
on district goals.
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• Inviting students to be a regular part of
School Board meetings. Some Boards
plan for a report from high school student representatives at meetings; others
have a designated student member of
the Board who "votes" on each agenda
item. While the vote carries no official
weight, the student's opinion often does.

• Giving students special certificates for
outstanding work or special efforts.
Make the awards at a Board meeting and
invite the students' parents, teachers, or
other mentors to attend. Publicize the
awards in the newspaper.
• Ensuring that your district awards "letters"
and posts on the school system website for
academic achievement as well as athletics.
Hold a special awards assembly to recognize student accomplishments.

• Surveying students on issues such as
school climate, safety, learning goals,
scheduling, or other issues.

• Featuring student work at Board meetings. Ask teachers to submit student
artwork for display in the boardroom
during meetings, or display student
writing, reports, projects, or other work.
These visual reminders that "we're here
for the students" can help keep you on
track during the Board meeting.

5. Encourage parent involvement. According
to many researchers, one key to higher student achievement is parent involvement.
Your Board can support parent involvement
by doing the following:
• Encouraging parent organizations to attend Board meetings. Allow time on the
Board meeting agenda for reports from
parent organization representatives.

7. Advocate for students in the community.
Students today have many needs; schools
can't shoulder them alone. The studentfocused School Board helps by doing the
following:

• Cooperating with parent organizations
in sponsoring parent education and information programs.
• Supporting staff development training
that will assist staff in working and communicating with parents.

• Creating partnerships with individuals
and organizations that serve children
and families such as social service agencies or child care providers.

• Involving parents in decision-making as
members of Board advisory committees.

• Encouraging businesses to establish
family-friendly policies so that parents
have the flexibility to be involved in their
children's learning.

• Supporting administrators in their efforts to ensure a positive school climate
that is family friendly. For example, how
are parents made to feel welcome in
school buildings? Is your district sensitive to the needs of working parents
and parents with young children when
scheduling programs, conferences, or
other meetings?

• Making presentations to civic organizations to explain the needs of students
in your district, what the schools are
doing to help, and how other community
organizations can help.

6. Recognize and honor students. Programs
that recognize students not only build selfesteem and establish school spirit; they also
help to promote public confidence in your
school. Your Board can help by doing the
following:
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